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EDITOR’S NOTE 
A lot can change in 15 years. This is no less true even in the putatively slow-moving Irish 
legal world: newly-weds of the same-sex, justices of the Court of Appeal, and those who 
would seek to transmit personal data across the Atlantic an all attest to this reality. What has 
not changed since 2001 however, is the need for vigorous examination- and when called for, 
criticism- of these changes, both by experts in the field and the fresh voices of students 
apprehending the area for the first time. Legal journals are the vehicles for this analysis, 
playing a crucial role in steering the direction of legal development and nurturing new legal 
commentary. 

The Cork Online Law Review celebrates its 15th birthday this year, and since its founding in 
2001 it has strived in particular to achieve this latter goal. Run by students, for students, it 
both offers an opportunity for the publication of student authors, and acts as a service to 
students who use its diverse content to develop their own work.  

It is my great pleasure to oversee the publication of the 15th Edition of COLR, and I sincerely 
hope all who read it will find it worthy of the high standards set over the past 15 years.  What 
cannot be doubted however, is the standard of all those who have played a part in production 
of this year’s Edition. I would like to extend our thanks to all of this year’s authors for their 
helpful co-operation in the editing of articles; to the Executive Committee of UCC Law 
Society for their unwavering support; to Professor William Binchy for kindly taking to time 
to write the foreword for this Edition; to Professor Ursula Kilkelly, Head of the College of 
Business and Law and Dean of the School of Law, for her guest article and assistance 
throughout the year; and to the staff of UCC School of Law for their consistently excellent 
input on the articles, in particular to Dr Catherine O’Sullivan, Dr Aisling Parkes, Dr Patrick 
O’Callaghan, Professor Deirdre Madden, Dr Darius Whelan, Dr Sean Ó Conaill, Professor 
Maeve McDonagh.  

Our sincere gratitude goes also to Arthur Cox; their continued and generous backing of 
COLR is a testament to their engagement with students and their respect for the cultivation of 
legal knowledge 

Above all, I must express my deepest gratitude to our ever-diligent, insightful and vivacious 
Editorial Board, in particular to our Deputy Editor Sinead Harrington; as intense as things 
often get approaching the publication date, their spirit and work ethic never faltered. Finally, 
I wish to thank Dr Maria Cahill, our Liaison Officer with UCC School of Law; it cannot be 
denied that her expertise has made this a far finer Edition than it would have been in her 
absence. 

Is mise le meas, 

Conor Quane. 

Editor-in-Chief of the 15th Edition 

March 2016. 
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FOREWORD TO THE FIFTEENTH EDITION 
It is a considerable honour to be invited to provide the Foreword to the 15th Edition of the 
Cork Online Law Review. There is a tangible vitality to the contributions. The authors clearly 
care deeply about law and its place in society. They are not hesitant to criticise, but their 
criticism is invariably positive and informed. They have an international perspective and their 
discourse moves seamlessly from Irish constitutional law to EU law and global and regional 
human rights jurisprudence. 

Substantive legal theory is analysed, on the themes of the constitutional approach to abortion, 
the values underlying property and housing law in Ireland, and the rights of minority 
languages in domestic courts.  There is throughout a concern for law-in-action, most notably 
in relation to such matters as the fallibilities of eyewitness evidence in criminal prosecutions, 
the need for the child’s voice to be heard more clearly in family law proceedings, the 
possibility of converting conveyancing into an entirely electronic process and a study of 
employment law relating to professional football. No one can accuse the authors of having 
retreated to an ivory tower: these all are themes of great contemporary relevance, where calm 
and informed analysis contributes an important social good. 

The Editor-in-Chief, Conor Quane, has every reason to be proud of his achievement; it is a 
pride that ought also to be felt by all the contributors and, indeed, by the Law Society and 
Faculty of University College Cork. The Cork Online Law Review has a richly deserved 
international reputation for scholarship and the 15th Edition further enhances that reputation. 

 

William Binchy, Emeritus Professor of Law, Trinity College Dublin. 

March 2016. 
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THE SCHOOL OF LAW AT UCC- REFLECTING ON CHANGE AND 
OPPORTUNITY 

 
Professor Ursula Kilkelly1 

 
I am grateful to the editorship of the Cork Online Law Review (COLR) for the invitation to 
contribute to this, the 15th anniversary edition of this student-led journal, published under the 
auspices of the Law Society of University College Cork.  In my capacity as Dean of the 
School of Law at UCC, it is timely to reflect on what we have achieved in that time and to 
look ahead a little to what the next few years might bring.  
 
By any standards, it is fair to say that since the first edition of the Cork Online Law Review 
was launched in March 2002 by Justice Ronan Keane, the School of Law has changed 
greatly.  The staff and student population have increased in number and mix, programmes 
have evolved at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, our international reach has 
continued to extend outward and our graduates’ careers have taken on ever more diversity.  
Despite the challenges of economic recession, the constants in this time have been our 
commitment to excellence in what we do and our ability – both staff and students - to 
compete with the best anywhere in the world.  Among all of the uncertainty of the 21st 
century, what is clear is that the next decade will bring even more challenge and opportunity 
than the time that has gone before.   
 

A SINCE 2002: A SNAPSHOT 
 

The Law School has enjoyed great leadership - Professor Irene Lynch Fannon (1999-2002), 
Professor Maeve McDonagh (2002-2003), Professor Caroline Fennell (2003-2009) and 
Professor Steve Hedley (2009-2012) were Head of Department and Dean of Faculty before I 
become Dean in 2012.  It is unusual perhaps that most of our leaders have been women and it 
is significant too that during that time women have made up the majority of the academic 
staff.  In 2016, the Law School has 37 full time staff, including nine professors (Professor 
Caroline Fennell is now UCC’s Registrar and Senior Vice President (Academic)), five Senior 
Lecturers, 11 Lecturers, three researchers and nine staff in managerial, administrative, 
clinical and technical roles. Since COLR began, the total number of registered students of the 
School of law has increased to 630; comprising 525 full-time and 105 part-time students; 
with 526 taking undergraduate programmes, 77 postgraduates and 27 PhD students.  We have 
a large panel of adjunct or part-time staff who lecture and tutor across our programmes and 
currently have four Adjunct Professors including Mr Justice Frank Clarke, Supreme Court; 
Judge Anthony M Collins, Judge of the General Court of the European Union; Dr Vincent 
Power, Partner in A&L Goodbody, and Teresa Doherty, former judge of the Special Court of 
Sierra Leone.  
 

																																																													
1 Head of the College of Business and Law, Dean of the School of Law, University College Cork. 
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Our programmes have evolved throughout this time with some programmes being 
discontinued, making the way for new offerings. Thus, when COLR was first launched, our 
undergraduate programmes included the BCL degree and three joint honours programmes- 
BCL (Law and French), BCL (Law and German) and BCL (Law and Irish). Our long-
standing Evening BCL programme continued to run. Shortly afterwards saw the introduction 
of new graduate programmes- notably the LLM (Criminal Justice) (with its innovative 
component of clinical experience) and the LLM (E-Law and Commercial Law). In 2003, the 
BCL International began to grow, building on strong relationships with US partners- Temple 
University in Philadelphia and Saint Louis University.  Further links followed in 2005 with 
Charles University, Prague and the University of Oslo, and the list of prestigious partners was 
later expanded to include Brooklyn Law School and Montreal in North America, East China 
University of Political Science and Law in Shanghai and Symbiosis School of Law in Pune, 
India.  In 2005/2006, the BCL (Clinical) degree was added to the undergraduate offerings, 
providing a year on work placement.  January 2011 marked significant developments at 
postgraduate level, building on our significant reputations in the areas of human rights and 
children’s rights with the establishment of the LLM (International Human Rights and Public 
Policy) and the LLM (Child and Family Law), the only degree in its kind in the UK or 
Ireland. 
 
And this change continues - 2016 will see very significant change with the introduction of the 
new BCL (Law and Business) degree allowing students to build expertise in these areas and 
marking the beginning of an exciting partnership with the Cork University Business School.  
The BCL, BCL (Clinical) and BCL (International) degrees will continue to be offered but 
students will come in via a single entry point – the BCL (Pathways), choosing their degree 
after first year in a move designed to maximise student choice.  Our BCL (Law and French) 
and our unique BCL (Law and Irish) programmes continue to go from strength to strength in 
line with our reputation for the education of versatile lawyer linguists. 
 
The nature of legal education has changed significantly over the lifetime of COLR.  Our 
teaching is now almost entirely research-led and inspired and lecturers now routinely acquire 
Postgraduate Certificates, Diplomas and Masters degrees in Teaching and Learning 
qualifications.  UCC has a long standing commitment to practical legal education and skills- 
derived from the many visiting US law professors who have come here to teach Legal 
Writing- and we were among the first to integrate such tailored programmes into our 
undergraduate and postgraduate degrees.  Making Moot Court a compulsory subject on the 
BCL degree was a sea-change that preceded the establishment of COLR, but it is now so 
widely accepted that students moot for fun in their spare time!  Our great relationship with 
the judiciary has meant that the High Court judges visiting Cork on circuit step in every 
January to judge our Annual (or Gala) Moot Court, a competitive event running for decades 
with the proud sponsorship of a Cork legal family, now in its fifth generation under Ms Sally 
Donegan.  This prestigious event is run in the impressive surroundings of the courthouse on 
Washington Street and gives students a valuable opportunity to put their advocacy skills to 
the test before the High Court judiciary.  
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Our innovation in legal education has continued apace in recent years and we have again 
positioned ourselves at the forefront of developments with the launch of a series of student 
clinics. In 2010, the School launched the Child Law Clinic, which provides student-led 
research services to lawyers litigating children’s issues. The Clinic was launched by Marsha 
Levick, a graduate of Temple University and chief counsel with Juvenile Law Centre in 
Philadelphia, and former Dean of the Faculty and High Court Judge Mr Justice Bryan 
McMahon, highlighting our deep connections to the judiciary and the international 
community. The Clinic has worked on numerous cases in national and international courts 
since its establishment, and it provided support to the legal team of Louise O’Keeffe, who 
won her case in 2014 before the European Court of Human Rights.  Other successes include 
litigating children’s rights on corporal punishment before the European Social Rights 
Committee – which inter alia gave rise to the removal of the defence of reasonable 
chastisement from Irish law under the Children First Act 2015 – and an amicus brief and then 
a live appearance before the Inter America Court of Human Rights in Mexico on the subject 
of separated children. Different models of clinic have emerged in the School in the past 
number of years – the Family Law Clinic provides practical and accessible information to 
those seeking to navigate the family law system and the IT Law Clinic supports students to 
provide legal information to start-ups. The Sports Law Clinic is the newest of these models 
and again will involve guiding students to provide support to those involved in sports 
disputes and disciplinary matters.  
 

B STUDENT ACCESS AND VOICE 
In the years since COLR was launched, the School of Law has continued to demonstrate 
lasting commitment to providing multiple access routes to the study of law at UCC. The 2002 
President’s report notes that our commitment to non-traditional modes of entry to the study of 
law at UCC was strengthened during that year with the provision of additional places to 
Mature Years candidates, which are now available across all our undergraduate programmes. 
Our Evening Law programme has been running every alternate year for decades, and has a 
lasting legacy as a full degree law programme running at night giving second chance and 
sometimes first chance education to a diverse group of extraordinarily dedicated students. 
This commitment to further education is evident too in our launch in 2009 of the LLM 
(Practitioner), in collaboration with the Law Society. This degree provides legal professionals 
with tailored programme of study comprising a range of modules including self-reflecting 
learning opportunity.  
 
We have always sought to support our students with our Personal Tutor system of pastoral 
care and in the last number of years these supports have been augmented by structured 
supports for students with disabilities, via the Disability Liaison Officer role. In 2012, we 
appointed a Student Wellbeing Officer dedicated to supporting students with health and 
personal issues affecting their studies, signposting them to University and other services. Our 
annual review of this service is testament to the high esteem in which this support is held by 
students.  
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The rate of student evaluation has increased and improved exponentially since COLR was 
launched in 2002 with surveys now being undertaken at module, programme, University and 
national levels.  Concerned not just to hear the student voice but to act on it, the School of 
Law has promoted structures that respond directly to student views and concerns. In 2012, we 
introduced a Student Council to enable student representatives to meet monthly with the 
Dean to raise any issues of concern or information on a mutual basis. This mechanism allows 
students to receive direct answers to queries and is considered an effective channel of 
communication whereby student feedback can be sought on policy and other issues during 
their evolution. This helps to ensure that student voice is taken into account on matters that 
affect them. 
 

C PHD PROGRAMME 
If one area of activity is to be associated with our progress in the last 15 years it is our PhD 
programme.  Not only have we increased the number of students from Ireland and around the 
world pursing doctoral studies in the School of Law, we have had great success supporting 
our students to attract competitive scholarships from bodies like the Irish Research Council, 
the National University of Ireland and the Department of Children and Youth Affairs. Having 
a dynamic PhD community has greatly enriched the environment in the School and deepened 
our scholarly profile. In addition, many graduates of the programme have gone onto 
academic careers in all the law schools of Ireland, in the UK (eg Edinburgh, Liverpool, Kent, 
Birmingham, King’s College London) and in Australia and Canada. If the success of our 
activity is that younger scholars want to enter academia, to follow in our footsteps, then we 
have truly made it- all within the short lifetime of COLR. 
 

D OUR SCHOLARSHIP 
Perhaps hidden from view- to the student body at least- is the extraordinary scholarship and 
engagement work undertaken by academics within the School.  Although this has always 
been the case, recent years have seen our research reach the global stage. This has also been 
independently verified- in 2009 and again in 2015, when an independent panel of 
international academics established that the School of Law is home to leading scholars at a 
range of areas where law interfaces with society. Our research clusters around areas like 
Corporate and Banking and IT Law; Environmental, Marine and Maritime Law; Human 
Rights; Child and Family Law and Medical and Health Law, with special expertise in several 
aspects of private law, constitutional law and EU.  Staff publish monographs (often the 
leading texts), publish in edited collections and peer-reviewed international journals; they 
conduct funded research, often awarded by competitive tender, and are invited to present 
their work in international fora.  Many examples exist of UCC School of Law research 
having a significant impact.  For example, our work is frequently cited in Oireachtas Debates, 
in national and international judgments, and media commentary.  It has prompted and 
informed law reform in a range of areas and it continues to influence how services are 
delivered and designed. Our work has been cited with approval by national courts in Ireland, 
the UK and other jurisdictions and has been singled out as leading scholarship within various 
fields.  Staff contribution is eagerly sought by national and international bodies alike, 
showing all the hallmarks of a law school with a genuinely international profile. Some of the 
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evidence of this excellence- and that of our students- is evident in the 15 editions of COLR.  
Staff members supported the journal from the outset by publishing their work (see Dr Conor 
O’Mahony’s piece in the first edition!) and many of our students, including many of those 
who have since gone on to academic positions, published their work in the journal. The 
significant editorial work associated with COLR has been generously supported by academic 
staff of the School throughout its history and although we are very proud to be associated 
with it, COLR is first and foremost a student journal.  Just as the Law Society has gone from 
strength to strength, professionalising its events and supporting students through 
extracurricular activity, COLR has continued to develop and evolve.  The awarding of prizes, 
the publication of papers in the Irish, French and German languages, the introduction of 
letters along with guest posts and invited features have all helped to create the journal’s 
unique Cork identity. The generosity of those- frequently senior judiciary- who have given 
their time to launch the journal is a clear acknowledgement of the important role of student 
scholarship. It is timely to remember Mr Justice Hardiman, RIP, of the Supreme Court who 
launched the journal two years ago when he used the opportunity to engage in some extra-
judicial commentary in an indication of how seriously he took the journal.  
 

E TO THE FUTURE 
As both COLR and the School of Law continue to flourish, it is important to reflect on the 
challenges of our changing environment. Our history as a faculty since the very establishment 
of Queen’s College (now UCC) in 1845 demonstrates that we are capable of adapting to new 
circumstances. Since 2002, we have welcomed many new colleagues- Dr Maria Cahill, Dr 
Sean O’Conaill and more recently Dr Patrick O’Callaghan and Dr Dug Cubie- and we have 
said farewell to valued and very popular colleagues whose names live long in the memories 
of our graduates- these include Professor Brian Carroll, Professor David Gwynn Morgan 
(now Emeritus), Professor Shane Kilcommins, Tim Murphy and Frank Martin. The evolution 
of our programmes and our scholarship, the constant innovation in teaching and the 
dynamism of our approach to external engagement mean that we are well placed to sustain 
the excellent reputation hard earned by the School. Our relationships with our international 
partners, our alumni, the legal professions and a range of statutory and non-governmental 
bodies and international organisations keep us tuned into trends as they emerge and the 
associated needs of society as a whole.  A School prepared to listen is, in our view, already 
ahead of the next opportunity or challenge as we have constantly shown. The extent to which 
our well-rounded graduates have developed new career opportunities- from the professions 
and the judiciary, to media and politics, to policy roles, international diplomacy and beyond- 
shows that they are versatile too, using the formal education, learning work placement and 
study abroad experiences and the range of skills acquired as the building blocks on which to 
base their career development.  What we look forward to is an even closer relationship with 
our students and our alumni, with an understanding that our success is really their success, 
and vice versa.  
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THE INSTITUTION OF HOUSING: HANOCH DAGAN’S REALIST THEORIES OF 

PROPERTY AND PUBLIC HOUSING IN IRELAND 

Christopher Nealon* 

 

A  INTRODUCTION 

The work of Hanoch Dagan deals extensively with property law from a unique legal realist 
perspective, offering an original view not seen in traditional property law theories. Based on 
an appreciation for promoting human values and relationships, Dagan seeks to resolve actual 
property law with what people expect property law to be.  

This paper will critically analyse Dagan’s property law theories and, naturally, in examining 
Dagan’s theories, examples and analogies will generally be drawn from Irish property law. 
However, a more radical and interesting approach to the greater application of these theories 
could be to attempt application of Dagan’s approach to a more challenging, though 
peripheral, issue in property law. In this vein, the subject of tenure and rights in public 
housing law under s 62 of the Housing Act 1966 is in need of reform. 

To begin the analysis of Dagan, I will introduce 'American legal realism', or more simply 
'legal realism': a significant albeit broad label for the intellectual tendencies of certain early to 
mid-20th century US jurisprudential reformists.1 Dagan follows and defends legal realism 
vigorously throughout his work. As Dagan presents his thoughts in a contextual fashion, in 
keeping with his legal realist approach, I will attempt to present and analyse his theories in 
the same way. Dagan states that an institution should be 'determined by its character, namely 
by the unique balance of property values characterizing the institution at issue'.2 After 
examining Dagan’s theories, I will explain the legal character of the institution described in s 
62 of the Housing Act 1966, before addressing the theoretical relationship between public 
housing law and property values and attempting to reconcile them, while discussing 
appropriate social values in public law and the nature of a property right in the context of this 
paper. 
 

B   LEGAL REALISM 

First, legal realism has been described as 'not a philosophy, but a technology',3 necessitated 
by a 'scepticism as to some of the conventional theories, a scepticism stimulated by zeal to 
reform, in the interest of justice, some courthouse ways’.4 As 'legal formalism'- a judicial 

																																																													
* BCL (International), National University of Ireland Galway. I wish to thank Dr Padraic Kenna for his 
assistance in the production of this article. 
1 Neil Duxbury, Patterns of American Jurisprudence (Clarendon Press 1997) 69. 
2 Hanoch Dagan, ‘Exclusion and Inclusion in Property’ in Property, State and Community (Oxford University 
Press 2011) 10. 
3 William Twining, Karl Llewellyn and the Realist Movement (Cambridge University Press 2012) 575. 
4 Jerome Frank, ‘Legal Thinking in Three Dimensions’ (1949) 1 Syracuse Law Review 9, 10. 
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methodism borne out of scientific and mathematical schools of thought which applied 
abstract reasoning and logic in jurisprudence- became popular, legal realists reacted critically. 
In a conflict reminiscent of that between rationalism and empiricism in the modern 
philosophical era, realists claimed that the a priori categorisations of formalists were not fine 
enough to fully engage uniqueness of each case.  Thus, when a judicial decision was finally 
made, it could be said to be, in reality, a posteriori and normative but clothed in the 
‘rationalizations’ of the meticulously sign-posted rationalist approach.5 

As there are many unique writers on the subject of legal realism, as well as differing schools 
of thought, there is no precise encapsulation of a realist ethos.  However, certain principles 
and trends can be seen throughout legal realism. Prediction of procedural results is at the 
forefront of their analysis, as the normal person is primarily concerned with the outcome of a 
trial rather than the finer details within. This has led to scepticism over the value of rules in 
and of themselves in judicial process, as well as scepticism of judicial regard for and 
treatment of the facts of the cases. The role of the judge is of great importance to the realist as 
the ultimate decision maker in the court; the study of judicial behaviouralism developed to 
predict a judge’s possible thoughts based on the tiniest indicators of bias, conscious or 
subconscious.6 One could say that legal realism’s empirical approach developed to a highly 
scientific degree, a development which was encouraged greatly by Loevinger through 
'jurimetrics', a thoroughly scientific treatment of legal data.7 

The rule of precedent could be said to be key in the development of legal realism. Legal 
realism as understood in this paper is largely a US phenomenon, and it puts great importance 
in determining the actions of the court outside of the actual rules at play. It has been noted 
that the rule of precedent is far stronger in the UK and Ireland than it is in the US,8 and this is 
a factor to consider in determining whether a broad legal realist approach is feasible in 
Ireland. 

Dagan’s extensive writing on the subject of legal realism includes a great focus on real world 
development of realist law,9 which in his property law theories comes in the form of 'property 
institutions'. 

 

C REALIST INSTITUTIONS IN PROPERTY LAW 

Stated basically, Dagan’s approach to property law entails an empirical, normative 
examination of property, furnished with institutions based in human values and relationships, 

																																																													
5 Brian Leiter, ‘American Legal Realism’ [2002] The University of Texas School of Law, Public Law and Legal 
Theory Research Paper No 042, 1-3.  
6 Karl Llewellyn, ‘Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound’ (1931) 44 Harvard Law Review 
8, 1222; JG Riddall, Jurisprudence (2nd edn, Oxford University Press 2005) 223. 
7 Lee Loevinger, ‘Jurimetrics: The Methodology of Legal Inquiry’ (1963) 28 Law and Contemporary Problems 
5. 
8 Freeman (n 4) 988. 
9 Hanoch Dagan, ‘Lawmaking for Legal Realists’ (2012) Tel Aviv University Law Faculty Papers Working 
Paper 168. 
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subject to comprehensive rules that give people a sense of familiarity with and expectation of 
what the institutions entail.10 A rather detailed concept, I will discuss the property institution 
both comparatively as a property model and specifically in terms of its more definite legal 
aspects. 

 

D INSTITUTIONS IN THE CONTEXT OF PROPERTY MODELS 

Dagan contextualises the role of the property institution by comparing it to two forms that are 
already used: property as a standalone form and property as the Hohfeldian 'bundle of rights' 
or 'bundle of sticks'.11 

Property as a form, as the name may suggest, is a preferred method of interpretation by 
Dagan’s jurisprudential opponents, legal formalists. He criticises this treatment of property as 
it creates a bubble in which courts and lawyers determine the law based on preconceived 
forms that they fit the case into, and thus produce a judgment based on internal doctrine.12 By 
ignoring the greater questions of the human values and relationships at stake, formalist 
jurisprudence can be a case of 'form obscuring substance'.13 Dagan argues that these forms 
create situations in which doctrine forces certain limited judgment choices to appear 
inevitable, despite the potential of empirical or normative critique to open up a wider realm of 
possible outcomes. 

Although arguably undermining much of common law jurisprudence, Dagan presents the 
words of Felix Cohen in explanation of his feelings on rigid property forms:14 

When the vivid fictions and metaphors of traditional jurisprudence are thought of as 
reasons for decisions… the author, as well as the reader, of the opinion or argument is 
apt to forget the social forces which mould the law and the social ideals by which the 
law is moulded.15 

On the other hand, the 'bundle of rights' offers a vastly different conception of property law. 
The bundle of rights 'characterizes property as a bundle of entitlements regulating relations 
among persons concerning a valued resource'.16 This property conception is preferable to 
Dagan to the idea of single forms. He recognises that the bundle of rights requires a judge to 
consider the interplay of different rights and obligations at play during a property dispute, 
with the uniqueness of each exercise (by virtue of being outside recognised doctrinal forms) 
allowing consideration of human values to be introduced.17 However, Dagan states that the 
bundle of rights cannot simply be used in place of a genuine analysis of views, but merely as 
																																																													
10 Dagan (n 2) 10. 
11 Hanoch Dagan, ‘The Craft of Property’ (2003) 91 California Law Review 1518, 1519. 
12 ibid 1528. 
13 ibid 1527. 
14 ibid 1528. 
15 Felix Cohen, ‘Transcendental Nonsense and the Functional Approach’ (1935) 35 Columbia Law Review 809, 
812. 
16 Anna di Robilant, ‘Property: A Bundle of Sticks or a Tree?’ (2013) 66 Vanderbilt Law Review 869, 871. 
17 Dagan (n 11) 1533. 
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a facilitator of such analysis.18 One could gather from this that Dagan appreciates the bundle 
of rights mostly as a form disrupter that may allow analysis of values to creep in. 
 
Dagan’s criticism is not completely against the bundle of rights, but also against its 
misapplication in court. Taking the example of US v Craft19 as a case study, he argued that 
misuse can reduce the bundle of rights to a mere 'laundry list', a menu of specific rights from 
which forms as explained above could be selected.20 Dagan stated that to enumerate the rights 
in a bundle of rights defeats its purpose. However it is contended here that merely by 
examining the bundle of rights in the courtroom, its components are revealed and 
subsequently prioritised to determine the justice of the case; in the practical sense the 
metaphor is defeated. While it is a useful description of the existence of property rights in a 
given situation outside of court, the facts of each legal case in court soon clarify whether the 
myriad extant property rights are relevant or irrelevant. 

This problem arises because, as suggested, a bundle of rights is constituted by rights. Taking 
Craft as an example, it is sometimes simple to identify the particular relevant relationships 
and rights: the right a man has to enjoy community property with his family and the right of 
the tax collectors to seek the payment of his debts. Two clear values stand out from this: 
protection of the family and the payment of tax as a member of society. Indeed the court in 
Craft split based generally on these values. It seems that although Dagan decries the use of 
forms through misinterpretation of the bundle of rights, he understates that the values which 
exist behind the forms were strongly considered. 

This being said, any flaws which may exist in Dagan’s bundle of rights argument relating to 
Craft do not obscure the potential good the property institutions could do. If the relationships 
such as that between a man, his family and the tax man are defined specifically by law, there 
would surely be less ambiguity in the outcome of the conflict. As long as the foundation 
values are sure and solid, the property institutions can be constructed; the split decision in 
Craft suggests that in reality it is the very determination of such values that could pose the 
biggest difficulty. 

 

E THE NUMERUS CLAUSUS DOCTRINE 

Unfortunately, the bundle of rights–institution–forms paradigm reveals another potential 
pitfall in the creation of property institutions. Dagan states that property law should only offer 
limited bundles which are justifiable jointly in law and human values but the bundle of rights 
has endless permutations offering countless bundles.21 In response to this, he brings in the 
numerus clausus principle to limit the number of property institutions he proposes. The 
numerus clausus principle in property law dictates that there is a limited number of property 
rights that exist in order to avoid confusion and ensure the law is accessible for any interested 
																																																													
18 ibid 1534. 
19 United States v Craft 535 US 274 (2002). 
20 Dagan (n 11) 1534. 
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parties.22 The numerus clausus principle is not explicitly seen in Irish law, however it is 
possible to draw an analogy to English law here as the numerus clausus in that jurisdiction 
includes the same rights found in the Irish system (for example mortgages, easements and 
restrictive covenants), limited to around twelve categories.23 

Dagan emphasises the importance of the numerus clausus principle to the institutions 
concept, but while it is desirable to keep property within limited, recognisable parameters, the 
need to apply strict rules to specific value–based property relationships indicates that 
specificity may fundamental in defining property institutions. This specificity means that a 
property institution may have limited scope in terms of relationships and values, so another 
property institution will theoretically comprise a variation on the same theme. Taking into 
account the extent of property law, variations could create a massive amount of property 
institutions and, therefore, rules. Furthermore, new types of property right can simply be 
created, or derived from first principles, that did not necessarily exist before; the Civil 
Partnership and Certain Rights and Obligations Act (CPCROC) 2010 is an example of this, as 
it provides familiar property ownership and succession rights, though using an altered legal 
framework for a new class of people.24 

A solution to this potential conflict could be to allow for the creation or derivation of new 
property rights as long as they are in keeping with Dagan’s model of values, relationships and 
expectations. In allowing them to pass in into property law, the numerus clausus is expanded. 
Taking the CPCROC Act as a model, it precisely presents the property rules for a section of 
society, covering various legal and human relationships based on widely accepted modern 
values. Although the elements of the numerus clausus in England are far broader than to be 
subject to alteration by the provisions of the CPCROC Act, it may be wise to try and keep 
precision in the larger scheme of property institutions as each internal scheme grows more 
precise. 

Failing a loosening of the numerus clausus principle, it could be foreseen that potential 
property institutions could find themselves outside of their ideal form, and thus become 
subject to judicial interpretation outside of their expectations; a realist such as Dagan would 
find this fundamentally objectionable. 

 

F THE NECESSITY OF STRICT RULES 

Dagan presents the property institutions as being accompanied by their own strict rules for 
defining how the relationships are to operate; basically a code for each. He says that by using 
property institutions with strict rules, the rights and interests of all parties are vindicated 
through the reassurance of having the relationships explicitly verified by law, the clarity of 
separating the elements of one’s property rights regarding each actor ('ownership for one 
purpose does not necessarily imply ownership for another and that the configuration of 
																																																													
22 Kevin Gray and Susan Francis Gray, Elements of Land Law (5th edn, Oxford University Press 2009) 137. 
23 ibid 139. 
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property rights is context dependent'25) and the economy of having the information detailing 
the property relationship readily available for interested third parties (also by virtue of the 
numerus clausus doctrine stopping over–development of property institutions).26 

Dagan’s realist leanings can be seen at work here in the introduction of strict rules. As has 
already been noted, scepticism of rules is fundamental to realist thought, and by introducing 
such rules it is possible that Dagan wishes to describe a realist ideal, a system in which rules 
hold greater authority and thus those entering into property relationships are secure in their 
expectations. 

Looking more closely at the rules, Dagan describes the process of creating them as reform 
through abolition, reconstruction of content and restatement.27 In Ireland, property law is 
overwhelmingly covered by modern legislation (Registration of Title Act 1964, Succession 
Act 1965, Registration of Deeds and Title Act 2006, Land and Conveyancing Law Reform 
Act (LCLRA) 2009, CPCROC 2010 to name some of the key acts) and is still subject to 
reform (The Law Reform Commission’s Fourth Programme of Law Reform includes 
proposals for succession law, compulsory acquisition of land and landlord and tenant law).28 
Property law has been changing in keeping with the development of values in Ireland, taking 
into account new institutions based on new values and relationships in a progressive fashion; 
as Fiona de Londras observed, '[i]t goes without saying that the Civil Partnership and Certain 
Rights and Obligations Act 2010 is, in itself, a significant if not monumental piece of 
legislation for a country that only decriminalised male homosexual sex in 1993.'29 The 
subsequent Marriage Bill 2015 exemplified further the rapidly changeable nature of property 
institutions. In this respect, one could say that, overall, Ireland possesses the self–awareness 
to make sure that domestic property law is of its time, and that Dagan would be satisfied that 
the scope and development of legislation suit his institutions concept.   

However, realists also know that ultimately the power to interpret these rules lies with the 
judiciary. In an ideal system as described, it is foreseeable that any judicial interpretation of 
the law outside the strict rules could completely subvert expectations. In Ireland, Dagan may 
again find satisfaction in the respect shown to the legislature by the judiciary under Ireland’s 
interpretation of the separation of powers.30 On this matter, it could be said that the success of 
the strict rules aspect of property institutions is a reality in Ireland.  

 

																																																													
25 Dagan (n 11) 1563. 
26 ibid 1565. 
27 ibid 1565. 
28 Law Reform Commission, 'Fourth Programme of Law Reform' (LRC 110 – 2013). 
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inequality/> accessed 23 February 2015.  
30 McGrath v McDermott [1988]1 IR 258, 276. 'The courts have not got a function to add to or delete from 
express statutory provisions so as to achieve objectives which to the courts appear desirable. In rare and limited 
circumstances words or phrases may be implied into statutory provisions solely for the purpose of making them 
effective to achieve their expressly avowed objective’ (Finlay CJ). 
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G APPLICATION TO IRISH HOUSING LAW 

As a contentious legal and political issue, various sources of law provide various examples of 
respect for values relating to housing, such as in the Treaty on European Union, which 
outlines respect for values such as 'human dignity' in Article 2,31 and 'social and housing 
assistance so as to ensure a decent existence' in Article 34(3)32 and the less specific (though 
more legally reliable) provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights. While these 
values have driven development of social housing law and theory, this specific issue in 
housing law could benefit from being addressed from a new perspective. It is proposed here 
that Dagan’s realist institution concept of property provides an ideal legal framework for this 
task, while maintaining the normative tradition of housing law. 

 

H THE PROBLEM 

The crucial area for improvement is the occupier–landlord relationship and recovery of 
dwellings in local authority housing, currently covered by s 62 of the Housing Act 1966.  
Section 62 specifically states that there is no tenancy in dwellings provided under the Act, 
and the dwellings may be recovered upon demand by the relevant authority (ie landlord), 
with supplementary support unconditionally provided by court order.33 

This section of the Act has garnered a large body of legal criticism, primarily from the 
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), and increasingly from national courts. It has been 
argued that the mechanism of the statute generally constitutes degrading treatment (ie a lack 
of respect for the individual’s rights) in the lack of fair procedure in protecting the home, 
relating to Articles 3, 6 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) 
respectively.34 In Ireland this criticism, brought into the courts through the enactment of the 
Human Rights Act 2003, was initially deflected in rulings that judicial review constituted 
enough of a safeguard.35 This changed with Donegan v Dublin City Council,36 in which 
section 62 was deemed disproportionate to the housing management requirements of local 
authorities, resulting in a declaration of incompatibility. A similar outcome came 
subsequently in Dublin City Council v Gallagher,37 indicating that Irish courts had come into 
alignment with the ECHR on this matter.38 

 

 

																																																													
31 Consolidated Version of the Treaty on European Union [2008] OJ C115/13, Article 2.   
32 Consolidated Version of the Treaty on European Union [2008] OJ C115/13, Article 34(3). 
33 Housing Act 1966, s 62. 
34 López Ostra v Spain App no 16798/90 (ECtHR, 9 December 1994), Moldovan v Romania App nos 41138/98 
and 64320/01 (ECtHR, 5 July 2005). 
35 Gifford and Another v Dublin City Council [2007] IEHC 387, Leonard v Dublin City Council [2008] IEHC 
79. 
36 [2008] IEHC 288. 
37 [2008] IEHC 354. 
38 McCann v United Kingdom (2008) 47 EHRR 913. 
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I THE PRINCIPAL SOLUTION 

In Pullen v Dublin City Council39 it was suggested that section 14 of the Conveyancing Act 
1881, concerning applications for a landlord’s re-entry to the property, could provide an 
ECHR-compliant method of repossession. This suggestion has also been made by various 
legal agencies.40 From the Realist perspective this proposed remedy to the offending section 
62 could seem counterintuitive- a reversion to archaic legislation while criticisms of housing 
law already condemn its complexity and wide spread of sources (it has been suggested that 
more codification is needed)41- and a missed opportunity for modern normative reform.  

It is argued here that a reform of the existing section could introduce the courts or an 
independent tribunal to provide the option of defence for dispossessed tenants, which would 
be a sufficiently equitable reconstruction of the repossession element of the landlord–tenant 
relationship, in accordance with the values espoused by the ECHR. In this context traditional 
realist theory is subverted, as it is the judiciary that potentially provides the security of strict 
rules to limit the unpredictability of the legislature and executive in housing management. 

 

J A GREATER REALIST REFORM 

Expanding on the scope of the legal values already established in the ECHR and courts, a 
realist reform of section 62 could go beyond meeting the ECHR’s 'safeguard' requirements, 
but a Craft–like conflict of values exists. On one hand, an approach following the concepts of 
dignity and equality is desirable. It was stated by Kearns J in Dublin City Council v Fennell 
that '[i]t goes without saying… that the position of a tenant of a housing authority compares 
unfavourably with that of a private law tenant,'42 in relation to various statutory protections, 
and the ECHR has also recognised this, as seen above. Furthermore, recent legal commentary 
has been critical of the idea of 'property insiders and property outsiders' in property values. 
Lorna Fox O’Mahony argues that equality is impossible under the current legal framework as 
it favours one group over another, and this hampers effective treatment of problems; the 
different treatment of recipients of social support (such as housing) in property law 'others' 
them and hampers their ability to achieve the greater goals in society such as citizenship, 
welfare and life chances.43 Dagan also recognises property relations as being fundamental to 
one’s independence and interpersonal power, and notes that 'interpersonal dependence often 
takes the form of subordination, which is generated by severe inequalities even when 
everyone’s survival and basic needs are secured'.44 

Therefore, theoretically, a desirable result of a reformed section 62 would be a desegregation 
of the enjoyers of property rights in the family home and the 'others'. It could be argued that 
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40 Padraic Kenna, Housing Law, Rights and Policy (Clarus Press 2011) 791. 
41 Neil Maddox, Housing Authority Law (Round Hall 2010) viii. 
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43 Lorna Fox O’Mahony, ‘Property Outsiders and the Hidden Politics of Doctrinalism’ [2014] Current Legal 
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44 Hanoch Dagan, Property: Values and Institutions (Oxford University Press 2011) 64. 
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the removal of the aforementioned 'no tenancy' aspect of section 62 and insertion of a system 
of individually reviewed, renewable fixed term tenancies would fulfil the requirements of a 
secure home. With the local authority retaining control of the housing stock by introducing 
tenures with limitations of time, both parties would have more accurate expectations of 
security of the housing during the terms provided for, while it could also be a step towards 
equality as discussed. 

The introduction of a system of statutory fixed term tenancies with the provision of a legal 
intermediary in the repossessions process could ideally tie the three values of access to the 
law and legal protection, the right to a safe home and executive societal management in the 
best possible configuration. This potential property institution would be well tailored to 
Dagan’s idea of strict rules defining a relationship, and leaves the judiciary the natural role of 
deciding the outcome of conflicts, which would hypothetically be fewer and more precise in 
nature. 

However, an opposing value is utilitarianism via the pragmatic management of the housing 
stock, facilitated by the straightforward repossessions process of s 62, argued by the 
defendant in Pullen.45 This notion was dismissed as disproportionate in both that case and 
Donegan,46 however the ever growing housing crisis suggests pragmatism could take priority 
over the intricacies of human rights law or a normative reform. The view that this value is of 
paramount importance in the immensity and complexity of modern government policy could 
lead one to argue that the s 62 is normatively appropriate as it stands.  

 

K THE QUALITIES OF PROPERTY 

The final question to consider is whether such legal discussion falls within the realm of 
property rights; in adapting Dagan’s theories of property, straying too far from what 
constitutes property could defeat the undertaking entirely.  

The numerus clausus doctrine which is of vital importance to Dagan’s property institutions, 
currently leans against the inclusion of a right to social housing as described above. In 
National Provincial Bank Ltd v Ainsworth, Lord Wilberforce stated that: 

Before a right or an interest can be admitted into the category of property, or of a right 
affecting property, it must be definable, identifiable by third parties, capable in its 
nature of assumption by third parties, and have some degree of permanence or 
stability.47 

While the first three numerus clausus qualities listed lend themselves conveniently to the 
construction of property institutions, the latter does not, due to the 'no tenancy' aspect of 
section 62. However, in theory, as each of the two amendments to section 62 outlined above 
is made, the permanency and stability of the local authority tenant is increased, and the right 
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becomes more property–like. While such a right may not be purely property based, it could 
be considered an associated right, as mentioned by Lord Wilberforce. Gray and Gray note 
that traditionally the courts in England have been extremely strict on the creation of new 
forms and holdings in real property, but predict a decline in the traditional numerus clausus in 
modern times.48 From a legal reformist standpoint, some proposals for landlord–tenant 
related aspects under the numerus clausus suggest abandoning the law of property entirely for 
contract law,49 emphasising the appropriateness of property rights in the social housing 
context, where the law is derived from human rights rather than economic interests. 

In addition, theorists such as Charles Reich state that as the value of state largesse grows to 
the individual (eg to one’s livelihood and family life) the realm of property rights will have to 
expand to protect it.50 This new thinking about what constitutes property may be 
foreshadowed in housing law in the ECHR’s granting of a property right on an order of 
entitlement to housing in Telyatyeva v Russia by declaring it a possession;51 although case–
specific and technical construction rather than normative judgment, it shows to a State’s 
obligation to provide housing to an individual can be ascribed most readily to the law of 
property. 

A contrary argument on the expansion of the scope of property rights has been made by JW 
Harris, who argues that: 

[p]ersonal and political rights of fundamental importance deserve a firmer basis than 
any which can be supplied by controversial extensions of provisions historically 
targeted on the protection of private wealth. There are more important things than 
property.52 

It could be said that Harris frames the most convincing arguments against the extension of 
property rights: the avoidance of confusion and the individual importance of each human 
right. One can see the attractiveness of such clarity to a legal realist, but the values associated 
with property are of arguably greater importance, and make it an essential 'conceptual shift'53 
to hitch the institution of housing to. 

 

L CONCLUSION 

The least advantaged are not, if all goes well, the unfortunate and unlucky—objects of our 
charity and compassion, much less our pity—but those to whom reciprocity is owed as a 
matter of basic justice.54 
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When taken in its original form, Hanoch Dagan’s system of property institutions is 
conceptually simple; one finds the relationship, determines the appropriate values, and 
defines it with precise statutory rules. There are certain prerequisites to the exercise, such as 
the appropriate determination of values and adherence to the numerus clausus, which could 
prove problematic; however, the property institutions can offer a refreshing approach to the 
modern complexities of property law and normative ambiguities.  It is precisely this reason 
that Dagan’s property institutions are an attractive model for reform. 

This paper has adapted the Dagan model beyond pure property law to suit the problem of 
section 62 of the Housing Act and showed how law can either be fixed, or, when the 
opportunity arises, completely reformed with a clear design. In this case, the property 
institution provided the ideal vessel to carry the range of values and laws needed to achieve 
what could be said to be a fairer balance of interests in the repossessions area of social 
housing law. 

Finally, criticism of a model such as the one described above could raise issues based on 
various problems, such as the difference between 'respecting rights' and real obligations in 
social housing, or the financial implications of such a large property reform, but as Dagan 
notes, the realist approach to property law is 'an exercise in legal optimism',55 and it could be 
said that any consideration of it would be a move in the right direction. 
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OVERHAULING CONVEYANCING IN IRELAND: IS A COMPLETELY 
ELECTRONIC PROCESS FEASIBLE? 

 
Bernard Long* 

 
 

A INTRODUCTION 
 

The present system of conveyancing or transferring an interest in property from one 
individual or corporate entity to another encompasses three main constituent phases. The first 
is the pre-contract phase, which typically involves the finding of a purchaser, the engagement 
of a solicitor, the issuing of draft contracts for sale and the exchange of pre-contract 
enquiries. The second phase comprises of the signing and exchange of contracts, together 
with closing of the sale. Finally, the third, post-contractual phase involves the registration of 
the transfer with the relevant public body, and in certain cases, the furnishing of a Certificate 
of Title to the mortgagor bank.1 The final stage is arguably the most crucial considering that a 
transfer is of little legal value until the property has been officially registered in the name of 
the purchaser, even though the creation of a contract may confer upon the purchaser an 
equitable interest in the property.2 Registration has been administered by the Registry of 
Deeds and Land Registry since 1707 and 1891, both of which have come under the remit of 
the Property Registration Authority (PRA) since the enactment of the Registration of Deeds 
and Title Act 2006.3 This development in conveyancing law was followed by the pivotal 
Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act 2009. The 2009 Act made many substantial 
changes to property law in Ireland by abolishing the historical fee farm grant system in 
favour of a streamlined system of interests in property and by overhauling rules regarding co-
ownership and prescription of easements. 
 
This modernisation of Irish conveyancing has coincided with the emergence of a pertinent 
new area of law: electronic commerce. Electronic contracts have risen in prevalence in recent 
times, considering the myriad industries which now rely heavily on electronic commerce as a 
means of conducting business, for example, internet shopping and auction sites such as eBay 
or the availability of airline tickets online. The significance of electronic commerce in the 
modern commercial landscape has led to international acknowledgement of the law of 
electronic commerce. For example, the United Nations Commission on International Trade 
Law (UNCITRAL)4 and the EU Electronic Commerce Directive 2000/31/EC,5 which was 
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adopted into Irish law by the Electronic Commerce Act 2000. A conveyance is a contract 
governed by a unique set of regulations and formalities thus it seems entirely plausible that 
the principles of electronic commerce could be applied to a conveyance. This would allow 
the various stakeholders therein to conduct the transaction partially, mostly or even entirely 
by electronic means of communication. With the growing ubiquity of electronic commerce, 
the utilisation of electronic means in conveyancing contracts may even appear inevitable. 
Moreover, given the widespread dissatisfaction with the protracted nature of property 
transactions under the present system and the inflated costs arising therefrom,6 E-
Conveyancing has been widely extolled, for example by former Taoiseach, Bertie Ahern.7 
Indeed, it has been identified as a key objective of the Government's Construction 2020 plan8 
and has been encouraged by the European Commission.9 
 
The herein essay aims to examine the feasibility of a wholly electronic system (and 
consequently paperless) of conveyancing and to consider those elements of e-conveyancing 
already instituted, such as conveyancing contracts in the context of electronic commerce, 
electronic signatures, and miscellaneous issues which require redress if an efficient system of 
eConveyancing is to be successfully introduced. 
 

B E-REGISTRATION AND E-LODGEMENT: DEVELOPMENTS SO FAR 
 
Considering the aforementioned significance of registration as the decisive step of a 
conveyance, it is no surprise that it is the first aspect of a conveyance to have received 
attention from relevant authorities.10 Further to the establishment of the Property Registration 
Authority’s landdirect.ie web portal, which allowed for the inspection and provision of Land 
Registry records including folios and maps,11 the PRA allowed for the electronic lodgement 
of registration applications since late 2002. This is done through the eForm 17 facility,12 the 
electronic counterpart to the physical Form 17. However, this form of eLodgement appears to 
be only an interim measure, as it nonetheless requires the furnishing of paper documents. 
These include a physical copy of the eForm 17, together with the relevant registration 
documents such as Deed of Transfer duly executed, mortgage charges etc. This requirement 
of paper documentation is entirely contrary to the purpose of eConveyancing as a paperless 
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system of conveyancing, as envisioned by the Law Society of Ireland13 and the Law Reform 
Commission.14 
 
The necessity to submit documents relevant to the registration in question poses myriad 
issues. For example, in order to make redundant the need to submit a Deed of Transfer, the 
document required to ultimately exhibit the change in ownership of a property in paper form, 
the purchaser and vendor would have to execute the Deed electronically. This process is 
greatly complicated by the need for a reliable electronic signature, not only of the purchaser 
and vendor, but of the required witnesses thereto. Issues relating to electronic signature in the 
context of eConveyancing will be examined later. 
 
In addition to the problems of the electronic signature, the difficulty in circumventing the 
need to submit paper documents in order to complete registration acts as a microcosm for an 
issue prevalent in all phases of the eConveyancing process, assuring the seamless and 
efficient cooperation of the various stakeholders therein. Indeed, the Law Reform 
Commission’s 2006 Report notes the wide range of individuals and bodies, public and 
private, to whom information must be furnished, and from whom information must be 
retrieved, as the greatest complication to the process.15 For example, the execution of a Deed 
of Transfer requires the signatures of both vendor and purchaser, which, although not 
required to be provided simultaneously, each require the signature of an attesting witness. 
Furthermore, the paperless execution of a mortgage charge would require the collaboration of 
the registered owner (or the solicitor acting on his/her behalf) and the lending institution. 
Indeed, the issue of ensuring the cooperation of all stakeholders is one which is ubiquitous in 
eConveyancing, from the furnishing of a sales advice notice from the auctioneer or estate 
agent to the purchaser’s solicitor, to the payment of outstanding Local Property Tax (LPT), 
Non-Principal Private Residence Tax (NPPR) and Stamp Duty, as well as the signing of 
contracts and ultimately, the registration of transfers and mortgage charges. Further 
exacerbating this complication is the potential incompatibility of the manner in which each of 
these stakeholders receive and dispense information.16  
 
This issue has thus far been addressed in two realms; namely the discharge of mortgage 
charges and partially the payment of Stamp Duty on a transfer. The former is a matter 
between the PRA and lending institutions. The electronic release of charges (eRelease or 
eDischarge) allows for the discharge of a charge registered as a burden on a folio upon 
receipt by the lending institution of the appropriate redemption figure. This is achieved solely 
through correspondence between the PRA and the relevant lending institution. The 
introduction of the discharge facility was envisioned to be implemented in March 2008 as the 
first component of the PRA’s eRegistration Programme17 and was ultimately introduced in 
																																																													
13 Law Society of Ireland, ‘eConveyancing: Back to Basic Principles; Vision of an Electronic System of 
Conveyancing ('eVision’)’ https://www.lawsociety.ie/Documents/Media/eVision.pdf>  accessed 5 May 2014. 
14 Law Reform Commission, eConveyancing: Modelling of the Irish Conveyancing System (LRC 79 -2006) 1 
<http://www.lawreform.ie/_fileupload/Reports/reConveyancing.pdf> accessed 3 May 2014. 
15 ibid 8. 
16 ibid. 
17 O'Sullivan (n 11) 7. 
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April 2009.18 It marks the first element of conveyancing, the paperless execution of which 
has been successfully been facilitated. 
 
In addition to the quandaries created by the numerous stakeholders in a conveyance, the 
successful implementation of eConveyancing is further hindered by the existence of the 
Registry of Deeds system. The Registry of Deeds system which is based on the amassing of 
successive deeds primarily relating to the transfer, mortgage and lease of a property is 
entirely incompatible with the ultimate goal of a paperless system of electronic 
conveyancing.19 Presently, ten percent of all land in the jurisdiction remains unregistered.20 
This issue has been pre-empted somewhat by the enactment of the 2009 Act insofar as it 
abolishes all remaining feudal interests in land and the various statutory instruments which 
now compel conveyancing solicitors to complete first registration of all unregistered land 
with the Land Registry.21 Although these developments have circumvented the hurdle 
unregistered land posed to eConveyancing, their intention may not be fully realised for a 
considerable period of time. Indeed, notwithstanding the hypothetical development of an 
eForm3, the PRA form required for mandatory first registrations, the transfer of unregistered 
land would still necessitate the receipt by the purchaser’s solicitor of Title Deeds, in order for 
him/her to complete the necessary investigation and certification of title. 
 

C CONVEYANCING AND THE ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE 
 
Having considered the developments to date in eConveyancing, we must now examine an 
issue which potentially demands the most urgent consideration: the electronic signature. The 
significance of the signature in the conveyancing process cannot be overstated as it plays a 
role of pivotal effect in both the second and final stages of the standard conveyancing process 
outlined above, giving legal effect to both the contract and deed. This importance was 
recognised in the Law Reform Commission’s 2006 Report,22 which in particular notes the 
existing legislative foundation for the facilitation of electronic signatures in conveyancing. It 
was also recognised by the PRA,23 which designated electronic signing of documents as the 
sole subject of Phase 2 of its eRegistration programme. However, the aim of introducing 
electronic signatures in conveyancing has not yet been realised. Previously realised aims of 
both the LRC and PRA, while considerable, have not encompassed e-signatures. For 
example, the eLodgement, in addition to remaining optional, does not require an electronic 

																																																													
18 Property Registration Authority, ‘eDischarges - over 20,000 applications lodged!’ (4 June 2009) < 
http://www.prai.ie/eng/News/News%202010/eDischarges_-applications_lodged!.html> accessed 5 May 2014. 
19 Mee and Pearce (n 2) 152. 
20 Joint Committee on Justice, Defence and Equality Deb (n 6) 11. 
21 Registration of Title Act 1964 (Compulsory Registration of Ownership) (Cork and Dublin) Order 2010, SI 
2010/516; Registration of Title Act 1964 (Compulsory Registration of Ownership) (Cavan, Donegal, Galway, 
Kerry, Kildare, Leitrim, Limerick, Mayo, Monaghan, North Tipperary, Offaly, South Tipperary and Waterford) 
Order 2009, SI 2009/76; Registration of Title Act 1964 (Compulsory Registration of Ownership) (Clare, 
Kilkenny, Louth, Sligo, Wexford and Wicklow) Order 2008, SI 2008/81; Registration of Title Act 1964 
(Compulsory Registration of Ownership) (Longford, Roscommon and Westmeath) Order 2005, SI 2005/605. 
22 LRC (n 14) 34. 
23 O'Sullivan (n 11) 7. 
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signature but requires the furnishing of corresponding paper documentation, as addressed 
above. Furthermore, although the facility which allows financial institutions to register 
eDischarges involves a username, password and Personal Account Number (PAN), it does 
not encompass an electronic signature on the part of the submitting party and does not utilise 
encryption technology or Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The relevance of encryption 
technology and PKI to electronic signatures will be discussed later in this article. We must 
first examine the issues surrounding the legislative basis of the electronic signature in Ireland 
before considering the function of signatures in electronic commerce, and finally, whether it 
is possible to introduce a form of electronic signature that both fulfils this function and is 
satisfactory in the context of conveyancing. Although electronic signatures are provided for 
in the 2000 Act,24 section 10(1)(b) of that Act expressly precludes electronic communication 
in the context of ‘the manner in which an interest in real property (including a leasehold 
interest in such property) may be created, acquired, disposed of or registered.’ However, the 
relevant Minister is empowered to amend this provision by Ministerial Order, as per section 
3. Another impediment to electronic conveyancing signatures arises from section 51 of the 
2009 Act, which necessitates conveyancing contracts being in writing. This regulation is 
similarly amendable, as per section 5 of the 2009 Act.  Indeed, although the legislative 
framework exists to facilitate completely electronic signatures in most other elements of 
electronic commerce, the extension of this to electronic conveyancing contracts will require 
significant ministerial and legislative input, which may provide a hurdle to electronic 
conveyancing. 
 
Notwithstanding the difficulties posed by the establishment of a legal foundation for 
electronic signatures, it is also crucial to consider the technical requirements necessitated by 
their abstract nature. First, an electronic signature must adhere to the same purposes and form 
as a manuscript signature. Noted American legal philosopher, Lon L Fuller, outlined three 
functions of the manuscript signature in his article ‘Consideration and Form.’25  The first of 
these is the evidentiary function, which holds the signature as evidence of the existence and 
force of the signed document. The second is the cautionary function, cautionary insofar as the 
unique formality to which the signatory must conform may deter against rash or ill-informed 
action on their part. Finally, the third function, referred to as the ‘channelling function’ by 
Fuller, aims to provide the judiciary with a ‘simple and external test of enforceability’. Fuller 
noted that all three of these functions correlate considerably, while also noting the individual 
significance of each. Whilst the issue of ensuring the fulfilment of each of these functions 
will be examined later, it is noteworthy that an overarching theme of these functions appears 
to be the need to identify both the identity of the contracting party and their clear intention to 
engage in a contractual relationship. Mason notes that these too are the primary aspirations of 
modern legislation governing electronic signatures.26 In practice, however, verifying the 
authenticity of an electronic signature understandably requires the use of encryption 
technology, likely PKI. A PKI is a broad set of hardware, software and people which creates 
and administers digital certificates and electronic documents that attest to the identity of an 
																																																													
24 2000 Act s 13. 
25 Lon L Fuller, 'Consideration and Form' (1941) 5 Columbia Law Review 799. 
26 Stephen Mason, Electronic Signatures in Law (3rd edn, Cambridge University Press 2012) 1. 
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electronic signatory. It is comprised of a Certificate Authority which is responsible for 
issuing and verifying certificates, a Registration Authority, which verifies the identity of 
signing party, a central database and a certificate management system and policy.27 Irish 
legislation acknowledges the need for such systems, as section 13(2) of the 2000 Act requires 
electronic signatures to ‘be in accordance with particular information technology and 
procedural requirements.’ PKI poses its own issues in relation to verification of identity, 
insofar as the involvement of third parties, ie Certificate and Registration Authorities, in a 
legal process of such gravity would undoubtedly require independent regulation. Although 
such regulation could potentially be administered by the PRA, it could instead feasibly 
require the establishment of a dedicated and adequately equipped body. Regardless, PKI may 
simply be a convenient interim measure, rather than a mainstay of the electronic 
conveyancing process. As Hedley notes, the constantly evolving nature of technology makes 
the legislative endorsement of one particular system inadvisable.28 The 2000 Act indeed 
embodies this opinion, simply including the use of particular technologies rather than 
mandating it,29 as does its forerunner, the United Nations Commission on International Trade 
Law.30 
 
Although a framework for verifying the authenticity of an electronic signature may be 
implemented, albeit not without addressing serious issues, it is important also not to ignore 
the overall purpose of the said signature. As such, we must revisit Fuller’s functions of the 
signature and examine whether an electronic signature, however secure or authentic, can 
fulfil them. With regard to the evidentiary function, evidencing the existence and purpose of a 
document are accomplished in much the same way as a manuscript signature albeit, as Fuller 
notes,31 with the attestation of a witness, which is indeed common practice with manuscript 
signatures in conveyancing contracts.32 Transposing this requirement to electronic contracts 
appears to pose the same issues as are initially posed by electronic signatures, regarding the 
authentication of the witness. However, addressing this issue is not without precedent as the 
2000 Act legislates for the witnessing of electronic signatures by ‘advanced electronic 
signature, based on a qualified certificate’.33 Although this can be accomplished by the use of 
a PKI, it is worth noting that such a specific definition of the requirements for authenticity is 
at odds with the technological neutrality of previous sections of the Act, as well as the 
UNCITRAL. Furthermore, the application of this legislation to electronic conveyancing is 
																																																													
27 Tom Austin, PKI: A Wiley Tech Brief (John Wiley & Sons 2001) [3]-[21], [39]-[62]. 
28 Steve Hedley, The Law of Electronic Commerce and the Internet in the UK and Ireland (Cavendish 2006) 
253. 
29 2000 Act s 13(2)(a) reads ‘where the signature is required or permitted to be given to a public body or to a 
person acting on behalf of a public body and the public body consents to the use of an electronic signature but 
requires that it be in accordance with particular information technology and procedural requirements (including 
that it be an advanced electronic signature, that it be based on a qualified certificate, that it be issued by an 
accredited certification service provider or that it be created by a secure signature creation device) — if the 
public body's requirements have been met and those requirements have been made public and are objective, 
transparent, proportionate and non-discriminatory…’(emphasis added). 
30 UNCITRAL (n 5). 
31 Fuller (n 25) 800. 
32 Indeed, attesting witnesses are a ubiquitous element of the conveyancing process from the witnessing of 
contracts to the swearing of statutory declarations by a Commissioner for Oaths. 
33 2000 Act s 14(2) (a). 
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not yet permissible and it requires ministerial input as mentioned above. A possible solution 
may be to dispense entirely with the requirement of witnessing and instead designate the task 
of ensuring the fulfilment of the evidentiary function solely to PKI, or whichever system of 
authenticating an electronic signature may be in favour at a future date. This however makes 
the external regulation of PKI providers even more imperative. While it does appear that the 
witnessing of electronic deeds and conveyancing contracts, or the delegation of same to a 
PKI, is entirely achievable, it would undoubtedly necessitate the issuance of a second 
electronic certificate to the witness thereto, or alternatively, intense scrutiny of the reliability 
of PKI providers. 
 
The second of Fuller’s functions outlined above, the cautionary function, upholds the inherent 
formality of a signature as a deterrent to inconsiderate entry to a contract. Fuller notes that 
although the original procedure of embossing a wax seal fulfilled this function seamlessly, 
any form of writing or attestation shall successfully cultivate an appropriate wariness in the 
signatory.34 Although the abstract nature of an electronic conveyancing documents may 
contradict the intended formality of a signature, it is likely offset by the personalised 
electronic signature which the party affixes thereto. The requirement of independent 
witnessing appears to further buttress the sense of gravity the formality of a signature aims to 
instill. 
 
Finally, the channelling function requires the formality of a signature to provide the judiciary 
with an uncomplicated external test of enforceability (by adhering to an established ‘channel’ 
by which to express intention), and as Mason notes,35 clarifies the point at which the 
document becomes legally effective. As Mason and Fuller36 both assert, the channelling 
function is intrinsically linked to the evidentiary function. Indeed, so closely related are the 
two functions in evidencing the existence of binding terms, as well as the signatory’s 
intention to be bound thereto, that the channelling function is only precariously independent 
of the evidentiary function. Regardless, a fulfilment of any individual function is likely to 
fulfil the other two.37 It appears that the previously discussed methods of regulating electronic 
signatures are sufficient to fulfil the channelling function. 
 

D ELECTRONIC CONTRACTS AND THE COMMUNICATION OF 
ACCEPTANCE 

 
An agreement for the sale, purchase or lease of land is in essence a contract, albeit one with 
its own unique idiosyncrasies.38 As such, we must examine the ramifications of introducing 
electronic conveyancing through the joint scopes of contract law and the nascent area of 
electronic commerce law. We must thus consider the problematic transposition of traditional 

																																																													
34 Fuller (n 25) 800. 
35 Mason (n 26) 10. 
36 Fuller (n 25) 803. 
37 ibid. 
38 2009 Act s 51. A contract for land cannot be agreed orally, and must be evidenced in writing. 
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elements of contract law into the electronic context and paying especial heed to their 
respective application in the context of conveyancing. 
 
One of the most pressing issues to be considered is the matter of offer and corresponding 
acceptance, without which no contract can be deemed to exist. An offer, defined as ‘an 
expression of willingness to contract on certain terms, made with the intention that it shall 
become binding as soon as it is accepted by the person to whom it is addressed’,39 must be 
met with an unequivocal acceptance of the terms of the offer.40 In the context of a 
conveyance, this exchange is realised upon the exchange of signed contracts by solicitors 
acting for the vendor and purchaser, as most communication prior to the contractual stage is 
nowadays carried out strictly ‘subject to contract’, with the caveat that no representation 
therein should be construed as comprising an offer.41 Indeed, so reluctant is the prudent 
purchaser to commit prematurely to the acquisition of a property that the payment of a 
booking deposit to an intermediary such as an estate agent is not considered to amount to any 
more than a refundable statement of interest.42 This stage appears to be the first chronological 
element of a conveyance to pose a significant hurdle to the institution of electronic 
conveyancing and requires significant consideration. First, we must consider the matter of 
acceptance, and more specifically, the communication thereof. The first of two constituent 
parts of acceptance is the simple fact of acceptance. Acceptance in this sense may take the 
form of performance of an act in compliance with the terms of the offer, for example, the 
English case of Carlill v Carbolic Smokeball43 and the Irish case of Billings v Arnott.44 In the 
aforementioned examples, the contracts in question were unilateral in nature and dispensed 
with the need to communicate acceptance thereof. However, a distinction must be established 
between contracts of this nature and those characterised by an offeror requesting a promise 
from the offeree.45 The Irish case of Brennan v Lockyer46 held that a bilateral contract, ie one 
requiring a reciprocal promise by the offeree, universally demands valid communication of 
acceptance. As a contract for the sale of property requires the promise of the purchaser to 
furnish the vendor with the balance purchase price upon closing, it can be considered to 
constitute a bilateral contract. We must therefore examine the ramifications of such a 
categorisation on the manner in which acceptance may be communicated. 
 
Hedley notes that contract law typically adopts a stance of indifference regarding the manner 
in which contracting parties communicate.47 Furthermore, Irish legislation assures the right of 
a contracting party to communicate offer and acceptance electronically.48 As such, no radical 
alteration is required to accommodate electronic means of communication into existing 
principles of contract law. It is thus sufficient to examine the merits of the existing rules 
																																																													
39 Guenter H Treitel, The Law of Contract (10th edn, Sweet & Maxwell 1999) 8. 
40 Robert Clark, Contract Law in Ireland (6th edn, Thomson/Round Hall 2008) 14. 
41 Pearce and Mee (n 2) 132. 
42 ibid. 
43 [1893] 1 QB 256. 
44 [1945] 80 ILTR 50. 
45 Clark (n 40) 14. 
46 [1932] IR 100. 
47 Hedley (n 28) 243. 
48 2000 Act s 19(2). 
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regarding communication of acceptance and their applicability to electronic conveyancing 
contracts. Generally speaking, acceptance is only effective once successfully brought to the 
attention of the offeror. This rule is especially applicable in the realm of electronic commerce 
and consequently, electronic conveyancing, considering the lack of physical proximity of the 
parties to the contract. Indeed, it is with the advent of modern technological means of 
communication that the onus shifted from the sending of communication to receipt thereof. 
Long-distance communication of acceptance was originally governed wholly by the so-called 
‘Postal Rule’, which considered acceptance effective as of the posting of a letter to that 
effect.49 Of English conception, the postal rule was accepted by the Irish courts in Sanderson 
v Cunningham50. 
 
Though the postal rule is still in effect, its scope has not expanded to encompass modern 
forms of communication. For example, the English cases of Entores Ltd v Miles Far East 
Corporation51 and Brinkibon Ltd v Stahag Stahl und Stahlwarenhandelgesellschaft GmbH,52 
both of which dealt with international communication of acceptance via telex, firmly 
establish that a contract is formed when communication of acceptance is received by the 
offeror. Although there is little development on the applicability of either the postal rule or 
Entores in terms of electronic commerce, the latter is conceived in the context of telex 
communication appears easily analogous with e-mail and other forms of computer-based 
communication. 
 
Both the postal rule and the rule in Entores are, however, wrought with potential for injustice. 
Indeed, the precariousness of the postal rule is evidenced by the English case of Household 
Fire Insurance v Grant,53 in which the defendant was held liable for an insurance premium 
on a policy the mailed acceptance of which was never delivered. The postal rule is likely 
predicated on the supposed agency of the postal service, ignoring the ignorance of the ‘agent’ 
regarding the contents of a letter.54 The rule in Brinkibon, on the other hand, avoids the 
aforementioned pitfall of the postal rule. However, universally categorising receipt of 
acceptance as the creation of a contract is not without its own frailty. Hedley, for example, 
takes the view that this approach incentivises laziness in addressing correspondence.55 
Indeed, an offeror ignorant through laziness of his receipt of acceptance could potentially 
have greater legal recourse than the diligent offeror immediately aware of the offeree’s 
acceptance. Hedley does, however, advocate the approach used in Tenax Steamship Co v 
Owners of the Motor Vessel Brimnes56 and The Pamela57 as a solution to this quandary. Both 
cases held that a communication could be considered effective on the basis that it could 

																																																													
49 The postal rule pre-dates most, if not all, other forms of long-distance communication, its genesis being 
Adams v Lindsell [1818] 1B & Ald 681. 
50 (1919) 2 IR 234. 
51 (1955) 2 QB 327. 
52 (1983) 2 AC 34. 
53 (1879) LR 4 Ex. 216 
54 Clark (n 40) 22. 
55 Hedley (n 28) 246. 
56 (1974) EWCA Civ 15. 
57 (1995) 2 Lloyd's Law Reports. 
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reasonably have been read, rather than whether it had actually been read.58 As such, holding a 
communication of acceptance to be effective if sent during business hours appears to be a 
satisfactory solution, albeit a fallible one. The 2000 Act59 allows for the sender of a 
communication to require confirmation of receipt from the addressee before the message is 
deemed legally to have been received. However, the significance of this provision is 
debatable as it may provide no benefit to a party indicating acceptance, instead allowing the 
offeror further opportunity to deny receipt of an unfavourable acceptance. Perhaps the 
preferable approach is to empower the judiciary to determine such cases of electronic 
communication of acceptance on a case-by-case basis, particularly considering the glut of 
litigation which may arise with growing commonness of electronic contracts. Indeed, as early 
as Entores, Lord Wilberforce acknowledged  the potential for injustice in applying a 
universal rule to cases of this nature, saying ‘[n]o universal rule can cover all such cases; they 
must be resolved with reference to the intentions of the parties, by sound business practice 
and, in some cases, by a judgment where the risks should lie.’60 
 

E FACILITATING A CONCISE PROCESS 
 
Considering that the very purpose of eConveyancing is to establish a paperless and efficient 
method for transferring property,61 it is insufficient to consider only the pivotal steps of 
contract formation and registration. Rather, consideration must be afforded to other 
miscellaneous steps required in the transfer of land which may be a hindrance to the 
implementation of a comprehensive eConveyancing system. 
First, as mentioned previously, steps must be taken to address the matter of the myriad 
stakeholders in a conveyance. Indeed, stakeholders can range from those with significant 
roles, such as solicitors, consumers, estate agents and the PRA, to those with a moderate level 
of input, such as the Revenue Commissioners, who administer Stamp Duty and property 
taxes such as LPT,62 and those with single-purpose roles, such as legal searchers.63 The 
proposed solution to ensuring efficient co-operation thereof is the establishment of an online 
hub, accessible by so-called ‘participants’ and ‘information providers’ alike.64 This hub 
would be centrally managed by a Hub Operator, which appears to be a satisfactory method of 
assuring expedient and clear collaboration between all stakeholders. Coincidentally, it adds 
an extra dimension of security to the conveyancing process, both in terms of creating an 
easily documentable time-line of events and correspondence, and privacy, the liability for 
which may fall on the state.65 

																																																													
58 Irish legislation appears to adopt a similar approach. The 2000 Act s21 considers a message sent when it 
enters the information system specified by the intended receiver, which places the onus on the said receiver to 
monitor said system. However, as a case in which no information system is specified, the said section requires 
the message to have been brought to the attention of the intended receiver. 
59 2000 Act s 20. 
60 Brinkibon (n 52) 42. 
61 LRC (n 14) 29. 
62 Finance (Local Property Tax) Act 2012. 
63 Perhaps the most comprehensive appraisal of the stakeholders involved is offered by the Law Reform 
Commission (n 14) 41. 
64 LRC (n 14) 41. 
65 Hanrahoe v Hussey [1998] 3 IR 69. 
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Notwithstanding the efficiency of the proposed system and the sweeping modernisation of the 
2009 Act, efforts to streamline the conveyancing system may also benefit from further 
changes and importantly, abolitions. To this end, the Law Society proposes the abolition of 
section 72 of the Registration of Title Act 1964,66 and potentially, section 3 of the Family 
Home Protection Act 1976,67 which would eliminate the necessity for the corresponding 
declarations as part of a Certificate of Title, as well as the partition of risk in purchasing a 
property between purchaser and vendor, thus eliminating caveat emptor, and consequently 
the need for pre-contract enquiries to be raised.68 However, the cavalier abolition of such 
legislative provisions in the name of electronic conveyancing is perilous and creates the 
undesirable possibility of a universal paperless conveyancing system being implemented at 
the expense of that system’s integrity. 
 

 
F CONCLUSION 

 
Electronic conveyancing remains a viable alternative to the present system of conveyancing, 
and given the considerable developments in both electronic commerce legislation and 
conveyancing law examined above, may indeed be an inevitable and logical next step for 
conveyancing, not only in Ireland but globally.69 However, the present situation outlined in 
paragraph two is unfortunately an unsatisfactory one, stagnated between the previous, wholly 
paper-based system and the expected paperless system widely proposed. For example, while 
the availability of electronic discharges is an encouraging step in the movement from 
previous system to new, such a facility is arguably manageable only due to the limited 
number of financial institutions party thereto. Indeed, the extension of paperless registration 
of deeds to, for example, deeds of transfer and mortgage shall require dramatic action in 
establishing an acceptable method of permitting purchasers, vendors and witnesses to 
electronically sign documentation. As discussed above, manifold issues arise therefrom, such 
as ensuring the reliability of PKI providers, if PKI is to be the technology of choice, and the 
fact that the use of electronic signatures in conveyancing shall require ministerial approval 
with regard to both the 2000 and 2009 Acts. 
 
Furthermore, the successful creation of paperless conveyancing may give way to its own 
flood of litigation, concerning, for example, the rules relating to communication of 
acceptance and the creation of a contract. As such, eConveyancing as a distinct procedure 
may not take full form until it has been subjected to judicial scrutiny. 
 

																																																													
66 Registration of Title Act 1964 s 72. 
67 Family Home Protection Act 1976 s 3. 
68 Law Society of Ireland (n 13). 
69 For example, for developments in eConveyancing in New Zealand, see Robbie Muir, ‘E-conveyancing in 
New Zealand: Progress to Date and Future Developments’ (‘Registering the World’ conference, Dublin Castle, 
September 2007). 
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Finally, the incompatibility of the Registry of Deeds and unregistered land with paperless 
conveyancing may delay the institution of the envisaged system indefinitely, in the absence 
of concerted efforts to expedite the compulsory first registration of unregistered land. 
 
Paperless, electronic conveyancing would constitute a considerable and positive overhaul of 
Irish conveyancing in terms of simplification, efficiency and accessibility. However it 
remains beset with uncertainty and poses many issues which require redress if it is to become 
a lasting mainstay of property law in Ireland.  
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THROUGH THE EYES OF THE CHILD: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF CHILD 
PARTICIPATION IN PRIVATE FAMILY LAW PROCEEDINGS IN IRELAND 

Ciara Ní Longaigh* 

 

‘Mankind owes to the child the best it has to give’1 

 

A INTRODUCTION 

Decisions are made in the Irish courts on a daily basis that drastically alter the future of many 
Irish families. Irish private family law is a complex and intricate area of law, wrought by 
emotions and tempered with clashes of personalities. At the heart of the court battles and 
custody conflicts, lies the person most affected by the decision of the court: the child.2 The 
child’s personal views are often cast aside in discussions centred on the best interests and the 
welfare of the child. Both young children and teenagers are not afforded the opportunity to 
ensure their views and opinions are given a rightful position of prominence in the decision 
making process.3 The parties involved often focus on finding resolution as quickly as 
possible, with little regard to the impact an expeditious conclusion may have on the children 
affected by the court’s decision. Child participation is ‘a shifting target which has been 
described in various ways instead of being given a specific definition’4 and is undoubtedly an 
ambiguous term in the Irish context. Hearing the voice of the child in private family law 
proceedings has been sporadic at best and has taken place on an ad hoc basis.5 In order to 
increase the current levels of child participation, a fundamental reconstruction of how society 
views the rights of the child is needed. Children were treated as ‘invisible members of 
society…[lacking] access to justice and complaints mechanisms’6 and ‘were recognised only 
as products of a marital family unit, instead of citizens in their own right’.7 Carolan notes that 
the transformation of the legal status of the child from being the property of the marital 
family to the current interpretation has been ‘slow and still poses a challenge to the legal 
systems of many societies’.8 Ultimately, behind the ‘lack of recognition of child’s right to be 
																																																													
* BCL (Law & French), LLM (Child and Family Law), University College Cork. 
1 Preamble of United Nations Declaration of the Rights of the Child (1959) UN Doc A/4354.  
2 Gene Carolan, ‘Their Day in Court: The Right of Children to be Heard in Judicial Matters Affecting Them’ 
(2013) 31 Irish Law Times (ns) 103.  
3 Law Society of Ireland, Submission to the Department of Justice, Equality and Defence Family Law- The 
Future (2014) 4.2-05. 
<http://www.lawsociety.ie/Documents/committees/Family/FamilyLawsubmission2014.pdf > accessed 16 
December 2015. 
4 Gerison Lansdown, ‘Can you hear me? The right of young children to participate in decisions affecting them’ 
Working Paper 36 (The Hague, Bernard van Leer Foundation, 2005) 8. 
5 This approach has been criticised by Parkes. See Aisling Parkes, Children and International Human Rights 
Law (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2013). 
6 ibid 1.  
7 Teresa Blake, ‘The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child’ (1991) 9 Irish Law Times 114 at 
114.  
8 Carolan (n 2) 105.  
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heard is a lack of understanding that children have the capacities to contribute to decision 
making’.9 Fundamentally, the creation of a system whereby children are actively involved in 
decisions that affect them involves ‘a long and continued struggle and the challenges are 
indeed multiple’.10  

Notwithstanding the magnitude of this endeavour, significant progress has been made in 
recent years. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)11 places the 
voice of the child in private family proceedings at the epicentre of the decision making 
process. Article 12 highlights the need not only listen to children’s views on the issues under 
discussion but also to factor in how best a child might be accommodated in expressing these 
views. In light of Article 12, many jurisdictions have taken progressive steps to include the 
values of the CRC in relation to child participation at both a fundamental level in 
constitutional provisions and legislation and at a more functional level in terms of best 
practice guidelines and training programmes.12 In the Irish context, Article 42A has placed 
the right of the child to be heard in proceedings affecting them on a constitutional footing, 
cementing the significance and value of listening to what the child has to say theoretically 
and enforcing the need for legislative development in relation to child participation. The 
newly enacted Children and Family Relationships Act 201513 paves the way for further child 
participation in Irish private family law proceedings. Section 63 inserts a provision into the 
Guardianship of Infants Act 196414 which states: 

‘In proceedings to which section 3(1)(a) applies, the court may, by order, do either or both of 
the following: (a) give such directions as it thinks proper for the purpose of procuring from an 
expert a report in writing on any question affecting the welfare of the child; or (b) appoint an 
expert to determine and convey the child’s views’.15 The proceedings to which section 3(1)(a) 
relates involve the issues of ‘guardianship, custody or upbringing of, or access to, a child’.16 

This article intends to explore the issues surrounding the implementation of child 
participation under the 2015 Act. In doing so, the framework of the child participation in 
private family law proceedings as it currently stands shall be examined. Such an assessment 
shall establish how both constitutional and legislative provisions can be utilised in line with 
international obligations to allow further child participation. Furthermore, the potential 
barriers which may exist in terms of the implementation of the 2015 Act shall be analysed 
with a view to advancing how best to overcome these stumbling blocks. The article shall 
examine both direct and indirect methods of participation in order to identify the 
shortcomings of the current Irish family law system and determine how effective the 2015 

																																																													
9 Barry Percy-Smith and Nigel Thomas, A Handbook of Children and Young People’s Participation: 
Perspectives from Theory and Practice (New York, London, Routledge 2010) 15.  
10 ibid 21.  
11 United Nations General Assembly Convention on the Rights of the Child A/RES/44/25 (20 November 1989). 
12 Scotland have introduced training for volunteers on ‘Children’s Panels’. This shall be revisited in greater 
detail at a later point.  
13 Children and Family Relationships Act 2015 (2015 Act). 
14 Guardianship of Infants Act 1964 (1964 Act). 
15 As per section 63 of the 2015 Act which inserts section 32 into the 1964 Act.  
16 As per section 45 of the 2015 Act which amended to section 3 of the 1964 Act.  
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Act will be in practice. A key consideration is the dearth of training available to legal 
professionals, particularly in the context of assessing the definition of an ‘expert’ under the 
2015 Act. Child participation is not only a means of preparing the youth of today for their 
future role as adults but it is a right of the child and an important tool for ‘enhancing the 
social and economic circumstances of children’17 in their current day-to-day lives. Ultimately 
‘it is the child more than anyone else who will have to live with what the court decides’.18 

 

B THE FRAMEWORK OF CHILD PARTICIPATION IN IRISH PRIVATE 
FAMILY LAW PROCEEDINGS 

Child participation in Irish family law proceedings is a relatively new phenomenon. It has 
gathered considerable support in light of recent developments, both internationally and 
domestically. In setting out the potential effects of the 2015 Act, it is first vital to examine the 
current legislative foundations and the idealisms of the past which may potentially impact 
future development. 

It is clear that within ‘the sphere of child participation rights there lies an inherent conflict 
between the paramountcy of the child’s welfare and their right to participate on an individual 
level’.19 This conflict has been a considerable hurdle in the race towards expansive child 
participation rights. An unfortunate reality follows; while those coming from a paternalistic 
mindset may believe they are assisting the child, they are in fact inhibiting the child from 
expressing their own views on the issues at hand. McWilliams and Hamilton note that ‘on the 
one hand there is a rights-based view for greater self-determination for children and on the 
other, a welfare-based view that centres on the view that children need to be protected’.20 The 
difficulty which arises ‘is trying to integrate the child's desires into decision making, without 
foregoing their best interests and placing too much responsibility on them’.21 Indeed, many of 
the concerns and reservations regarding more extensive child participation in private family 
law proceedings may be overcome with adequate legislative safeguards and proper up-to-date 
professional training. In order to establish what changes are necessary, it is first important to 
look back at recent developments to assess what tools are available to allow further child 
participation.  

 
 
 
 
 
																																																													
17 Jason Hart, Jesse Newman, Lisanne Achermann and Thomas Feeny, Children Changing their World: 
Understanding and Evaluating Children’s Participation in Development (London, Plan 2004) 4.  
18 Re D (2006) UKHL 51 [57] (Baroness Hale). 
19 Parkes (n 5) 18.  
20 Ann McWilliams and Claire Hamilton, ‘There Isn’t Anything like a GAL: The Guardian ad litem Service in 
Ireland’ (2010) 1(10) Irish Journal of Applied Social Studies 32. 
21 Meg MacMahon, ‘Can Anybody Hear Me? The Duty to Promote the Voice, Wishes and Interests of Children’ 
(2014) 1 Irish Journal of Family Law 4.  
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1 International Obligations 
The CRC is a ‘landmark in the history of the United Nations standard setting’22 and sets out 
the minimum standards which Ireland should attain in order to fully meet its obligations in 
the realm of children’s rights. The CRC represented a ‘paradigm shift from the traditional 
welfare-based approach to a holistic rights-based approach’23 when it came into force on 2 
September 1990. It is ‘an international instrument which is wholly dedicated to and promotes 
respect for the protection of children’s rights and represents the starting point for the 
development of children in circumstances of freedom, dignity and justice’.24 As Thomas 
notes, ‘children’s lives are structured by boundaries of time and place set by adults; their 
daily lives marked by permission seeking, negotiations and rules’.25 Thus, children were 
seldom empowered to express  their personal views and any facilitation of  expression is 
often subject to adult approval or permission. Article 12 is ‘a core general principle’26 which 
turns this ‘old adage that children should be seen and not heard on its head’.27 As a result, it 
has fundamentally ‘challenged and prompted positive change in societal attitudes, traditional 
beliefs, laws and practices across the world’.28  

Article 12 creates a twofold obligation.29 First, the views of the child are ascertained, and 
secondly these are taken into consideration having regard to the age and maturity of the child. 
It is not concerned with the ‘wishes’ of the child per se (as appears in the legislative 
provisions of some jurisdictions30) but rather the opinion or views of the child on the matter 
concerned. Marta Santos Pais has identified Article 12 as an underlying value of the CRC 
which must influence the way each and every right of the child is ensured and respected.31 In 
fact, Article 12 is a CRC right to which no country has made any express reservations.32 The 
participation rights contained in CRC challenge ‘traditional and tokenistic conceptions of 
childhood’.33 Freeman notes that Article 12 results in the elevation of the child’s status from 
the silent invisible minor to an individual with the capacity to contribute to the decision 

																																																													
22 Marta Santos Pais, ‘Child Participation’ Documentaçâo e Direito Comparado nos 81/82 (2000) 93.  
23  Parkes (n 5) 1.  
24 Malfrid Grude Flekköy, A Voice for Children (United Kingdom, Jessica Kingsley Publishers 1991) 214. 
25 Nigel Thomas, Children, Family and the State: Decision Making and Child Participation (Bristol United 
Kingdom, Policy Press 2002) 139. 
26 Claire O’Kane, Children and Young People as Citizens: Partners for Social Change, Exploring Concepts 
(Save the Children Nepal, 2008) 10.  
27 Parkes (n 5) 1. 
28 ibid.  
29 Art 12 of the United Nations General Assembly Convention on the Rights of the Child A/RES/44/25 (20 

November 1989). The Article states: 1. States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or 
her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child, the views of the child 
being given due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child.  
2. For this purpose, the child shall in particular be provided the opportunity to be heard in any judicial and 
administrative proceedings affecting the child, either directly, or through a representative or an appropriate 
body, in a manner consistent with the procedural rules of national law. 
30 Children Act 2004 (UK) provides for ‘ascertaining children’s wishes’ under s 53.  
31 Pais (n 22) 94.  
32 Parkes (n 5) 7.  
33 Daniel Stoecklin, ‘Theories of Action in the Field of Child Participation: In Search of Explicit Frameworks’ 
(2012) 20(4) Childhood 443.  
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making process.34 However, Article 12 is not without its flaws. Sawyer asserts that reading 
Article 12 in tandem with Article 3 gives rise to ‘very practical difficulties where it is felt that 
giving children a voice may be detrimental to their welfare’.35 The ‘interpretations of the 
participation rights contained in the CRC depend on the viewpoints people have about 
childhood’,36 the traditional view of the family in the Irish context being a clear example of 
this. Thus far, there have been ‘very cautious and limited’ attempts to incorporate Article 12 
of the CRC into Irish domestic law.37 The Committee has repeatedly highlighted the failings 
of the Irish Government in relation to its obligations under the CRC. While the First 
Concluding Observations of the Committee in 1998 had concerns in relation to Article 12 
generally,38 the Second Concluding Observations39 noted ‘grave concerns for the lack of 
sufficient provision’ for the use of a guardian ad litem.40 It is reasonable to assume the lack of 
clarity surrounding the appointment of the ‘expert’ as per the 2015 Act in relation to private 
family law proceedings in Ireland will attract a similar response in the upcoming Concluding 
Observations on Ireland’s Third and Fourth Periodic Reports following the examination by 
the Committee in January 2016. As will be explored extensively at a later point, section 63 of 
the 2015 Act does not outline the precise conditions for whenever an ‘expert’ is to be 
appointed nor does it set out the procedure to be followed when the court decides against the 
appointment of an ‘expert’. The reference to the ‘views of the child’ in section 63 is a nod to 
Ireland’s obligations as per Article 12, but the failure of the legislature to provide guidelines 
in this respect is disappointing. It is regrettable that twenty five years since the CRC was 
ratified, its provisions remain unincorporated in domestic law and while there have been 
some changes but these have been ‘legislative changes of a piecemeal nature’.41 

Some commentators have noted that it is disappointing that the CRC itself does not set the 
bar higher, it ‘does not require that the child’s decision be determinative at any stage’,42 it 
merely states that his/her views are given ‘weight according to age and maturity’ and that 
best interests of the child are respected.43 There are many international instruments which 
have reinforced the CRC and while a full exploration of these instruments is outside the 
scope of the current article,44  the UN Human Rights Council have been active in the area in 

																																																													
34 Ursula Kilkelly, Children’s Rights in Ireland: Law, Policy and Practice (Sussex, Tottel 2008) 203.  
35 Caroline Sawyer, ‘Conflicting Rights for Children: Implementing Welfare,Autonomy and Justice within 
Family Proceedings’ (1999) 21(2) Journal of Social Welfare and Family Law 99, 100.  
36 Karl Hansan, ‘Schools of Thought in Children’s Rights’ in Manfred Liebel and others (eds), Children’s 
Rights from Below: Cross Cultural Perspectives (Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan 2012)  63.  
37 Aisling Parkes, ‘Legal Analysis of the Children’s Referendum: Article 42A.4.2°’ (Human Rights in Ireland, 
23 October 2012) <http://www.humanrights.ie/index.php/2012/10/23/legal-analysis-of-the-childrens-
referendum-article-42a-4-2/ >  accessed 16  December 2015.  
38 Concluding Observations of the Committee, Ireland UN Document CRC/C/15/Add 85 (4 February 1998). 
39 Concluding Observations of the Committee, Ireland UN Document CRC/C/IRL/CO/2 (29 September 2006).    
40 Ireland’s use of the guardian ad litem (GAL) system shall be explored in section two.  
41 Aisling Parkes, ‘Children Should be Seen and Not Heard? A Reflection on the Proposed Constitutional 
Amendment’ (2008) 11(3) Irish Journal of Family Law 58.   
42 Carolan (n 2) 104.  
43 Sharon Detrick, ‘A Commentary on the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child’ (The Hague, 
Kluwer 1999) 215.  
44 Article 13 of 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction, Article 4(d) of 
the Hague Convention on Protection of Children and Co-operation in Respect of Intercountry Adoption 1993 
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recent years and have published  a UN Resolution to ensure children’s effective participation 
in justice proceedings through child-sensitive procedures and safeguards.45 Ultimately, it is 
clear that there has been a global movement towards increased child participation in private 
family law proceedings, and a focus on the most effective methods of realising these 
obligations.  

2 Regional Developments 
Further to the international obligations which the Irish legislature must be cognisant of, there 
have also been developments on a European level in relation to child participation and 
children’s rights more generally. While both the European Union institutions and the 
European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) have been active in this area, it is ‘only in recent 
years that there has been any significant activity at a European level in the area of children’s 
rights as it was traditionally regarded as a domestic issue’.46  

In 2006, the European Commission issued a communication entitled ‘Towards an EU 
Strategy on the Rights of the Child which led to an action plan entitled EU Agenda for the 
Rights of the Child.47 Building further on this, in November 2008, the Committee of 
Ministers of the Council of Europe adopted the ‘Stockholm Strategy’.48 The Council of 
Europe’s 2010 Guidelines on Child-Friendly Justice49 continued through a new Strategy on 
the Rights of the Child 2012-15. The Guidelines on Child-Friendly Justice offer some 
relevant guidance in relation to child participation.  The guidelines are ‘intended to help 
governments and professionals enhance children’s access to justice by introducing a child-
centred approach, with due consideration to a child’s level of maturity and understanding and 
to the circumstances of the case.’50 It is set out that ‘particular attention should be paid to the 
access to the court and the judicial process, legal counsel and representation, the right to be 
heard and to express views, avoiding undue delay, the organisation of the proceedings and the 
																																																																																																																																																																																													
refer to the need to respect views of the child. The CRC has also been reinforced at regional level Article 4.2 of 
the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child 1990. Article 5 (1)(b) of the European Convention 
on the Adoption of Children (Revised) 2008 an adoption order shall not be granted without the ‘consent of the 
child considered by law as having sufficient understanding, a child shall be considered as having sufficient 
understanding on attaining an age which shall be prescribed by law and shall not be more than fourteen years’. 
Article 6 provides that in cases where the child’s consent is not required under Article 5, the child shall be 
consulted and his/her views shall be taken into consideration in accordance with his/her age and maturity. There 
is a rebuttable presumption at fourteen years. However, the consultation process is not analogous to providing 
children with the opportunity to express their views. The child has to become actively engaged in the decision 
being made. The child’s role in adoption proceedings is a much underdeveloped area of law in Europe. 
Adoption is among the most drastic and far-reaching orders that can be made regarding a child. 

45 See General Assembly United Nations Human Rights Council A/HRC/25/47 3 January 2014.  
46 Helen Stalford and Eleanor Drywood, ‘Coming of Age? Children’s Rights in the European Union’ 
(2009) 46 Common Law Market Review 143.  
47 European Commission ‘An EU Agenda for the Rights of the Child’ COM (2011) 60 final. 
48 Council of Europe, ‘Stockholm Strategy’ Building a Europe for and with Children: Towards a Strategy 
for 2009-2011(September 2008) <http://www.coe.int/fr/web/children/children-s-strategy> accessed 16 
December 2015.  
49 Council of Europe, The 2010 Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers for the Council of Europe for 
Child Friendly Justice (November 2010)  
<http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/childjustice/Guidelines%20on%20child-
friendly%20justice%20and%20their%20explanatory%20memorandum%20_4_.pdf> accessed 16  

December 2015.  
50 ibid. 
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use of a child-friendly environment and child-friendly language, as well as of evidence and 
statements provided by the children.’51 

The decisions of the ECtHR relating to Article 6 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights (ECHR) have guaranteed children as legal rights holders under the ECHR and have 
affirmed a legal right to be heard in all proceedings affecting their civil rights and obligations 
as well as in criminal law matters. Article 6(3) further states that a child has the right to 
represent him/herself in person or through a representative of his/her own advice. However, 
there have been very few explicit guiding principles coming from ECtHR jurisprudence. The 
decision in Nielsen v Denmark52 made the first tentative steps towards ensuring children’s 
autonomous decision-making as part of their ECHR rights. In the case of Sahin,53 the court 
was of the view that asking the child directly about his father would have been damaging. 
The ECtHR stated that while it ‘would be going too far to say that domestic courts are always 
required to hear a child on the issues of access…[it depends] on the specific circumstances of 
each case, having due regard to the age and maturity of the child concerned’.54 Kilkelly notes 
that this highlights the ‘importance of judicial willingness to hear children and take their 
views into account’.55 As will be examined at a later point, a level of commitment on behalf 
of the judiciary is key to fully implementing the provisions of the 2015 Act given the scope 
of judicial discretion granted.56 

 

3 Constitutional Provisions 
 
‘The State recognises and affirms the natural and imprescriptible rights of all children and 
shall, as far as practicable, by its laws protect and vindicate those rights.’57 

As the cornerstone of the Irish legal framework, the need for explicit acknowledgement of the 
rights of the child in Bunreacht na hÉireann is central to future legislative development. The 
importance of this affirmation and in turn, the need to put children’s rights on par with those 
of the family, was highlighted by both the Constitutional Review Group and UN Committee 
on the Rights of the Child in 1998.58 On foot of these recommendations, a referendum on the 
31st Amendment to the Constitution was held on 10th of November, 2012, the results of 

																																																													
51 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Child-friendly justice: Perspectives and experiences of 
professionals on children’s participation in civil and criminal judicial proceedings in 10 EU Member States 
(Luxembourg, Publications Office of the European Union, 2015) <http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra-
2015-child-friendly-justice-professionals_en.pdf> accessed 16 December 2015.  
52 Nielsen v Denmark, App 10929/84 (Commission Decision, 12 March 1987).  
53 Sahin v Turkey ECHR 2005-X1 173.  
54 Kilkelly (n 34) 219. 
55 ibid 203.  
56 Section 63 of the 2015 Act provides that the ‘court may’ appoint an ‘expert’, granting the judiciary a high 
level of discretion in dealing with this matter. This area will be explored in section three.  
57 Article 42A.1 Bunreacht na hÉireann.  
58 Carolan (n 2) 107.  
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which were subject to a High Court challenge.59 The High Court’s rejection of the challenge 
was confirmed by the Supreme Court on the 24th of April, 2015 and thus, the Article 42A 
was signed into law on the 28th of April, 2015.  

While the inclusion of Article 42A has been welcomed by many,60 it is the approach taken 
towards the issue that has not found favour across the academic circles. O’Shea notes that the 
amendment ‘glaringly avoids the elephant in the room by leaving Article 41 intact’61 and in 
order to ‘give real sustenance to the issue of children’s rights, the superior position of the 
marital family needs to be amended.’62 Article 41 provides that ‘the State recognises the 
Family as the natural primary and fundamental unit group of society’ and ‘guarantees to 
protect the Family in its constitution and authority, as the necessary basis of social order and 
as indispensable to the welfare of the Nation and the State.’ The inclusion of this provision is 
reflective of ‘the most important Irish social construct’63, the family based on marriage. 
Indeed, before the 31st Amendment, the constitutional stance towards the marital family in 
itself had acted as an inhibitor to greater child participation. Ultimately, it is Article 41 which 
causes issues as it ‘lacks a child focus…which fails to recognise the child as a juristic person 
with individual rights to which separate representation must be given’.64 While a full 
exploration of the constitutional status of the family based on marriage in Ireland is beyond 
the scope of this article, it is sufficient to note that in the years before the insertion of Article 
42A, the Constitution itself acts as ‘the biggest impediment to the recognition of legal status 
for children’.65  

Some commentators note that Article 42A is of more cultural significance than anything 
else.66 However, it is clear that Article 42A should pave the way for future legislative 
development. The Article states that provision ‘shall’ be made in law, not ‘may’. The use of 
the phrase ‘provision shall be made in law’ in each of these sub-articles makes it clear that 
this constitutional obligation is to be implemented by way of legislation.67 As Corbett notes 

																																																													
59 In the Matter of the Referendum on the Proposal for the Amendment to the Constitution contained in The 
Thirty First Amendment to the Constitution (Children) Bill 2012 [2013] IEHC 458 and Jordan v Minister for 
Children [2014] IEHC 327.  
60 See Maria Corbett, ‘The Children’s Referendum is a Game-Changer for Children’s Rights in Ireland’ (2012) 
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61 Nikol O’Shea, ‘Can Ireland’s Constitution Remain Premised on the ‘Inalienable’ Protection of the Martial 
Family Unit without Continuing to fail its International Obligations on the Rights of the Child?’ (2012) 4 Irish 
Journal of Family Law 87.  
62 ibid 92.  
63 Louise Crowley, Family Law (Dublin, Round Hall 2013) 2. The inclusion of such a definitive recognition of 
the stance of the marital family was driven by the strong Catholic influence over political individuals at the time 
of drafting. 
64 The Guardian Ad Litem Group, Giving Children a Voice, The Case for Independent Representation of 
Children (The Law Society of Ireland, Dublin, May 2001) 11.  
65 Sheila McGree, The Child’s Right to Be Heard in Judicial and Administrative Proceedings in Ireland 
National Report (European Forum for Child Welfare Anti-Discrimination Project, August 2001) 20.  
66 Eoin Daly, ‘Legal Analysis of the Children’s Rights Referendum: Article 42A.2.1 Value Pluralism and the 
Children’s Rights Amendment’ (Human Rights in Ireland, 23 October 2012) <http://humanrights.ie/children-
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we need to ‘breathe life into the amendment to ensure that it will make a real and tangible 
difference to children’s lives’.68 It is interesting that while ‘Article 42A.4.2° requires that the 
views of the child be ascertained, it is silent on the means by which this is to be achieved, 
‘leaving it to the legislature to decide’.69 O’Mahony notes when Article 42A became law a 
number of obligations came into effect regarding the enactment of legislation governing 
private family law proceedings. The Sixth Report of the Special Rapporteur on Child 
Protection in 2013 recommended that legislation enacted to implement Article 42A.4 ‘should 
provide for a variety of mechanisms to be employed to ascertain the views of the child’.70 
The ‘expert’ in the 2015 Act is undoubtedly a recognition of this onus on the legislature. It is 
regrettable that the legislature in meeting its constitutional obligation did not expand further 
to provide guidelines as to when an ‘expert’ may or not be a suitable method of child 
participation. It remains to be seen how effective Article 42A will be in relation to private 
family law proceedings. 

 

4 Domestic Legislation 
The development of Irish legislation on child participation in private family law proceedings 
has moved at a glacial pace and it is only in recent months that signs of significant 
improvement have become apparent. Under section 28 of the Guardianship of Infants Act 
1964 (as amended by section 11 of the Children Act 1997), a guardian ad litem may be 
appointed in parental responsibility, residence and contact proceedings ‘if in special 
circumstances’ it appears to the court ‘necessary in the interests of the child to do so’. As 
progressive and welcomed as it was, this section of the Act has never been commenced. The 
most common approach today of the Irish courts in an attempt to ascertain the views of the 
child is to use the machinery of section 47 of the Family Law (Divorce) Act 1995 whereby 
the child is interviewed by a child psychologist who possesses expertise in the area.71 
However, using a child psychologist to prepare a report as to whether the child is considered 
mature enough to be involved lengthens the procedure and leads to excess delays.72  

As previously set out, section 63 of the 2015 Act amends the 1964 Act to include section 
32(1)(b) of the 2015 Act which provides for the appointment of an ‘expert’ in cases regarding 
the ‘guardianship, custody, or upbringing of, or access to, a child’. It is wholly unclear what 
qualifications are to be expected of the ‘expert’ and what shall be expected of the judge when 
an ‘expert’ is not appointed as will be explored at a later point. Appointment is entirely at the 
court’s discretion and the lack of clarity as to what exactly should happen in cases where the 
court decides not to appoint an ‘expert’ is undesirable. The qualifications and training 
requirements of the ‘expert’ are to be set out by the Minister.73 The decision to implement 
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guidelines in such a manner is also objectionable given the recent experience in relation to 
the appointment of the GAL in public proceedings. Section 227(1)(b) of the Child Care 
(Amendment) Act 2007 by substituting a new section 277 in the Children Act 2001, states 
that the Advisory Board shall ‘publish guidance on the qualifications, criteria for 
appointment, training and role of any guardian ad litem appointed for children in proceedings 
under the Act of 1991’. However, it was not until May 2009 that the Children Acts Advisory 
Board in Ireland issued Guidance on the Role Criteria for Appointment, Qualifications and 
Training for guardian ad litem for children in Proceedings under the Childcare Act 1991.74 
While these guidelines recognised broad principles as to qualifications, appointment or 
training necessary, there is no official legal definition for the role, leaving a lacuna in the 
legislative landscape. Perhaps the use of the ‘expert’ in the 2015 Act is recognition of the 
inherent flaws in the GAL system and an acknowledgement that the system is not sufficient 
to be utilised across the board for both public and private proceedings. The use of the term 
‘expert’ will be explored in more depth at a later point, it is sufficient for now to note that the 
lack of clear guidance as to who the ‘expert’ is and when they are to be appointed is likely to 
lead to confusion and disarray in practice. This lack of guidance is of particular concern given 
the commencement of this section of the 2015 Act on the 18th of January, 2016.75 

 

C THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CHILD PARTICIPATION 

In terms of the full implementation of the 2015 Act, it is vital that potential issues in terms of 
child participation are addressed at the outset in order to find adequate solutions. 
Consideration thus must be given to the use of age limitations in appointing the ‘expert’ 
under the 2015 Act. It is regrettable that the legislation does not purport to set down 
guidelines as to when an ‘expert’ may be appropriate or when alternative forms of child 
participation may be utilised. Section 32(3)(a) as inserted by section 63 of the 2015 Act 
provides that in determining whether to appoint an ‘expert’, the ‘court shall, in particular, 
have regard to the following: the age and maturity of the child’. It follows that the age of the 
child may be determinative in concluding whether the child is provided the opportunity to 
participate in proceedings, however no further guidance is given as to what age is considered 
appropriate. This raises a further issue in that judges may not consider themselves qualified to 
determine the maturity of the child before them. An assessment of these potential barriers is 
necessary in order to identify the key areas in need of reform.  
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1 Age Limitations 
Much consideration has been given to the use of age limitations in determining whether a 
child is capable of participating in private family proceedings in a meaningful way.76 Legally, 
age limitations provide certainty as a clear cut off threshold may be established. Some 
commentators argue that based on child psychological research, children are not capable of 
understanding the consequences of proceedings until a certain age.77 In terms of cognitive 
development, Jean Piaget has advanced a developmental theory which demonstrates that 
between the ages of four to seven years, a child is not yet able to understand the principle 
cause and effect.78 Applied to the private family law setting, this may indicate that would be 
difficult for a child to understand the result of the proceedings, and indeed the impact of their 
own views in relation to the future decisions of the court. Piaget has based this theory on the 
fact that children under seven cannot ‘decentre’79 meaning that they cannot view a situation 
from another perspective, thus inhibiting their ability to envisage the future impact of court 
decisions on their own lives. A child is generally only capable of reasoning hypothetically80 
after reaching the age of eleven and thus having a future focus will become easier from this 
point on.  

 

While child psychology undoubtedly has a role to play in the development of an effective 
system of child participation, it is important that blanket assumptions are avoided. Placing a 
strict age limitation on a child’s right to participate may create an arbitrary barrier. The 
discussion should not be centred on whether or not the child has a right to participate based 
on these assessments, but instead the child should be presumed to have the right as a starting 
point and information subsequently obtained from the child should be weighed by utilising 
child development theories and best practice. Rather than utilising child psychology as a 
barrier to participation, it should further facilitate children, allowing them to participate more 
fully and to the best of their abilities at a given age.  

Internationally, the capacity of young children to participate has ‘traditionally been 
underplayed by law, but developmental psychology has long argued for the recognition of the 
capacities of young children’.81 A publication of the government of New Zealand indicates 
that the presumption that children under the age of seven ‘lack intelligence and judgment’ 
and that those between the age of seven and twelve or fourteen lack ‘sufficient judgment to 
make rational choices’ was inherited from Roman law, as incorporated into and perpetuated 
by common law.82 The very use of age limitations requires recognition of a child’s evolving 
																																																													
76 See Oddbjorg Skjaer Ulvik, ‘Talking with Children: Professional Conversations in a Participation 
Perspective’ (2015) 14(2) Qualitative Social Work 193.  
77 Eilis Flood, Child Development (Dublin, Gill & Macmillan 2013) 105.   
78 Jean Piaget, The Origins of Intelligence in Children (New York, International University Press 1952).  
79 ibid 106.  
80 ibid 109.  
81 Aoife Daly, ‘Considered or Merely Heard? The Views of Young Children in Hague Convention Cases in 
Ireland’ (2009) 12(1) Irish Journal of Family Law 16.  
82 Ministry of Youth Affairs of New Zealand, ‘Does Your Policy Need an Age Limit?’ (Wellington 2001) 
<https://www.crin.org/en/docs/Does_policy_need_age_limit> accessed 16 December 2015.  
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capacities. The Guidelines on Child Friendly Justice state at Article 47 that ‘a child should 
not be precluded from being heard solely on the basis of age’. Indeed, the use of age 
limitations as a barrier to participation has repeatedly been criticised by the Committee who 
have noted that ‘state parties should presume that a child has the capacity to form his/her own 
views and recognise that she/he has the right to express them; it is not up to the child to first 
prove her/his capacity.’83 In relation to Article 12 of the CRC, the Committee has observed 
that ‘young children communicate their feelings, ideas and wishes in numerous ways long 
before they are able to communicate through the conventions of spoken or written language’ 
and for this reason ‘even the youngest children are entitled to express their views under 
Article 12’.84 This stance has taken root from the ‘fear of placing undue psychological burden 
on young people’.85 

The assessment of maturity of the child may be a more effective method of determining the 
weight to be attached to a child’s views rather than an arbitrary, strict age limitation. 
However, such a test requires a definition of the criteria needed to be considered ‘mature’. 
Many national laws lack a clear statement of what constitutes maturity within the realm of 
civil proceedings. Commentators have suggested that EU Member States should introduce a 
clear legal definition of maturity.  

The Committee has repeatedly rejected the use of age barriers. There are many European 
countries where age is the sole determinant in deciding whether child is capable of making 
autonomous decisions concerning adoption.86 Indeed, many commentators advocate age 
limits with exceptions for capable children.87 The starting point should be a presumption of 
capacity. The views ascertained from this point on may be weighted in relation to different 
relevant factors.  

In the Irish context, the situation has been somewhat clarified in RP v SD88 whereby there 
was held to be no prima facie presumption against hearing a child under six years old. 
However, it was the view of the court that matters of everyday life which would be relevant 
in assisting the court in reaching a prima facie determination on the maturity of the child 
‘probably do involve some element of abstract or reflective thinking by the child and an 
ability to form and express views on circumstances in which the child was or is living or his 
wishes in relation to living arrangements or contact with parents or others’.89 In the case of 

																																																													
83 United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child General Comment No12 The Right of the Child to be 
Heard (2009) CRC/C/GC/12 para 20.  
84 United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child General Comment No 7 (2005) Implementing Child 
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85 Kieran Walsh, ‘Young Children’s Participation in Child Abduction Proceedings-Emerging Trends in Irish 
Case Law’ (2013) 1 Irish Journal of Family Law 12.  
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the Civil Code.  
87 See Ann Smith, Advocating for Children: International Perspectives on Children’s Rights (Dunedin, New 
Zealand, University of Otago Press 2000).  
88 RP v SD [2012] IEHC 188.  
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Cullen v Cullen90, concerning a fifteen-year-old child, the court held that a child should only 
be consulted where the child is of sufficient age and maturity to make this inquiry of 
assistance. The Law Society of Ireland believe Article 42A ‘does not seem to go so far as to 
indicate that the voice of the child must be heard where children are not capable of forming 
their own views so it is probably confined to children over the age of seven.’91 Irish courts 
seem wedded to age-based approaches, while having capacity as a starting point. 

It is regrettable that the 2015 Act, in discussing the appointment of an ‘expert’, does not 
outline when an ‘expert’ may be most suitable, this issue shall be explored further at a later 
point. The use of age limitations should not be used as a gateway for the child to access the 
courts, instead they may act as guidelines as to how judicial discretion may be exercised in 
determining how best to ascertain the views of the child.  

 

2 Professional Training 
The lack of training provided to legal professionals who work in private family law 
proceedings in Ireland has been highlighted as an issue repeatedly.92 Carolan notes that while 
there may be many situations in which it will not be in the child’s best interests to follow the 
child’s views, ‘it is clear that it will never be in the child’s interests not to attempt to gauge 
what these are’.93 Much discussion has surrounded the issue of whether a child is best heard 
in private or in open court. Historically, the Committee has been very against the use of open 
court for giving evidence.94 If the child’s views are seen as traditional court evidence, this can 
be hugely problematic in terms of allowing full disclosure of what the child has said. There 
are mechanisms for obtaining the child’s views without direct participation which have been 
endorsed by the ECtHR.95  

Full implementation of Article 12 requires the development of awareness, skills and attitude 
among adults to listen to children and respect their individual points of view. It further 
requires adults to show patience and creativity by adapting their expectations to a young 
child’s interest, levels of understanding and preferred ways of communicating. This involves 
‘active listening, including verbal and non-verbal communication and a range of approaches 
and methods such as play, art and the use of props and other equipment to communicate 
effectively with children’.96 Herring states that ‘a child’s wishes are the child’s voice; a 
child’s needs are determined by others’.97 Thus, it is important that in conveying the wishes 
of the child, the conveyor ensures the information is not tempered by their own personal 
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views on the best interests of the child. In terms of choosing an appropriate medium through 
which the child may be heard, it is extremely difficult to establish a strict rule. O’Malley 
notes that the experiences and views of children and young people can contribute to better 
decision-making based on the reality of children and young people’s lives ‘not untested adult 
assumptions’.98 

 

i Indirect Participation 
Training is a key concern in relation to indirect participation whereby a person is appointed to 
convey the views of the child to the court. As specialised training for legal professionals who 
engage with children as part of the private family law system are not currently available in 
Ireland, it is of great value to assess the methodology used in other jurisdictions at this point. 
Reform of the Irish system with a specific focus on the ‘expert’ under the 2015 Act and 
judges shall be explored at a later point.  

Specialised training is available in the United Kingdom through the Association of Lawyers 
for Children which promotes justice for children and young people within the legal system of 
England and Wales. In fact, most professionals support the idea of ‘having one specifically 
trained professional acting as the child’s main contact person and accompanying him or her 
throughout the proceedings’.99 The Scottish Children’s Hearing Rules contain various 
mechanisms through which the child can express his/her views.100  

The availability of legal aid is a key concern right across EU Member States. The European 
Union Agency for Fundamental Rights has outlined that EU Member States ‘should provide 
legal aid unconditionally to all children and  ensure that clear guidelines on accessing legal 
aid be provided to all children and their parents/guardians and that specialised child lawyers 
be available to represent children in both civil and criminal proceedings.’101 A lack of 
funding is a common obstacle to consistent and effective training. A key concern in relation 
to the appointment of an independent legal representative for the child is the financial costs 
which may be incurred in doing so. The Council Directive on Legal Aid102 sets certain 
minimum standards for Legal Aid Schemes in the EU but applies only to cross-border 
disputes. Lack of resources and recent austerity measures have affected both public and non-
governmental sectors.  

																																																													
98 Kate O’Malley, ‘Children and Young People as Citizens: Partners for Social Change’ (Save the Children 
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99 EUAFR (n 51) 115.  
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The Council of Europe 2010 Guidelines make clear that to ensure children’s effective 
participation, specialised and trained professionals should be in contact with them and 
inform, hear and protect them. 103 Bar associations sometimes offer training programmes for 
lawyers. In the Irish context, there is a definite need for a multi-faceted training programme, 
continuous training is needed which runs on an ongoing basis rather a short term programme.  

Irish private family law is a labyrinthine area of the law even to adults who require legal 
assistance in the form of a legal representative to support and guide them through 
proceedings, could the same not be said of children who are at the heart of these disputes? 
There is currently insufficient training for legal professionals working with children and the 
lack thereof has the potential to act as a blockade to further child participation in Ireland.  

 

ii Direct Participation 
The Council of Europe 2010 Guidelines state at Article 44 that ‘judges should respect the 
right of the child to be heard in all matters that affect them or at least to be heard when they 
are deemed to have a sufficient understanding of the matters in question’.104 In AS (otherwise 
DB) v RB105, the previous history of a judge speaking directly to children was discussed. It 
was apparent that significant benefits may result from a direct participation approach, 
provided sufficient training is in place for the judges in question. Social professionals 
continue to have a big role to play where the judge does not feel that they are in a position to 
interview the child. The judge may appoint a social professional to conduct an assessment 
which in turn, lengthens the process. Comprehensive and continuous training for judges could 
reduce these potential delays.  

Judges who speak directly to children are can make a substantial difference in a child’s 
experience of participation. “Careful balancing of the competing interests” has led some 
jurisdictions to adopt interviews as another avenue for participation.106 The former Chief 
Justice of the Family Court of Australia, the Honourable Alastair Nicholson has spoken with 
positivity of interviews.107 Raitt notes that Australia made specific legislative provision in 
2004 to ensure that ‘judicial interviews were compatible with issues of due process and 
although interviews are not yet commonly used, at least they are one more available option 
under the Family Court Rules of 2004’.108 

A flaw apparent in the legal system of many jurisdictions is that there is no requirement that 
‘the judiciary undergo any specialised training for dealing with children in cases of such a 
sensitive nature’.109 While research shows that indirect participation will not be suitable for 
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all children,110 conventional wisdom is that indirect methods of informing the court of 
children’s views are ‘greatly superior to the judge interviewing children directly’.111 Without 
proper and comprehensive training, judges may be unable to handle the issues which arise 
surrounding privacy; the right of the judge to repeat what the child has said and moreover, 
how to explain the decision to the child in circumstances where their views are not followed 
by the court.   

Particularly in light of the 2015 Act, judges need to be trained on how to use the new 
provision, how the ‘expert’ works and what the best course of action may be when court 
chooses not to appoint an ‘expert’ in order to ensure the voice of the child is still heard in 
these proceedings. The use of age limitations can facilitate child participation in the private 
family law process when guidelines are correctly set out in legislation. Further to this, the 
lack of professional training for individuals involved has the potential to negatively impact 
the effectiveness of the 2015 Act. While the area is in a state of flux at present, the need for 
reform is already glaringly apparent.  

 

 

D REFORM OF CHILD PARTICIPATION IN IRISH PRIVATE FAMILY LAW 
PROCEEDINGS 

In light of the above analysis, it is clear that the ideal approach to child participation in 
private family law proceedings in terms of satisfying Article 12 is to provide for both direct 
and indirect participation, utilising whichever method is most suitable depending on the 
circumstances of the case.  As Walsh notes,112 the right to participate has already been 
recognised as an unenumerated right in the decision of FN v CO.113 In cases involving 
children, the welfare of the child is the paramount consideration in formulating decisions 
which may affect the child. However, children are not party to these proceedings. Thus, a 
separate and distinct obligation is imposed in respect of the children, not just upon the judge 
dealing with the proceedings but also on the legal representatives. This obligation to a non-
party to the proceedings gives family law proceedings a distinct quality. Despite the fact that 
‘children are still largely invisible in Irish family law proceedings’114, Fortin notes that 
generally children are ‘overwhelmingly in favour of being consulted when parents 
separate’.115 In order to hear the voice of the child, the ‘expert’ as per the 2015 Act must have 
adequate training and furthermore, judges will require training on the proper implementation 
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of the 2015 Act and what suitable alternative methods may exist where an ‘expert’ is 
considered unsuitable. 

 

1 Indirect Participation: Who Is the ‘Expert’? 
The lack of clarity surrounding the issue of what qualifications and training are considered 
necessary to act as an ‘expert’ as per the 2015 Act is regrettable, particularly in light of the 
recent commencement order.116 

As previously stated, the decision not to follow suit and include private family law within the 
ambit of the GAL system is arguably recognition of the inherent flaws within the system. The 
guidelines on the qualification and training within the GAL system were introduced in a 
similar manner with a two-year delay between the enactment of the system in legislation and 
the publication of such guidelines.117 Even then, while these guidelines recognised broad 
principles as to qualifications, appointment or the training necessary, there is no official legal 
definition assigned to the role. It is hoped the situation will not be repeated and that clear, 
definitive guidelines will be issues with regards to the ‘expert’ in due course. As guidelines 
have not yet been put in place to set out the necessary qualifications of the ‘expert’ under the 
2015 Act, it is submitted that outlining the ‘expert’ to be a legal professional with specialised 
training in child psychology may be a welcome addition to Irish private family law 
proceedings.  

There is currently no legal provision in force in Ireland allowing for children in private 
family law proceedings to be granted separate legal representation. The notion of separate or 
independent legal representation in family law proceedings is far from new and has been 
introduced in some jurisdictions as a means of representing the voice of the child in 
accordance with Article 12 of the CRC.118 However, there are no universally accepted 
guidelines for child legal representatives and the Committee has not expressed any views as 
to how children should be facilitated in exercising this right.119 Clear directions must be set 
out for the ‘expert’ to avoid the pitfall which has been experienced in many other 
jurisdictions whereby lawyers have been said to adopt a paternalistic rather than 
representational role when clear directions are not set out. Without establishing a clear 
direction as to the exact job description of the ‘expert’, there is a danger of them representing 
best interests which is more akin with the role of the GAL.120  

In the Irish context, the current absence of ‘a training programme aimed at equipping 
professionals who are representing children in family law proceedings has the potential to 

																																																													
116 Section 32 (10) of 1964 Act as inserted by section 63 of the 2015 Act states ‘The Minister may, in 
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seriously limit’121 the extent of child participation. There is no express statutory bar on a 
GAL seeking the approval of a court for the appointment of a lawyer to represent his/her 
views and in practice, they frequently do.122 It is arguable that in the exchange of information 
between the GAL and the legal representative and vice versa, information is easily lost. A 
more effective method may be to combine the two professionals, having an ‘expert’ who is 
both skilled in child interview techniques and qualified to legally represent the views of the 
child in the courtroom.123 The fundamental difference between a ‘lawyer and a non-lawyer 
guardian is that a lawyer guardian can call and examine witnesses and make legal arguments 
to the court, while a non-lawyer guardian cannot.’124 

The Committee on the Rights of the Child lists lawyers as one of several professional groups 
whom, by virtue of their work with children and young people, need systematic and ongoing 
training. No special training at present is provided by the Law Society of Ireland or the Bar 
Council on the special skills required in defending young people.125 The prescribed training 
should cover not only communication skills with children, but also the psychological 
complexities that may arise in the course of the work taking into account recent developments 
in brain science with regards to the development of cognitive skills in children of different 
ages. Legal professionals having direct contact with children should also be trained in 
communication skills and stages of development, especially when dealing with children in 
situations of particular vulnerability. Until the Irish legal system can therefore provide ‘the 
appropriate infrastructure to elicit the view of the child, the right to be heard, regardless of its 
constitutional status, will remain of little substantive value’.126 The 2015 Act may hold the 
key to unlocking the door to full child participation in private family law proceedings, if it is 
utilised correctly. Already in Ireland, certain ‘formal changes have been made to make family 
law proceedings more informal and less intimidating, for example,  in relation to the attire of 
judges and legal representatives’.127 While this progress is to be commended, it is but the first 
step on the journey towards the full realisation of child participation.  

 

2 Direct Participation: Provision for Judicial Training 
Full implementation of child participation cannot be achieved through the 2015 Act without 
adequate judicial training on the new provisions of the Act. It could be stated that in disputes 
between parents, the judge, while impartial towards both parents, must in fact be ‘partial 
towards the interests and welfare of the children’.128 Under the current Irish legislative 
system, judges are under-resourced and receive no training dealing with issues surrounding 
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the implementation of child participation.129 There has been repeated calls for regional courts 
presided over by judges with appropriate expertise and experience.130 Outside of Dublin, 
‘judges do not specialise in family law but instead preside in such cases as the necessity 
arises’.131 The use of judicial interviews is dependent on whether the judge has the aptitude, 
skills and training to conduct such interviews. It is regrettable that Irish judges are not 
specifically trained to interview children in this way; many have indicated that they would 
not be comfortable with this.132 Ultimately, Irish judges feel they have insufficient training.133 
While those appointed since 1995 receive some training, the Law Society recommends that 
judges who are to be assigned should be given comprehensive training in regard to issues 
which are particular to child care law.  

In the case of AS(otherwise DB) v RB, Keane CJ urged caution that ‘only evidence which a 
trial judge, in family law proceedings as in other proceedings, can receive is evidence on oath 
or affirmation given in the presence of both the parties or their legal representatives’.134 He 
continued to highlight that:  

it has long been recognised that trial judges have a discretion as to whether they will 
interview children who are the subject of custody or access disputes in their 
chambers…depending on the age of the children concerned, [and that] such interview may be 
of assistance to the trial judge in ascertaining where the wishes [of the child] lie.135  

Section 23 of the Children Act 1997 provides an exception to the hearsay rule and allows out-
of-court statements made by a child to be admitted into evidence. 

The decision of Abbott J in O’D v O’D136 is of significant value. In stating he was fortunate 
to have training in this area, Abbott J outlined a number of guidelines.137 While these 
guidelines are to be welcomed and are demonstrative of the key issues which judges must 
tackle on a day-to-day basis, the benefit of specific child-tailored judicial training in the area 
cannot be ignored, particularly in light of the new 2015 Act.  
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Additionally, in light of the changes introduced by the 2015 Act, training is needed to ensure 
the 2015 Act is utilised and engaged with correctly and to the highest standard possible. 
Research has found that approximately 60% of children who may require the services of a 
GAL were unlikely to have one appointed138 due in a number of cases to the absence of a 
written referral due to unfamiliarity with the process on the part of some judges. The 
appointment of an ‘expert’ is entirely at the court’s discretion, which O’Mahony notes is not 
necessarily a problem.139  However, without training in the area, judges will be unable to 
utilise the new provisions effectively, particularly the ‘lack of clarity in the [Act] as to what 
exactly should happen in cases where the court decides not to appoint an expert is 
undesirable’.140 Provision should be made for what happens when the appointment of an 
‘expert’ is not suitable in the circumstances.  

In terms of choosing between direct and indirect participation, the decision may be dependent 
on the child involved, each case may be different in terms of the method most suited to a 
particular child. Generally, it seems activity-based communication makes it easier for 
children to talk about issues that concern them. No parent can be entirely objective. Children 
can express contradictory wishes to their parents, notwithstanding the strong argument that 
parents know their children better than anyone else. Parents are, generally speaking, not 
qualified to assess their child. Parents themselves may be under high levels of stress.  

The ideal sit7uation would be that the court will have to hear ‘voice of the child even where 
there is no dispute between the parents in relation to custody or access issues’.141 ‘Rather than 
see the obligation to hear the voice of the child as a burden or procedural hurdle which must 
be addressed, the focus of the courts should perhaps be to make the child the genuine centre 
of focus’. 142 ‘Professional conversations with children represent a special mode of adult-child 
communication and adult-child relationships where conversational partners belong to 
different social categories, “adult” and “children” having fluctuating cultural significance’.143 
Thus, an important task for the professionals in child welfare services to arrange 
conversations where children are assisted in forming views, articulate experiences and reflect 
upon what they want for their lives’.144 

Research suggested that private family law system whereby older children are allowed 
discuss matters directly with the judge is extremely advantageous in terms of implementing 
child participation.145 It is submitted that the 2015 Act provides the ideal opportunity to 
develop a nuanced approach to child participation in Ireland whereby younger children are 
represented by a legal professional with expertise in child development and psychology in the 
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form of the ‘expert’ and older children are provided with the opportunity to discuss matters 
with a judge who is trained and qualified to sit in this capacity. 

 

E CONCLUSION 

 

‘It is the child more than anyone else who will have to live with what the court decides.’146 

 

Mr Justice White notes that historically, children’s law was neglected in the Irish state, which 
‘together with the collective failure of our institutions to prioritise child protection, led to a 
difficult place for vulnerable children’.147 Ultimately, the Irish legal system was concerned 
about undermining ‘parental authority by empowering children’.148 Though children were 
afforded ‘inalienable and imprescriptible’ rights through Articles 41 and 42 of the 
Constitution, these rights were ‘exercised through the parents of the child’.149 It is anticipated 
that Article 42A will be sufficient to pave the way towards future legislative developments 
encompassing the participation rights of the child.150 While the 2015 Act is a welcome 
addition to the legislative tapestry of Irish private family law, it alone can provide for 
extensive child participation. At a fundamental level, child participation cannot be genuine if 
children have no opportunity to understand the consequences and the impact of their 
opinions. Standardised, detailed rules or guidelines help reduce the number of hearings and 
improve communication with the child. These promising practices can serve as points of 
reference and an ‘exchange of guidelines and promising practices within and between EU 
Member States would help improving procedures’.151 The European Union Agency for 
Fundamental Rights states that ‘authorities should ensure a person of trust, independent of the 
child’s parents, supports the child during all stages of judicial proceedings, particularly in 
informing and preparing the child for hearings and EU policy planning should also focus on 
training professionals and harmonising curricula’.152 The ‘expert’ as per the 2015 Act may 
provide the ideal opportunity to bring this provision to life in private family law proceedings 
in Ireland but clear, detailed guidelines are needed to set out who precisely shall be 
considered qualified to act as an ‘expert’ when the court see fit. Making legal systems more 
child-friendly improves the protection of children, enhances their meaningful participation 
and at the same time improves the operations of justice.  

																																																													
146 Re D [2006] UKHL 51 [57] (Baroness Hale). 
147 White (n 132) 1.  
148 Schepard  (n 124) 139.  
149 Carolan (n 2) 103.  
150 EUAFR (n 51) 3.  
151 EUAFR (n 51) 51.  
152 ibid.  
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The CRC was indeed the ‘watershed in a global perspective’,153 and as the Committee 
continues to watch over the implementation of Article 12 in signatory states, it can be hoped 
that Ireland will continue to strive towards greater realisation of child participation rights. 
However, in terms of implementation of child participation, the lack of professional training 
fails to vindicate fully the participation rights of children and has the potential to greatly 
damper the success of new legislative provisions in the area. It is envisaged that the 
guidelines which will be issued by the Minister relating to the role of the ‘expert’ will address 
these issues and set out the clear and detailed training requirements for both prospective 
‘experts’ and judges alike. It is submitted that the ideal system should provide for an ‘expert’ 
who is both a qualified legal professional and a specialist in child development whereby the 
child’s views are conveyed directly to the court through their legal representative, the 
‘expert’. Additionally, judicial training is necessary both in relation to the use of the new 
provisions and in child development and psychology so as to prepare the judge to interview 
older children should the court see it fit. The Council of Europe 2010 Guidelines embrace the 
idea that courts can be a powerful tool to positively shape children’s lives and at the same 
time recognise the reality that contact with the legal system is all too often more a source of 
additional trauma than a remedy for children. It is hoped that lessons can be learnt from the 
experiences of both other jurisdictions and previous endeavours in the Irish system such as 
the guidelines on the appointment of the GAL. Despite much progress in recent years, the 
Irish private family law system remains in a state of disarray in terms of adequately 
ascertaining the views of the child. In many instances, the child at the centre of a decision 
making process effectively remains invisible, as Emily Logan has noted there is no 
systematic attempt to consider ‘the views of children at the heart of that process; their voices 
are not heard’.154  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
153Aisling Parkes, ‘Children and the Right to Separate Legal Representation in Legal Proceedings in Accordance 
with International Law’ (2002) 3 Irish Journal of Family Law 18.  
154 Emily Logan, ‘Childrens’ Rights Must Be at The Heart of Major Decisions’ The Irish Times (Dublin, 23 
November 2011).  
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THE RIGHT OF MINORITY LANGUAGES IN DOMESTIC COURTS – 
REALISABLE RIGHT OR ILLUSORY CONCEPT? 

Gearóidín McEvoy* 
 

A INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the origins of modern International Human Rights Law, minorities and their protection 
have been a central issue. It was the mass death, mistreatment and displacement of many 
minority groups throughout Europe that jolted States into action by forming the United 
Nations and other regional human rights agencies. The realisation of the tragedy that befell so 
many minority groups during the Second World War highlighted the necessity to protect the 
most vulnerable and unrepresented societies. Despite attempts to address linguistic minority 
needs, there exists a fundamental flaw in the concept of ‘nation states’ as May describes, that 
renders linguistic minorities (and indeed most minorities) ‘denied legitimate rights to their 
existing language’ at the foundation of a state when the establishment of a ‘civic language 
and culture is largely limited to, and representative of, the dominant ethnicity or Staatsvolk’.1 
There appears, as May details, an innate difference in the approach to linguistic minorities 
and religious minorities within the field of international human rights. Fishman notes that: 
 

Unlike ‘human rights’ which strike Western and Westernized intellectuals as fostering 
wider participation in general societal benefits and interactions, ‘language rights’ still 
are widely interpreted as ‘regressive’ since they would, most probably, prolong the 
existence of ethnolinguistic differences. The value of such differences and the right to 
value such differences have not yet generally been recognised by the modern sense of 
justice...2 

 
A minority group can be recognised for a number of reasons, in fact what constitutes a 
minority can be such a broad concept, that few academics accept the challenge of defining the 
term ‘minority’.3 Religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, nationality or language may all play 
a key role in one’s identity as a minority. For the purposes of this paper, however, the focus 
will be on groups and individuals (regardless of whatever their State may regard as minority 
or ethnic groups) which have as a central part of their identity a language that is not the main 
language of the state in which they reside. Furthermore, this paper shall be focusing more so 
on traditional groups which often predate the foundation of their home nation and have a 
historic and cultural significance (newer languages which may be widely spoken in a state as 
a result of recent immigration will not be discussed). 
																																																													
*BCL (Law & Irish), University College Cork. MSocSc (International Human Rights Law) Candidate, Åbo 
Akademi, Turku, Finland. 
1 Stephen May, Language and Minority Rights: Ethnicity, Nationalism and the Politics of Language (Essex, 
Pearson Education Ltd 2001) 92.  
2 Joshua Fishman, Reversing Language Shift: Theoretical and Empirical Foundations of Assistance to 
Threatened Languages (Clevedon, Multilingual Matters 1991) 72. 
3 John Packer, ‘On the Definition of Minorities’ in John Packer and Kristian Myntti (eds), The Protection of 
Ethnic and Linguistic Minorities in Europe (Åbo Akademi, Institute for Human Rights 1993) 23. 
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‘It is clear from a whole set of declarations, recommendations and international treaties that 
respect for regional or minority languages implies that individuals who speak one of them 
must be able to use it in public as well as in private’.4 The public element which will be 
described in this paper is the right (if one such exists) to use one’s minority language within 
their national courts, and if so, to what extent does this right stretch and from where do such 
rights stem?  
 
The use of minority languages in court systems is more than a mere vindication of an 
individual who wishes to use his or her mother tongue. ‘Bringing regional and minority 
languages into government and justice is an essential factor in stimulating and modernising 
them, updating their terminology and developing their potential in these fields’.5   
 
Through process of elimination I will discuss in turn the various European instruments which 
can claim relevance to linguistic protection and highlight how the European Charter for 
Regional or Minority Languages is the most relevant method of language protection through 
its provisions on the use of regional or minority languages in domestic courts, in an attempt 
to decipher whether or not the right to use one’s language in court is in existence.  
 

B SCOPE OF THE RIGHT TO BE HEARD IN DOMESTIC COURTS 
 
Although it may seem that a right of use of a minority language within a domestic court 
would encompass only that specific element in order to adequately realise such a right, other 
rights and obligations of the state may come into play. For a complete and achievable right to 
use a regional or minority language within national courts, it is necessary first to discuss to 
what extent such a right may go.  
 
For example, if the requirement is to provide for an interpreter when a party to the 
proceedings opts to use a regional or minority language (RML) and the other parties and/or 
the judges and legal professionals involved in the proceedings do not speak that language, 
then to whom ought the cost of the interpreter be apportioned? Similarly, in what 
circumstance might an interpreter be called for? Is it necessary for the RML speaker to have 
no command of the language of the court, or is it sufficient that he or she chooses to speak 
only the RML? Further, if the scope of such a right extends past mere interpretation and 
obligates the national court to conduct proceedings in a RML of the State, further issues are 
raised. In a criminal trial, must the judges and legal professionals be capable of conducting 
proceedings entirely in the RML? If so, is there an obligation on the State to ensure that legal 
training includes training in such a RML? Is there to be a quota of judges assigned to the 
bench who must have a workable knowledge of the RML? In civil cases, where parties 
disagree on the language to be used, how is a solution reached? Prior to court proceedings, 

																																																													
4  Jean-Marie Woehrling, The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages: A Critical Commentary 
(Strasbourg, Council of Europe Publishing 2005) 159. Woehrling refers to the Declaration on the Rights of Per 
sons belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, as well as the Oslo recommendation 
of 20 September 1996 (under the OSCE Commissioner for National Minorities). 
5 ibid 161. 
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are legal documents and legislation necessary for trial available and legally binding in 
minority languages? If a RML is limited to a territory of the State, is there a possibility of 
appeal in a RML to a higher court?  
 
It is necessary to describe the scope of this initial right to use a RML in court in order to 
highlight the challenges faced not only by individuals seeking to use their RML in domestic 
courts, but also those faced by the State in providing such a right and international 
organisations in their efforts to provide for clear, realisable rights and obligations. All of the 
above matters will be discussed in detail with regard to various international instruments and 
the rights and state obligations they provide. 
  
Finally, there exists a need to broadly define what is meant by RML in the European sense. 
As alluded to most academics and indeed most international instruments will avoid providing 
a concrete definition. Rather than a massive oversight, this lack of a definition provides for a 
much more flexible application of laws and legal instruments to the plethora of languages that 
call themselves minority or regional in nature. Woehrling states that no two RMLs are alike 
and ‘every language is actually a special case’, thus their national situations are all nuanced 
and different.6 
 
However, for the purpose of this paper, the term ‘regional or minority language’ will be 
based on the meaning contained within the European Charter for Regional or Minority 
Languages. The accompanying Explanatory Report highlights the fact that omitting a 
definition was indeed deliberate and defines the term RML in the following way: 
 

The adjective ‘regional’ denotes languages spoken in a limited part of the territory of 
a state, within which, moreover, they may be spoken by the majority of the citizens. 
The term ‘minority’ refers to situations in which either the language is spoken by 
persons who are not concentrated on a specific part of the territory of a state or it is 
spoken by a group of persons, which, though concentrated on part of the territory of 
the state, is numerically smaller than the population in this region which speaks the 
majority language of the state. 7 

 
Finally, it ought to be noted that the concept of RML does not include languages of recent 
migration into European territories and refers only to traditional languages that have a long 
and often culturally significant place within the state.8 
 
 

 

																																																													
6 Jean-Marie Woehrling, Shaping Language Rights, Commentary on the European Charter for Regional or 
Minority Languages in Light of the Committee of Experts’ Evaluation (Strasbourg, Council of Europe 
Publishing 2012) 56.  
7 Council of Europe, Explanatory Report to the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (CETS 
No.148, 1992) para 18.  
8 ibid para 36. 
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C EXISTING PROVISIONS 
 
It cannot be said that no rights at all exist for minority language speakers. In fact ‘since the 
end of the Second World War’ attempts have been made to ‘integrate linguistic demands into 
conventional minority or human rights approaches’. 9 Even before the modern systems of 
human rights protections came into existence, the League of Nations ‘appointed itself with 
the task [of] implementing minority rights in the constitutions of newly erected nation-
states’.10 Perhaps the turning point for the recognition of minority rights as being important 
and justiciable came with the United Nation’s inception of the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) in 1966.11 Article 27 reads: 
 

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons 
belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the 
other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their 
own religion, or to use their own language. 
 

Criticisms of the Article highlight that it is ‘limited and resulted in a compromise that 
reflected state interests’.12 Nevertheless, it paved the way for ‘the creation of new measures’ 
protecting minority rights. 13  
 
Prior to the United Nation’s obvious recognition of minority language rights the European 
Convention on Human Rights 1953 (ECHR)14 entered into force. Although it does not 
contain any rights similar to that of Article 27 of the ICCPR, as will be discussed below, it 
made certain references to language and the rights of RML speakers. I will now discuss the 
three main instruments within the Council of Europe which provide for the protection of 
RML and their usage in varying degrees within domestic courts with a view to concluding on 
the existence, or lack thereof, of such a right.  
 
1 The ECHR 
Within the main body of the European Convention on Human Rights, the word ‘language’ is 
mentioned only four times. Article 1 of Protocol 12 also mentions language. The rights 
involving language consist of the right to be informed of the reasons for arrest in a language 
which the detainee understands, the right to be informed of details of trial in a language the 
accused understands and the right to be provided with an interpreter where a person cannot 

																																																													
9 Woehrling (n 6) 12. 
10 Pieter Van der Plank, ‘Minority Right Legislation in the Inter-War Period, as a Prologue to the European 
Charter of Minority Rights’ in István Horváth, Tünde Székely and Márton Tonk (eds), Minority Representation 
and Minority Language Rights (Sapientia 2014) 388. 
11 Although only entering into force some ten years later. 
12 Alexandre Duchêne, Ideologies across Nations: The Construction of Linguistic Minorities at the United 
Nations (Berlin, Mouton de Gruyter 2008) 205. 
13 ibid. 
14 European Court of Human Rights, European Convention on Human Rights (2010) 
<www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf> accessed March 9th 2016.  
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understand the language of the court.15 Furthermore, language is listed as a ground for 
discrimination under Article 14, although this is not a stand-alone right.16 
 
The focus of this paper will be tailored toward those rights contained under Article 6, 
referring to rights of RML speakers within the judicial system of their state. 
  
Article 6.3(e) states that anyone charged with a criminal offence has the right ‘to have the 
free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court’. 
Clearly, the situation covered by this right refers to a unilingual defendant who has no 
command of the language of the court, and this has been reiterated time and again by the 
Strasbourg Organs. ‘The Convention right to the assistance of an interpreter contained in 
Article 6, para 3(e) clearly only applies where the accused cannot understand or speak the 
language used in court’.17 However, the Commission has also held that even where a 
defendant does not speak the language of the court adequately to understand fully the 
proceedings of court, there is no requirement to provide an interpreter.18 It is thus impossible 
to claim that a RML speaker has a right to speak his or her language in court, where he or she 
has a command of the official language of the state. 
 
With regard to the other methods of asserting language rights, such as indirectly under Article 
9 (freedom of thought, conscience and religion) or Article 10 (freedom of expression), the 
Commission has recognised that ‘these provisions do not guarantee ‘linguistic freedom’ as 
such. In particular, they do not guarantee the right to use the language of one’s choice in 
administrative matters’.19 Despite the fact that the ECHR is often viewed as one of the better 
instruments of international human rights protection and implementation, it ‘does not 
recognise any independent right to minorities’.20 Indeed, it may be said that internationally 
‘no effort has been made toward [creating] a comprehensive minority convention’.21 
 
 
2 The Framework Convention  
As alluded to above, the ECHR fails to acknowledge adequately the existence and indeed the 
need for protection that minority groups face throughout Europe, be they minorities of ethnic, 
religious, linguistic or other categories. In an effort to tackle this downfall in minority 
protection, the Council of Europe developed the Framework Convention for the Protection of 
National Minorities (Framework Convention) in 1994, which came into effect in 1998. 
  
The Framework Convention’s preamble makes direct reference to the above failures 
discussed when it states that ‘the upheavals of European history have shown that the 

																																																													
15 ECHR (n 14) Article 5.2, Article 6.3(a), Article 6.3(e) respectively. 
16 Article 14 must be asserted in conjunction with another right contained within the Convention or its Protocols.  
17 K v. France (1983) DR 35 para 8. 
18 Lagerblom v Sweden App no 26891/95 (ECtHR, 14 April 2003). 
19 Fryske Basjonale Partij and Others v Netherlands (1987) 9 EHRR CD 261 para 2. 
20 Abdulrahim P Vijapur, ‘International Protection of Minority Rights’ (2006) 43 International Studies 368, 372.  
21 European Centre for Minority Issues, Implementing the Framework Convention for the Protection of National 
Minorities (ECMI Report 3, 1999).  
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protection of national minorities is essential to stability, democratic security and peace’.22 
Given the timing of the Framework Convention, it is likely that the desire to protect national 
minorities through a specific international instrument within Europe was spurred by the 
atrocities of the former Yugoslavian states. With regard to minorities in general the 
Framework Convention is the ‘the most advanced instrument on minority rights’ at a regional 
level.23 
  
The Framework Convention does, however, reference linguistic rights ‘within the broader 
context of minority rights’.24 In particular, Article 10 details the right of ‘every person 
belonging to a national minority’ to use his or her language in public and private, both orally 
and in writing ‘freely and without interference’. The Article goes further in the second 
paragraph with reference to the right to use a minority language whilst communicating with 
public authorities:  
 

In areas inhabited by persons belonging to national minorities traditionally or in 
substantial numbers, if those persons so request and where such a request corresponds 
to a real need, the Parties shall endeavour to ensure, as far as possible, the conditions 
which would make it possible to use the minority language in relations between those 
persons and the administrative authorities. 
 

The Framework Convention Explanatory Report highlights that although this provision does 
not cover all dealings with all public authorities, it is nonetheless to be interpreted 
‘broadly’.25 
 
It has been suggested that ‘The Framework Convention, in accordance with its Article 22 
should provide for added value regarding minority protection’ when read in conjunction with 
the ECHR. Thus it could be possible to ‘read in’ linguistic rights into the ECHR for those 
states who have signed and ratified the Framework Convention. 26 
 
However, for all its uniqueness and forward-thinking, the Framework Convention is still 
weak in the protection that it offers to national minorities, and as such, to linguistic 
minorities. The stark similarities between Article 10(3) and Article 6 of the ECHR means that 
there is a failure to create any further or stronger rights in this respect.27 In addition, the 
wording of the protections in the Framework Convention, particularly in Article 10(1) and (2) 
are ‘weak and vague’.28 For example, the obligation on State Parties is to ‘undertake to 
recognize’ and to ‘ensure, as far as possible’. The softness of these provisions provides States 

																																																													
22 Council of Europe, Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities and Explanatory Report 
(H (1995) 10) at Preamble.  
23 Vijapur (n 20) 382. 
24 Woehrling (n 6) 154. 
25 Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities and Explanatory Report (n 22) para 64.  
26 European Centre for Minority Issues (n 23) 14. 
27 Parry (n 24) 156. 
28 Vijapur (n 20) 382. 
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who have ratified the Framework Convention with an easy route of refusing to heighten the 
rights of minority language speakers.29  
 
3 The European Charter for Regional or Minority Langauges 
The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (ECRML or the Charter) signals a 
change in the way international instruments aim to tackle minority issues. As Grin says: 
 

The Charter is not about rights. It is not about standards. It is not about national 
minorities. It is not even about members of minorities ... The Charter is about 
languages – more precisely, the regional or minority languages of Europe – and about 
the measures required for safeguarding their existence in the long run.30  
 

The origins of the Charter stem from a realisation in the 1980s that all attempts to protect 
linguistic minorities since the foundation of modern international organisations had failed.31 
By 1989, work began on creating an instrument based on minority languages of Europe and 
by 1992 the Charter was born, coming into force six years thereafter.32 Since that time, the 
Charter has been signed and ratified by 25 Council of Europe States, solely signed by a 
further 8 States with 14 States yet to sign.33 
 
Pla Boix states that a key element in the realisation of the aims of the Charter – mainly the 
protection and promotion of RMLs – is the use of such languages in the administration of 
justice.34 As such, Article 9 of the Charter has provided for an extensive list of rights 
available to Contracting Parties. However, the implementation process of the Charter 
deserves some commentary given its unique structure. The Charter is broken up into parts, 
with each ratifying State bound by the provision in Part II and required to accept 35 
paragraphs or subparagraphs minimum within Part III. Määttä critically analyses the effects 
of this á la carte method of selecting provisions: 
 

At least 3 out of these 35 paragraphs or subparagraphs must be among each of the 
Articles 8 and 12, and at least one from each of the Articles 9, 10, 11, and 13. 
However, the fact that the seven articles of Part III contain 98 subparagraphs 
guarantees that the member states can choose a minimum level of commitment to the 
protection of regional or minority languages.35  
 

Given the already weakened structures of many RMLs within Europe, this type of protection 
is somewhat disappointing. Furthermore just as Vijapur notes in relation to the Framework 
																																																													
29 Article 10 (1) – (2).  
30 François Grin, Language Policy Evaluation and the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages 
(Hampshire, Palgrave Macmillan 2003) 10 (emphasis added). 
31 Fishman (n 2) 23. 
32 ibid 24. 
33 Council of Europe, ‘Chart of signatures and ratifications of Treaty 148’                                           
<www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/148/signatures> accessed 7 June 2015.  
34 Woehrling (n 6) 303.  
35 Simo K Määttä, ‘The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, French Language Laws, and 
National Identity’ (2005) 4 Language Policy 167, 172. 
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Charter, the wording of the protections within Part III (and indeed, throughout the Charter) 
such as ‘facilitated’, ‘encouraged’ and ‘appropriate’ are vague, and ‘do not refer to concrete 
action’.36  
 
Despite its criticisms, and the fact that it is not a rights bearing instrument, the Charter is 
nonetheless the best instrument and indeed the only specifically tailored instrument, to cater 
for the protection of minority languages. Gwynedd Parry describes how the Charter may 
inadvertently create rights for individuals who are speakers of RMLs: 
 
[I]t is also possible that, by signing up to the Charter’s obligations, states will consequently 
create laws which will then create legal rights for speakers of those languages.37  
 

D STRENGTH OF PROVISIONS: RULES OR PRINCIPLES? 
 
In order to discuss whether a right exists and the scope of any potential right, it is first 
necessary to discuss that which is meant by a ‘right’. The above discussions regarding the 
three main European instruments which provide varying rights of language protection, 
specifically some forms of protection for the use of a RML in domestic courts, highlight 
some interesting aspects of the category of protection into which they fall.  
 
Famously Dworkin spoke of the difference between a rule and a principle, the former being 
‘applicable in an all-or-nothing fashion’.38 In a court of law, ‘[i]f the facts a rule stipulates are 
given, then either the rule is valid, in which case the answer it supplies must be accepted, or it 
is not, in which case it contributes nothing to the decision’.39 Given the definitive nature of 
rights, we can assume that a rule can equate to a right on some level. Exceptions may exist, 
but such are stipulated and the nature of a right exists in an all or nothing fashion, provided 
circumstances meet the parameters of the right and do not fall into one of the exceptions to 
the right. A principle or perhaps more specifically as Dworkin describes, a policy, is a 
‘standard that sets out a goal to be reached, generally an improvement in some economic, 
political or social feature of the community’.40 
 
When we apply Dworkin’s logic to the aforementioned instruments, we see that the ECHR, 
specifically Article 6 is more of a rule since ‘[e]veryone charged with a criminal offence has 
the following minimum rights ...’ Whereas Article 10 of the Framework Convention, playing 
host to the weakened language already mentioned, fits more readily into the category of 
policy; the recognition of minority languages. Finally, with regard to the Charter, Määttä 
opines that: 
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Parts I and II of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages are clearly 
principles [or policies]; Part III appears to give the rules, ie, the actual measures to be 
taken. However, since most of these ‘rules’ are not compulsory, the Charter as a 
whole is actually composed of [policies] rather than rules.41 

 
Therefore, even the most fitting instrument of linguistic protection for RMLs in the domestic 
courts is weakly formed. It cannot and does not offer the same strength and individual 
protection for RML speakers that might be found under the ECHR if, for example, their right 
to freedom of religion was breached. The law in existence, at least at international level is 
altogether a soft form of law, with little or no protection, few avenues of pursuit for an 
individual and almost no methods of enforcement.42 The strength of the ‘rights’ then, given to 
RML speakers within a state is wholly dependent on that state itself, the instruments (and 
indeed the parts of instruments) to which it is party and the strength of the domestic 
interpretations and provisions enforcing those instruments.43  
 
This may seem to paint a bleak outlook for the possibility of ascertaining a right to use one’s 
RML in domestic courts, but it appears to this observer that the policies in the European 
Charter for Regional or Minority Language Rights become rights (and as such, rules) with an 
international basis when they are implemented in the legal systems of contracting parties. In 
conclusion, a right may exist provided the state in question has implemented Article 9 within 
its domestic legislation. The extent to which Article 9 is implemented however must now be 
analysed in order to assess the scope of the right. 
 
E APPLYING INTERNATIONAL PROVISIONS TO NATIONAL SITUATIONS 
 
As detailed above, if RML speakers are to indeed have the right to use their language in 
domestic courts, then that right is best sought, ironically, through the non-rights bearing 
instrument of the Charter, when implemented in their own state. We may say to a degree that 
a right with an international basis (the Charter) exists to use one’s RML in domestic courts. 
The obligations to provide for those paragraphs and subparagraphs of Article 9 which any 
given state has chosen to adhere to, however weak, provide more than any other instrument, a 
form of rights for an individual. Therefore, for the purpose of this section of the paper, the 
author shall focus mainly on the application of provisions within the Charter, in an attempt to 

																																																													
41 Määttä (n 35) 173. 
42 Although the ECtHR is internationally renowned as an avenue of vindication for those whose rights have been 
violated, as stated above, no right of use of a RML in courts where the majority language is known by the 
accused has been found (n 12, 13). Furthermore, both the Framework Convention and the Charter avail of 
monitoring systems based on Contracting Party periodical reports, with no possibility of individuals submitting 
complaints.  
43 Many reports, particularly from the Committee of Experts from the Charter show that the practical application 
of domestic measures to facilitate the use of RMLs in domestic courts is ‘formal’ in nature only. See Committee 
of Experts Report, Finland 2001 para 145, 146: ‘The Committee notes that in practice, Sami speakers only very 
seldom use their languages before the judicial authorities. This is due essentially, to the lack of language skills 
of these authorities and to the fact that Sami-speakers are bilingual and requests for documents in Sami 
languages may make the proceedings much longer...The Committee considers this undertaking only formally 
fulfilled, since there exist difficulties in its implementation.’ 
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explore the scope of the rights contained through ratification of relevant articles – it has been 
demonstrated that the ECHR is not a useful instrument to apply language rights for bilingual 
RML speakers.44 The author will discuss domestic situations in relation to three aspects of 
RML usage in the judiciary: courts, legislation and education services.  
 
1 Courts 
Undoubtedly, the most obvious aspect of the availability of RML usage within national courts 
is the possibility of its implementation within court cases. Therefore, it is the most logical 
place to begin when discussing various language rights and Charter interpretations within the 
Council of Europe.  
 
It is very prudent to note that within the Charter there is no requirement to provide for RML 
facilities within the courts ‘except where there is a sufficiently large number of speakers of a 
regional or minority language to justify them’.45 The Charter is punctured throughout with 
territorial restrictions on the scope of provisions, but issues may arise in relation to how 
territorial applicability of a right to use an RML in court may hinder the RML party.  
 
First it is necessary to discuss in what way States have facilitated for the use of RMLs in 
courts. Article 9 of the Charter provides Contracting Parties with a number of methods for 
realising this provision, from providing that the courts, ‘at the request of one of the parties, 
shall conduct the proceedings in the regional or minority languages ...’46 to ensuring that 
evidence and requests shall not be considered inadmissible due to the fact that they are given 
in a RML.47 The former provision would provide for a more complete administration of 
justice in a RML and give the most support and development to a struggling language, given 
that it would entail its usage in the ‘whole of the proceedings – both the actual hearings and 
the various procedural steps’. We can see that Finland, in relation to Swedish, has provided 
for such a possibility. 48 The country is divided up into municipalities, some of which are 
bilingual, some of which are monolingual. Based on this assessment, the courts within a 
municipality will correspond as being bilingual or unilingual.49 With regard to criminal trials 
the Language Act, 2003 states as follows: 

 

																																																													
44 Most RML speakers within Europe are bilingual at the very least, with few portions of RML groups being 
monolingual. As examples, see Colin Baker and Sylvia Prys Jones, Encyclopedia of Bilingualism and Bilingual 
Education (Bristol, Multilingual Matters 1998) 409 ‘[In Finland] Most Swedish speakers... are bilingual... [and] 
[m]ost of the Sámi living in Finland are bilingual in Sámi and Finnish [the majority language].’ See also that 
Welsh speakers in UK are almost exclusively bilingual in Welsh and English, Baker, ‘Bilingual Education in 
Wales’ in Ofelia García and Colm Baker (eds), Policy and Practice in Bilingual Education: A Reader Extending 
the Foundations (Bristol, Multilingual Matters 1995). Monolingual Catalan speakers is also a rarity, most of 
whom are bilingual in Catalan and Spanish (see <http://lmp.ucla.edu/Profile.aspx?LangID=25&menu=004> 
accessed 18 July 2015). 
45 Woehrling (n 4) 162. 
46 The Charter, Article 9.1.a (i).  
47 Article 9.1.a (iv). 
48 Although not technically a RML in respect of the definition in the Charter (Swedish is a co-official language 
on par with Finnish under the Finnish Constitution and relevant legislation) it is still protected as a RML under 
Finland’s ratification of the Charter.  
49 Language Act 2003, s 5. 
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(1)  The provisions of Section 12 on the language of proceedings in administrative 
matters apply to the language of proceedings in administrative judicial procedure.  
(2)  In administrative litigation before a bilingual court in a matter where the parties 
are an authority and a private individual, the language of the private individual is used 
as the language of proceedings. If all the parties are authorities, the language of the 
authority that has initiated the matter is used, unless with regard to the rights and 
interests of the opposing party the use of the other language is justified. 
(3) In administrative litigation before a unilingual court the language of the district is 
used as the language of proceedings, unless with regard to the rights and interests of 
the parties the court selects the other language.50  

 
Furthermore, the Finnish legislature also provides for similar equality with regard to civil 
cases.51 Finland became a party to the Charter in March of 1998 however before this, it 
cannot be said that there were sub-par or lesser protections available to the Swedish language, 
given that the Language Act 1922 provided for similar protections.52  
 
The Charter entered into force in the United Kingdom in 2001 and seven languages are 
protected therein, including Welsh.53 Welsh has the most encompassing protection of any of 
the UK’s protected RMLs, being subject to eight paragraphs and subparagraphs under Article 
9.54 A Welsh Language Act legislates domestically for the usage of Welsh in the legal 
systems of Wales: 

 
In any legal proceedings in Wales the Welsh language may be spoken by any party, 
witness or other person who desires to use it, subject in the case of proceedings in a 
court other than a magistrates’ court to such prior notice as may be required by rules 
of court; and any necessary provision for interpretation shall be made accordingly.55 

 
However, just like the Finnish legislation, the Welsh Language Act 1993 predates the 
Charter. It may be said that the Charter adds an extra layer of protection for the usage of 
RMLs in that the domestic legislation has an international significance now, however these 
statues cannot be said to have been influenced greatly by the Charter.  
 
Furthermore, in the United Kingdom, the troublesome nature of territorial scope of the 
Charter rears its head in relation to the judicial structure of the common law. Consider, for 
example, a criminal trial to be held in Wales where the defendant seeks to be tried in Welsh. 
This is a possibility given in the above legislation. However, what if the defendant is found 
																																																													
50 ibid s 14. 
51 Language Act (n 49) s 15. 
52 Language Act 1922, s 3. Furthermore, although mentioned in the 2003 Act four times and mentioned in the 
1922 Act only once, the protection for the use of Sámi in the Courts has not greatly changed in domestic 
legislation either.  
53 Council of Europe, ‘Languages Covered by the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages’ 
<www.coe.int/t/dg4/education/minlang/AboutCharter/LanguagesCovered.pdf> accessed 18 July 2015. See 
Cornish, Irish, Scots, Scots Gaelic, Ulster Scots and Welsh. 
54 Article 9.1.a (ii), 9.1.a (iii), 9.1.b (ii), 9.1.c (ii), 9.1.c (iii), 9.1.d and 9.2 (b).  
55 Welsh Language Act 1993, s 22(1). 
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guilty of his crime and seeks an appeal? Given the nature of the English and Welsh legal 
systems, an appeal will be heard in a higher court. Such courts are generally located in 
London and therefore are not subject to the jurisdiction of Welsh Language Act. Catrin Fflur 
Huws describes the situation: 

 
In the context of judicial functions for example [...] first instance or appeal court 
facilities may be situated outside the minority language speaking region. Accordingly, 
if the state’s obligations do not extend beyond the minority language-speaking region, 
the speaker cannot access those services [in Welsh].56  

 
Furthermore, in Williams v. Cowell,57 the Welsh Courts essentially struck down the notion 
that the appeal of a Welsh language case to be held outside Wales might also be heard in 
Welsh.58 
 
In addition, it has been found in many Contracting Parties that the use of a RML can result in 
a lengthy delay rendering their usage in court not only a difficulty, but a hindrance to the 
desire to use a RML in courts.59  
 
Lengthy delays are not the only issue faced by individuals who select a RML in the national 
courts. The decision of a defendant to do so is often treated with hostility and RML speakers 
are seen as ‘troublemakers’ in the eyes of the court. This was highlighted by the Committee 
of Experts in relation to Swedish speakers in Finland.60 Furthermore a ‘similar observation is 
found in the 2001 report on Hungary’61 where the costly interpretation service mixed with a 
mostly bilingual RML speaking community, accused persons ‘are afraid to be perceived as 
trouble-makers if they use their right to speak in the minority language before the court’.62 
 
This notion is unfortunate as it mirrors the judicial attitude felt by many for some time in 
Ireland, a non-Contracting Party to the Charter. Irish is statistically63 a minority language in 
Ireland but holds the curious position of being the ‘first official language ‘of the State. 64  
However, the attitudes to Irish since the foundation of the State have been somewhat cold 

																																																													
56 Fflur Huws, ‘Chartering new territories in Welsh language judicial proceedings’ in The European Charter for 
Regional or Minority Languages: Legal Challenges and Opportunities (Strasbourg, Council of Europe 
Publishing 2008) 240. 
57 [2001] 1 WLR 187. 
58 ibid 192. See also discussion Language Act 2003 (n 57) 241. Note however that Huws suggests the Charter 
may be used as a counter-argument to the idea that Welsh cases are limited to Wales at 244. 
59 Cardi, ‘Regional or Minority Language Use before Judicial Authorities: Provisions and Facts’ (2007) 6 
Journal of Ethnopolotics and Minority Issues in Europe 1 16. See also Swedish speakers hindered by their 
choice of native language in Finnish courts where Swedish language cases can take much longer than their 
Finnish counterparts. 
60 Committee of Experts’ Evaluation Report, Application of the Charter in Finland ECRML (2004) 7 para 76. 
61 Woehrling (n 6) 327. 
62 Committee of Experts’ Evaluation Report, Application of the Charter in Hungary ECRML (2001) 4 para 46. 
63 Central Statistics Office, ‘Census 2006 Volume 9 Irish Language’ 
<www.cso.ie/en/census/census2006reports/census2006-volume9-irishlanguage/> accessed 10 July 2015. 
64 Constitution of Ireland 1937, Article 8. 
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from many judges65 and renowned academics where it is widely seen as an ‘irrational irritant’ 
as well as a ‘situation pregnant with annoyance and timewasting for the Courts’.66 
 
In conclusion, it is fair to say that in the discussed scenarios, the Charter has had little or no 
impact on the protections available to RMLs in courts. The well-working and encompassing 
measures, seem to predate the Charter and thus the ratification of corresponding Charter 
paragraphs was easy given that the Contracting Parties did not need to bring in new 
legislation or change legislation or systems in a major way (see UK and Finland). Despite the 
reports and recommendations by the Committees of the Charter, the practical realisation of 
access to the court in a RML for contracting parties is only available in theory, even with the 
existing rights, as described above.  
 
2 Legislation 
In order for a RML speaker to stand before a court using his or her language in complete 
fairness, it is necessary that not only the court makes such a service available in some 
manner, but also that the laws of the State make sense in that language. Translation of 
domestic legislation is therefore vital in States who wish to provide for courts in RMLs. As 
already alluded to, the usage of RMLs in public administrative services such as the legislature 
helps to further the language and keeps the lesser used language current and up to date.67 As 
such, translated legislation not only aids in the realization of a right to use a RML in courts, 
but it also helps to create and develop its body of terminology.  
 
Article 9.3 of the Charter makes reference to the onus on Contracting Parties to ‘make 
available in the regional or minority languages the most important national statutory texts and 
those relating particularly to the users of these languages, unless they are otherwise 
provided’. Unfortunately, this particular section is the weakest paragraph of Article 9 and 
neither calls for outright translation of all pieces of legislation, nor does it state whether those 
legislative texts that are translated will have legal force or not. Furthermore, the Explanatory 
Report offers limited guidance on the scope of Article 9.3.68 The UK has ratified this 
paragraph of Article 9 in relation to Irish in Northern Ireland, the only mention of the 

																																																													
65 Attorney General v Coyne and Wallace (1967) 101 ILTR 17, para 7.  
66 JM Kelly, ‘The Irish Text of the Constitution’ (1966) ISLR 7, 10.  
67 Woehrling (n 4) 161. 
68 Explanatory Report (n 7) para 99.  
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language anywhere in that Article69 and the Committee of Experts noted that this is the 
lowest level of protection in relation to the administration of justice ...’70 
 
In Finland, as both Finnish and Swedish have the constitutional position of official languages, 
all legislation must be available in both languages. On drafting, the Finnish and Swedish 
versions of the draft bill are submitted to the Unit of Legislative Inspection at the Ministry of 
Justice for checking where special attention is also paid to the linguistic accuracy, 
comprehensibility, preciseness and consistency of the proposal.71 Sámi Language Act, 2003 
also states: 

 
Acts of primary concern to the Sámi, as well as other such statutes, treaties and other 
instruments and notifications published in the Statute Book of Finland, shall on the 
decision of the Government or the pertinent Ministry be published also as a Sámi 
translation. The same provision applies to orders, guidelines, decisions and 
notifications published in the document series of a Ministry or another State 
authority.72  

 
However, many Contracting Parties who have ratified Article 9.3 have continued to fail in 
their obligations. The Committee of Experts has notices that ‘some RMLs lack appropriate 
legal terminology, which hinders the implementation of the undertakings in Article 9 of the 
Charter’.73 In Armenia, it has been noted that ‘lack of proper terminology [making] it difficult 
to translate legislation’74 and a similar lack of legal terminology in the Sámi language was 
noticed in Norway.75 It is also interesting to note that in respect of certain languages, 
Contracting Parties are inconsistent in their protections granted to different languages. Taking 
for example the situation previously highlighted in Wales, legislation already in existence in 
Wales allows a party to speak Welsh in Court. However, the only language protected by the 

																																																													
69 It is curious that Irish, a language steeped in controversy and debate given Northern Ireland’s rocky history is 
protected only once under Article 9 when Welsh has the benefit of seven paragraphs under that same Article. 
This is all in spite of the fact that in 2006 the St Andrews Agreement promised the introduction of an Irish 
Language Act in Northern Ireland and yet today the issue is still a bone of contention for Northern politics and 
at the time of writing, no bill had yet been drafted, despite heated debates on the matter. See Janet Muller, ‘The 
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages and the current legislative and policy contexts in the 
north of Ireland’ in Robert Dunbar and Gwynedd Parry (eds), The European Charter for Regional or Minority 
Languages: legal challenges and opportunities (Strasbourg, Council of Europe Publishing, 2008) 221. See also 
<www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/politics/irish-language-act-stormont-business-would-be-translated-and-
courts-heard-in-irish-30980190.html> accessed 19 July 2015. 
70 Janet Muller, ‘The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages and the current legislative and 
policy contexts in the north of Ireland’ in Robert Dunbar and Gwynedd Parry (eds), The European Charter for 
Regional or Minority Languages: legal challenges and opportunities (Strasbourg, Council of Europe 
Publishing, 2008) 231. 
71 <http://lainvalmistelu.finlex.fi/en/4-jatkovalmistelu/#esittely> accessed 8 May 2015. 
72 Sámi Language Act 2003, s 9.  
73 Woehrling (n 4) 327.  
74 Committee of Experts’ Evaluation Report, Application of the Charter in Armenia ECRML 2009 6, para 146. 
75 Committee of Experts’ Evaluation Report, Application of the Charter in Norway ECRML 2007 3, para 139. 
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UK under Article 9.3 is Irish. This is curious given that an Irish language speaker in Northern 
Ireland (or indeed in any part of the UK) has no right to speak the Irish language in court.76 
 
The common trend in relation to Article 9.3 is that it is not only the weakest form of 
protection a Contracting Party may afford to a language, it is also one which increasingly 
falls short of its requirements for political77 or financial78 reasons. As previously alluded to, 
the legislative situation in Ireland requires by constitutional law79 that all laws must be 
translated into Irish and Irish courts have stated that this is to be done without extended 
delay.80 Furthermore, where disparities in translations appear in both the text of the 
Constitution and the text of legislation, the Irish versions are those with legally binding 
force.81 Although the translation of legislation in Ireland has in recent years been slow and 
ineffective there still exists a greater right, given that the obligation on the State is to translate 
all legislation, not just those pieces most important or relevant to Irish.82 
 
The right to use one’s RML in court can be only fully realised where there are laws under 
which to prosecute the accused RML speaker – when the laws used in court do not match the 
language of the court, that language is lessened to little more than a symbolic gesture by the 
State.  
 
3 Education 
Educational matters are covered not by Article 9 of the Charter, but rather by Article 8. The 
possible protections span from the making available of pre-school education in a RML in 
areas where that language is spoken,83 to the provision of university level education in a 
RML.84 
 
It is important to discuss education when discussing the courts. In order to have a realisable 
prospect of judicial services in RMLs, it is necessary that a certain number of legal 
professionals, judges, translators and interpreters are trained in the RML in question. 
Domestic courts and legislation have already been discussed. And so to get to the point at 
which a court case may be carried out in a RML, whereby the offended legislation is also 
available in that language, education is key. 
 
																																																													
76 If in the unlikely event that the person in question was a unilingual Irish speaker then the right would arise 
under the ECHR as previously discussed.  
77 See Northern Ireland and its attempts to legislate for an Irish Language Act. 
78 Committee of Experts’ Evaluation Report (n 74). 
79Art 25.4.4, ‘Where the President signs the text of a Bill in one only of the official languages, an official 
translation shall be issued in the other official language.’ 
80 See McGuinness J in O'Beoláin v. Fahy [2001] IESC 26. 
81 Committee of Experts Report (n 80), Article 25.4.6: ‘In case of conflict between the texts of a law enrolled 
under this section in both the official languages, the text in the national language shall prevail’. 
82 Of the forty four pieces of legislation passed in English in 2004, only four of those Acts are also available in 
Irish. The lack of an External Monitoring Body, such as the Committee of Experts Reports and the Committee 
of Ministers recommendations, means that the Irish State is left with no international accountability mechanism 
and therefore has no body to which to answer.  
83 Article 8.1.a. 
84 Article 8.1.e. 
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Certain Contracting Parties such as Finland, have made provisions for this. There is ‘a special 
quota of 25 Swedish-speaking students at the Faculty of Law at the University of Helsinki. 
This quota is considered essential in order to guarantee Swedish-speaking judges within the 
Finnish courts of justice in the future’.85 However, this is unlikely to have been influenced 
greatly by the ratification of the Charter, particularly given that similar requirements for 
training in legal Irish exist in Ireland without any input from the Charter.86 Not only is there a 
constitutional and legislative burden to be satisfied in Ireland for the provision of legal 
professionals, but this need is mirrored in new third level education options with aims of 
producing competent legal linguist professionals.87 Furthermore, at Kings Inns, the traditional 
training facility for barristers in Ireland, programs exist seeking ‘to train lawyer linguists and 
legal translators in order to provide for the existing demand’.88 
 
Not all Contracting Parties, however, can be said to have such positive educational facilities: 
some States Parties have been admonished by the Committee of Ministers for their failure to 
educated legal professionals in RMLs in order to execute Article 9 provisions. The 
Committee of Ministers has expressed this need in two separate recommendations for Spain. 
It advised the introduction of ‘necessary legal and practical measures to ensure that an 
adequate portion of the judicial staff posted in the [RML speaking] communities concerned 
by the application of Article 9 of the Charter have a working knowledge of the relevant 
languages’.89 
 
In fact, the irony of the situation regarding education of legal and translation professionals in 
respect of the Charter obligations is that of the five States that have ratified the obligation to 
provide for criminal trials in RMLs90 only one of those States has also chosen to provide for 
university or higher-level education.91 Thus, although Norway, Spain, Slovakia and 
Switzerland appear ready to provide for courts in RMLs, in reality, they have not made any 
promises to educate any legal professional or translators in order to make such a provision a 
realizable right.  
 
To conclude on this matter, it is fair to suggest that the education of legal professional and 
legal linguists, a necessary aspect of the right to use a RML in court is taken less seriously by 
Contracting Parties than most sections of the Charter. Though in theory States may provide 
for court cases to be carried out in a RML, once again we witness the complete failure of all 

																																																													
85 Kristian Myntti, ‘National Minorities and Minority Legislation in Finland’ Packer (n 3) at 90. 
86 Sean Ó Conaill, ‘The Irish language and the Irish legal system: 1922- present’ (PHD thesis, School of Welsh 
Cardiff University 2013) 235. 
87 ibid 237-241, 251-253. 
88 ibid 261. 
89 Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers, Application of the Charter in Spain, Rec Ch L (2008) 5, 
para 1. 
90 Article 9.1.a (i). Finland in respect of Swedish, Norway in respect of Sámi, Spain in respect of Basque, 
Catalan, Valencian and Galician, Slovakia in respect of Italian and Hungarian and Switzerland in respect of 
Italian. 
91 Article 8.1.e (i). Four states have ratified this section, one of which cross-over with the above states: Finland 
in respect of Swedish, Germany in respect of Romani, Romania in respect of German and Hungarian and 
Slovakia, this time in respect of Hungarian, rather than Italian as above.  
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but one such promising party92 to actually go about making legally trained linguists, and 
subsequently, the right to use an RML in court, a reality.  
 
 

F CONCLUSION 
 

 
The matter of minority language protection continues to be an issue of contention for many 
States, with a basis in politics, history and fear of secession. In fact, it can rarely be said that 
any two languages within any (or indeed within the same) State are identical in 
circumstance.93 There are countless factors which influence language protection, national and 
international attitudes.  
 
It is clear from this analysis that the level of protection offered from an international and 
regional network for RMLs is small. The rights that are given are done so primarily under the 
Charter and are purely subject to the will and determination of the implementing state – often 
pre-dating the implementation of the Charter, meaning that not positive action since adoption 
has had to be taken. Although the Charter offers further support for the protection and status 
of a language, the fact that the Charter itself is unequivocally a non-rights bearing instrument 
is testament to the international disregard for RMLs. There is no rigid form of accountability 
and no method of enforcing the rights created by a state under Article 9, given that the only 
vaguely relevant judicial body has, time and again, reiterated that no such right to use one’s 
RML exists in court for bilinguals.94  
 
In theory, the method of examination of circumstances in states through Committee of 
Experts’ Evaluation Reports may be effective, but it shows a common trend that although 
states provide on Statute Books for the provisions they have implemented, in practice, the 
effectiveness of realizing a right to use a RML in court is burdensome, costly and in many 
cases, frowned upon. The ECtHR would most likely consider this, were the right to use a 
RML in court under the ECHR, a violation of such a right and find a State accountable to the 
offended individual, or group thereof. However, through the current methods of evaluation of 
the Charter, individuals have no place or opportunity to have their claims heard, only in 
domestic courts. This is certainly ironic, particularly if a person is complaining of a failure to 
implement a right, as created by legislating for Article 9, to use an RML in court. There is 
then no further avenue of pursuit, given the aforementioned denial of such a right in the 
ECtHR.  
 
Certainly, the issue may be addressed in a state-report from the Committees of Experts and 
Ministers during state evaluation under the Charter, which the state may then rectify, but as 
we have seen, this is not always the case, and often states are repeatedly admonished for the 
same failures by both committees.  
																																																													
92 Finland, in respect to Swedish. 
93 Woehrling (n 4). 
94 K v France (n 17). 
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In conclusion, although a right may be established to use one’s RML in domestic courts, the 
scope of that right, its implementation and its actual realization is purely down to the will of 
the state, without any room from individuals’ concerns.   
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MISTAKEN EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATION AND WRONGFUL CONVICTION 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

Annemarie Shea* 

A      INTRODUCTION 

In 1984, when Jennifer Thompson was a twenty-two year old college student in Burlington 
North Carolina, a man broke into her home, held a knife to her throat and raped her.1 During 
the attack she studied her assailant’s face and body, trying to memorise anything that would 
help her identify the man and ensure that he would pay for his crimes. When she went down 
to the police station that same day, she picked Ronald Cotton from a photo and later from a 
line-up. Police reported that they had never seen a victim so composed, so determined, so 
sure.2 Based on Jennifer Thompson’s testimony, Ronald Cotton - who was also twenty-two 
years old at the time- was convicted and sentenced to life in prison.3 Cotton appealed and was 
retried in 1987.4 During the second trial, Bobby Poole, who was incarcerated in the same 
prison as Cotton and had confessed to his cellmate that he was Thompson’s actual assailant, 
was brought into the courtroom. When asked to identify him Jennifer Thompson assertively 
replied ‘I have never seen him in my life. I have no idea who he is.’5 Cotton was convicted 
again. Thompson, haunted by the horrific sexual abuse she had sustained, was nevertheless 
able to sleep soundly reassured that the man who had raped her had been sentenced to life in 
prison for the second time. Thompson spent the next decade in freedom marrying and having 
children while Cotton endured prison. Law Professor Richard Rosen of the University of 
North Carolina, troubled that a man had been sentenced to life based almost exclusively on 
eyewitness testimony, took on Cotton’s case. DNA evidence that had not been previously 
available obtained conclusive results: Ronald Cotton had not raped Jennifer Thompson- 
Bobby Poole had. Cotton was released6 after serving more than a decade in prison for a crime 
he never committed.  

																																																													
*BCL (International), University College Cork. 
1 Phoebe Judge, ‘After Innocence: Exoneration in America’ <http://www.thestory.org/stories/2013-06/jennifer-
thompson> accessed 3 March 2016. 
2 Sheena M Lorenza, ‘Factors Affecting the Accuracy of Eyewitness Identification.’ (2003) The Review: A 
Journal of Undergraduate Student Research 45-50 
<http://fisherpub.sjfc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1013&context=ur > date accessed 3 March 2016. 
3  In January 1985, Cotton was convicted by a jury of one count of rape and one count of burglary. ‘What 
Jennifer Saw’ Frontline< http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/dna/cotton/summary.html> date 
accessed 3 March 2016. 
4 The Innocence Project ‘Ronald Cotton: Ten years imprisonment’ <http://www.innocenceproject.org/cases-
false-imprisonment/ronald-cotton> date accessed 3 March 2016. 
5 Jennifer Thompson, ‘I was certain, but I was wrong’ The New York Times Opinion (New York, 18 June 2001) 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2000/06/18/opinion/i-was-certain-but-i-was-wrong.html> date accessed 3 March 
2016. 
6 The Innocence Project (n 4). On June 30th 1995 Cotton was officially cleared of all charges and released from 
prison. In July 1995 the Governor of North Carolina officially pardoned Cotton.  
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The Cotton case illustrates an increasingly recognised phenomenon - that mistaken 
eyewitness identification is a leading cause of wrongful convictions in the United States.7 
Research has found that eyewitness errors are disturbingly common and yet difficult to 
recognise when they occur.8 While many in the criminal justice system acknowledge 
eyewitness fallibility, few understand the extent or the causes of the problem.9 To understand 
the impact of eyewitness error it is first necessary to consider the scope of the problem of 
wrongful convictions. The National Registry of Exonerations,10 maintained as a joint project 
between the University of Michigan Law School and the Centre for Wrongful Convictions at 
Northwestern University School of Law, lists 1,725 cases since 1989 in which a person was 
wrongly convicted but later exonerated by new evidence of innocence.11 For all exonerations 
the most common causal factors are: perjury or false accusation (55%); false confession 
(13%); false or misleading forensic evidence (23%) and official misconduct (45%). The 
National Registry of Exonerations reports that mistaken identifications have been involved in 
approximately 35% of exoneration cases, 83% of robbery cases, and 73% of sexual assault 
cases. This remarkable rate of involvement of eyewitness errors in wrongful convictions is 
unfortunately no surprise.12 

While there are numerous causes of wrongful conviction, it is proposed for the purposes of 
this paper to exclusively address the contribution of eyewitness errors to miscarriages of 
justice in the United States. It is imperative that we determine why mistaken eyewitness 
identifications occur and why they are so infrequently detected to prevent the kind of horrific 
injustice suffered, not only by Ronald Cotton, but of the remaining 1,724 individuals who 
have been wrongfully convicted since 1989.13 Accordingly, the aspiration of this paper is 
twofold. First, it is my endeavour to review the major developments in the experimental 
literature concerning the way that various factors relate to the accuracy of eyewitness 
identification. Second, I shall outline the flaws in the police-initiated identification 
procedures and the US Supreme Court’s defective legal standard for the admissibility of the 
identifications generated by these procedures. To conclude I will provide a brief analysis of 
the consequences of wrongful convictions. 
																																																													
7 Innocence Project Video, ‘Eyewitness Identification – Getting it Right’ 
<http://www.innocenceproject.org/causes-wrongful-conviction/eyewitness-misidentification> date accessed 3 
March 2016. 
8 Deborah Davis and Elizabeth F Loftus, ‘The Dangers of Eyewitnesses for the Innocent: Learning from the past 
and projecting into the age of social media’ 
<http://www.nesl.edu/userfiles/file/lawreview/Vol46/4/LoftusDavis%20-%20Final.pdf> date accessed 5 March 
2016. 
9 The Justice Project, ‘Eyewitness Identification: A policy review’ 
<https://public.psych.iastate.edu/glwells/The_Justice%20Project_Eyewitness_Identification_%20A_Policy_Rev
iew.pdf> date accessed 5 March 2016. 
10 The National Registry of Exonerations <https://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/browse.aspx> 
date accessed 5 March 2016. The total number of exonerations is currently 1,745. 
11 The National Registry of Exonerations, ‘The First 1,600 Exonerations’ 
<https://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Documents/1600_Exonerations.pdf> date accessed 5 March 
2016. 
12 Samuel R Gross and Michael Shaffer, ‘Exonerations in the United States (1989-2012). Report by the National 
Registry of Exonerations’ 
<https://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Documents/exonerations_us_1989_2012_full_report.pdf> 
date accessed 5 March 2016. 
13 The National Registry of Exonerations (n 10). 
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B      WHY DO EYEWITNESSES MAKE ERRORS? 

Mistaken eyewitness identification is often attributed to the limited abilities of humans to 
process, permanently encode and accurately retrieve information, or the use of biased and 
unreliable procedures by which eyewitness testimony is gathered. Both Crowder14 and 
Loftus15 correctly hypothesised that memory is divided into three stages. First, there is the 
acquisition stage in which a memory enters a person’s memory system. Second, there is the 
retention stage the period between the event and the eventual recollection of a particular piece 
of information. Third, there is the retrieval stage during which a person recalls stored 
information. Social science researchers have amassed a wealth of literature definitively 
proving that certain variables reduce an eyewitnesses’ ability to make accurate 
identifications.16 In 1978, Gary Wells distinguished between two general types of factors 
relevant to the reliability of eyewitness testimony: system and estimator variables.17 System 
variables are those under the direct control of the criminal justice system. These include 
police protocols on instructing a witness before line-up identification, the composition of the 
line-up and how the suspects are presented to the witness. Estimator variables are those that 
affect the accuracy of eyewitness identifications but cannot be controlled by the criminal 
justice system. Estimator variables include physical influences such as lighting conditions, 
time of day, the weather at the time of the event or psychological influences such as the race 
of the witness or the suspect. Unfortunately, many estimator variables are inherent in the 
fallibility of human beings as eyewitnesses and cannot be corrected by police procedure. The 
advantage of system variables therefore, is that that they are susceptible to manipulation and 
can serve if carefully applied to decrease the opportunity for eyewitness identification error. 
In this paper, it is proposed to critically analyse both system and estimator variables with the 
intention of highlighting the causes of false perception and memory that unquestionably lead 
to an increase in wrongful convictions in the United States. 

C EYEWITNESS VULNERABILITIES DURING MEMORY ACQUISITION 
/ENCODING 

At the acquisition stage, information about an event is perceived by the witness. The event 
may last a few seconds or in some cases several hours. The acquisition stage or the 
individual’s perception of the event is influenced by both ‘event factors’ and ‘witness 
factors’. Event factors include the duration of the event, the presence or absence of violence, 
speed and distance involved, lighting conditions, disguises and distractions. Witness factors 
on the other hand include fear, stress, expectations, even age and gender. These factors are a 
few of many that affect the quality of information stored in memory. In the following section 
I shall address these factors and there corresponding impact on eyewitness identification. 

																																																													
14 Robert Crowder, Principles of Learning and Memory: Experimental Psychology (Hillsdale, New Jersey, 
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16 Gary L Wells and Elizabeth F Loftus, ‘Eyewitness Memory for People and Events’ in Handbook of 
Psychology <https://webfiles.uci.edu/eloftus/WellsLoftus03.pdf>  date accessed 5 March 2016. 
17 Gary L Wells, ‘Applied Eyewitness Testimony Research: System Variables and Estimator Variables’ (1978) 
36(12) Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 1546. 
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1 Event Factors 
 

i Exposure Time 
Exposure time refers to the amount of time that the witness is able to view the perpetrators 
facial and physical characteristics. With more time witnesses are able to more effectively 
encode the perpetrators features thereby facilitating identification accuracy.18 In a study by 
Laughery, Alexander and Lane, 128 subjects were shown slides of people’s faces for either 
ten seconds or thirty-two seconds. 19 Participants then viewed another set of faces, some of 
which they had previously seen before. The results concluded that subjects who had viewed 
the photographs for a longer period of time were better able to recognise the faces they were 
asked to identify. Similarly, DiNardo and Rainey conducted a study where participants were 
required to view a group of photographs for either 1.5 or 5 seconds.20 Participants were then 
presented with a mixture of old and new photographs. The results showed a definite 
advantage for photographs that had been studied for longer periods of time.21 A more recent 
study by Memon, Hope and Bull also found that increased exposure to an event increases the 
accuracy of the eyewitness report.22 Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that memory 
for faces should be improved with longer exposure durations. In reality however, the majority 
of victims view their aggressor or a perpetrator in unfavourable conditions and more often 
than not over a relatively short period of time.23 

ii Violence of the Event 
It is often assumed that memories of violent or otherwise stressful events are so well encoded 
that they are largely indelible and that confidently retrieved memories are likely to be 
accurate.24 However, findings from basic psychological research and neuroscience studies 
indicate that memory is a reconstructive process that is susceptible to distortion. Hollin and 
Clifford conducted a study on the effects of violence on eyewitness memory.25 The subjects 
were shown a black and white videotape showing a female walking toward the camera. One 
group of subjects were shown a violent version of the video where a man carries out a brutal 
assault on the woman. In the non-violent version, the male approaches the female and simply 
asks for directions. After viewing the tape the subjects were asked to recall the incident and 
to identify the male from a set of photographs. The results showed that accuracy of testimony 
																																																													
18 Brian L Cutler and Margaret Bull Kovera, Evaluating Eyewitness Identification (New York, Oxford Press 
2010). 
19 Kenneth R Laughery, Judith F Alexander and Alan B Lane, ‘Recognition of Human Faces: Effects of Target 
Exposure Time and Target Position’ (1971) 55(5) Journal of Applied Psychology 477. 
20 Lisa DiNardo and David Rainey, ‘The Effects of Illumination Level and Exposure Time on Facial 
Recognition’ (1991) 41 Psychological Record 329. 
21 Correct recognition of presented photos was 82.75% in the 5 second condition and 76.75% in the 1.5 second 
condition. False recognition of non-presented photos was 15.75% in the 5 second condition and 19.67% in the 
1.5 second condition. 
22 Amina Memon, Lorraine Hope and Ray Bull, ‘Exposure Duration: Effects on Eyewitness Accuracy and 
Confidence’ (2003) 94 British Journal of Psychology 339. 
23 Martin S Greenberg, David R Westcott and Scott E Bailey, ‘When Believing is Seeing: The Effect of Scripts 
on Eyewitness Memory’ (1998) 22 Law and Human Behaviour 685.  
24 Joyce W Lacy and Craig EL Stark, ‘The Neuroscience of Memory: Implications for the Courtroom’ (2013) 
14(9) Nature Reviews Neuroscience 649. 
25 Clive R Hollin and Brian R Clifford, ‘Effects of the Type of Incident and the Number of Perpetrators on 
Eyewitness Memory’ (1981) 66(3) Journal of Applied Psychology 364. 
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was consistently poorer in the violent conditions. Similarly, Loftus and Burns carried out 
three experiments where subjects were shown a short film of a mentally shocking event in 
which a young boy is violently shot in the face. 26 Compared to those who saw a non-violent 
version of the same film, the subjects who saw the mentally shocking version showed poorer 
retention of the details. The results confirm that mentally shocking episodes may disrupt the 
lingering processing necessary for full storage of information in memory. While violence and 
trauma tend to improve memory for the central gist of an event, it incontrovertibly impairs 
memory of the peripheral details. 

iii Distance 
Environmental factors such as the distance of the eyewitness to the perpetrator affect the 
conditions of visibility and determine what an eyewitness may or may not have reliably 
witnessed. Lindsay, Semmler, Weber and Brewer conducted a study to analyse how 
variations in distance can affect eyewitness reports and eyewitness accuracy. 27 Over 1,300 
participants were approached during normal daily activities and were asked to observe a 
target person at one of a number of possible distances. Under a perception immediate 
memory or delayed memory condition, witnesses provided a brief description and estimated 
the distance from the target and then examined a six person target-present or target absent 
line-up to see if they could identify the person. The results showed that errors in distance 
judgments were often substantial. Interestingly, description accuracy did not vary 
systematically with distance; the opposite was true for decision accuracy. Similarly, 
identification choosing rates were not affected by distance. 

iv Illumination 
Light levels and obscured illumination have been studied by eyewitness researchers and have 
been shown to influence perceptual identification processes.28 Sudden changes to the overall 
level and direction of illumination are likely to influence the ability of the eyewitness to 
identify a perpetrator. If a face is illuminated from one direction during the witnessed event 
and lit from a different direction during the line-up or photo spread, it may be difficult for the 
witness to match the target to the representation of the perpetrator stored in memory. In a 
study conducted by Braje, Kersten, Tarr and Troje participants were required to make 
same/different judgments for pairs of faces presented sequentially.29 The faces in the 
photographs were either illuminated in the same direction or from different directions. The 
results showed that recognition performances declined when faces were lit from different 
directions. Similarly, in a study conducted by DiNardo and Rainey,30 participants were shown 
ten photographs for three seconds a piece in either dim or bright lighting conditions. The 
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participants were then tested with forty photographs for an old/new recognition test under the 
same lighting conditions. The results proved that recognition performance was better when 
bright lighting was used. These situations all support the general contention that degree of 
illumination sets hard limits on the recognition accuracy of eyewitnesses. 

v Disguises/Distractions 
Disguises are frequently used during the commission of a crime and their presence can 
significantly impair the encoding of the perpetrators face. In a study carried out by Cutler, 
Penrod and Martens 165 college students were shown a videotaped crime enactment. 31 In 
half of the videotapes the perpetrator wore a cap that covered his hair and hairline and in the 
other half, the perpetrator wore no hat. All witnesses later attempted to identify the 
perpetrator from a line-up. Of the witnesses who viewed the perpetrator without the cap 45% 
made a correct decision on the line-up test, as compared to 27% of the witnesses who viewed 
the perpetrator whose hair and hairline were covered. Therefore, research supports the 
contention that the upper portions of the face provide the most important information for later 
identification, and disguises that hinder the encoding of these parts of the face are more likely 
to prevent identification of the perpetrator. Other research shows that changes in glasses, 
hairstyle, hair colour, facial hair and age related changes can also impair identification 
accuracy.32 Other facial attributes such as attractiveness or facial typicality have also been 
shown to increase the sense that a face has been seen before resulting in an increase in the 
rate of false identifications.33  

vi Weapon Focus 
The presence of a weapon has also been shown to divert a witnesses’ attention away from the 
face of the offender. The presence of a weapon reduces both the subsequent quality of the 
description provided by the witness and his or her attempts at perceptual identification of the 
perpetrator.34 This phenomenon is known as the ‘weapon focus effect.’35 In a study carried 
out by O’Rourke, Cutler, Penrod and Stuve 120 community members viewed a videotape 
crime enactment in which a weapon was either present or absent. 36 One week later each 
eyewitness was shown either a perpetrator-present or perpetrator-absent videotaped line-up. 
The weapon concealed group showed a correct identification rate of 55% whereas the 
weapon present group showed a correct identification rate of 37%. Similarly, in a study 
carried out by Loftus, Loftus and Messo subjects who viewed a simulated armed robbery of a 
bank spent more time looking at the weapon than control subjects who saw a virtually 
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identical scene involving a bank cheque. 37 As a result, the participants who saw the 
perpetrator carrying a weapon had a reduced ability to make a correct identification. In a 
second study, subjects who saw the event containing a weapon were not only less likely than 
controls to accurately identify the perpetrator, but they were less accurate when they 
answered specific questions about the perpetrator. Research highlights therefore that ‘weapon 
focus’ draws attentional focus away not only from the characteristics of the perpetrator but of 
other features of the witnessed event. In a real life crime situation ‘weapon focus’ would 
presumably be inextricably interwoven with high arousal caused by the crime itself and 
intensified by the presence of a weapon. Maass and Köhnken discovered that the presence of 
a syringe in a stage crime reduced line-up recognition for eyewitnesses. 38 It is reasonably 
concluded therefore that high stress induced by the presence of a weapon could be expected 
to narrow the eyewitnesses’ range of perceptual focus, thereby exacerbating the potential for 
a mistaken identification. 

2 Witness Factors 
 

i Stress of Witness 
The effects of stress on memory and cognition are multifaceted, diverse and complex. A 
witnesses’ attention may be impaired or distracted if he or she focuses on the psychological 
stress or fear accompanying a criminal or otherwise traumatic event. Even if a witness tries to 
be attentive, high fear or stress may hinder the accuracy of subsequent identifications. 
Contrary to common wisdom, the human fight or flight physiological response to threat is 
geared toward enhancing prospects of survival not memory.39 Steblay notes that ‘while the 
gist of the frightening experience is not easily forgotten, details are often not encoded 
correctly, if at all.’40 Deffenbacher, Bornstein, Penrod and McGorty note that stress 
negatively affects eyewitness identification in areas including perpetrator characteristics, 
crime scene details and actions of central characters. 41 Morgan, Southwick, Steffian, Hazlett 
and Loftus conducted an experiment on the impact of stress and misinformation on memory.  

42 They tested 540 active-duty military personnel who were enrolled in military survival 
school training by placing them in situations of either high-stress or low-stress interrogation. 
The personnel went through food and sleep deprivation for forty-eight hours and they were 
shown both live and photo line-ups of their interrogators. Misinformation introduced after the 
negatively affected memory for the details of the event significantly affected the accuracy of 
identification of an aggressive interrogator. The high-stress subjects performed much worse 
in the photo line-ups and over two-thirds of them made an incorrect identification. In the live 
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Law Review 1090. 
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line-up, 56% of the high-stress subjects made an incorrect identification. These findings 
demonstrate that memories for stressful events are highly vulnerable to modification by 
exposure to misinformation, even in individuals whose level of training and expertise might 
be thought to render them relatively immune to such influences. 

ii Age 
One question increasingly studied is the extent to which the witnesses’ age affects eyewitness 
ability. Bornstein asserts that the vast majority of psychological research seems to indicate 
that young children make less accurate eyewitnesses than young adults do whereas elderly 
individuals may or may not be less able than young adults. 43 Studies have shown that 
children demonstrate a limited ability to recall information and show lower accuracy in the 
identification of faces. They also have a proclivity toward choosing or guessing during a line-
up identification task leading to an increased likelihood of mistaken identification of an 
innocent person.44 Although children tend to recall less information when compared with 
adults, the overall proportion of correct information recalled does not typically differ. Older 
adults also become somewhat variable, but in the absence of a disease process they are 
indistinguishable on average from younger adults. Brigham and Williamson45 conducting 
research in this area showed photographs of faces of black and white individuals to subjects 
of both races who averaged 72 years in age. Later they were asked to identify the original 
photographs in a yes/no recognition test. The overall level of recognition accuracy of these 
elderly people was marginally lower than for college age subjects who viewed the same 
slides in an earlier study.46 Valerie, Pickering and Darling47 concluded that witnesses under 
30 were most accurate at identifying suspects. It is submitted that although the cross-sectional 
studies comparing young adults might typically show age-related decrements, it is a mistake 
to assume that the elderly will invariably make poorer eyewitnesses. 

 

iii Sex of the Witness and Own-Race Bias 
Own-race bias is described as the belief that humans can more easily recall a face of their 
own sex than that of the opposite sex.48 Shapiro and Penrod49 in an extensive meta-analysis of 
own race bias discovered that generally females were somewhat more likely to make accurate 
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identifications but also made false identifications more often than men. Clifford and Scott50 
also found that men were more accurate than women in their identification when the target 
was part of a violent scenario. However, when the scenario was non-violent there showed no 
sex difference. Nevertheless, studies show females are superior under particular 
circumstances. Yarmey and Kent found females to be more accurate than males in identifying 
a female bystander but not in identifying a male aggressor in a crime scene. 51 Further studies 
conducted in this area by Powers, Andriks and Loftus found that when dealing with female 
orientated details, females were both more accurate eyewitnesses and more resilient to 
misleading questions when dealing with male-oriented details. 52   

iv Cross-Racial Misidentification  
Research has shown that when the race of the perpetrator and the witness are different the 
interaction can impair identification accuracy. Cross-racial misidentification is a phenomenon 
where people have difficulty identifying members of a different racial group.53 A meta-
analysis of studies spanning thirty years and encompassing the laboratory experiences of 
nearly 5,000 research participants found that eyewitnesses were 1.4 times more likely to 
correctly identify a previously seen face of their own race compared to a face of another race, 
and 1.56 times more likely to falsely identify a different race face never seen before.54  In 
other words, studies of the cross-race effect have shown that memory for same-race faces are 
generally superior to memory for faces of another less familiar race. The most widely cited 
study on cross-racial misidentification is that of Malpass and Kravitz.55 These investigators 
used participants from the University of Illinois, a predominantly white university, and 
Howard University, a predominantly black university. The participants were presented with 
photographs of forty black and forty white males of college age. After viewing, the 
participants were shown the entire set of eighty faces randomly ordered and were asked to 
indicate which they had seen before. Subjects recognised faces of their own race better than 
faces of the other race.56 A similar experiment carried out by Shepherd, Deregowski and Ellis 
showed a set of white and black faces to white and black subjects from Scotland and 
Rhodesia. 57 All subjects were later required to identify the original faces when they were 
mixed in with other faces. Unsurprisingly, the white participants from Scotland were superior 
at recognising white rather than black faces, while for the Black Rhodesian participants, the 
reverse was true. 
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v Cross-Race Bias 
The cross-race effect is of most significance to the criminal justice system when individuals 
mistakenly identify a suspect who is not the perpetrator. Racial bias can also impact an 
eyewitness’ ability to correctly identify the assailant. Studies have also shown that African-
American faces and bodies can trigger thoughts of crime and thinking of crime can trigger 
thoughts of African-American people.58 Shooter bias studies explore the impact of implicit 
race bias on a person’s decision to shoot.59 More than twenty studies reveal that both white 
and African-American subjects are more likely to shoot an unarmed African-American man 
than an unarmed white man.60 This shooter bias goes beyond negative sentiments and shows 
the unconscious impact of racial stereotypes.61 One of the most popularly known studies on 
implicit bias and eyewitness identification involves a photograph of two men fighting – one 
man held a knife while the other was unarmed.62 When both men in the photograph were 
Caucasian, subjects generally remembered correctly which man was holding the knife.63 
When the Caucasian man was armed and the African-American man was unarmed the 
majority of subjects, both African-American and Caucasian, misremembered the African-
American man as holding the knife. Studies similarly find that people are more likely to 
misidentify objects as guns when in the hands of African-American men instead of Caucasian 
men.64 

 

D EYEWITNESS MEMORY VULNERABILITIES DURING 
RETENTION/STORAGE 

Memory storage refers to the long-term retention of information after the 
encoding/acquisition phase. Studies report little loss of memory over the course of a day or 
even a week; however, the more typical result is a decline in accuracy as the retention 
interval is lengthened.65 In a study conducted by Lipton the results showed that those who 
viewed an armed robbery and were interviewed about the shooting a week later were 
substantially less accurate than participants who were tested immediately. 66 Similarly, a 
study carried out by Ellis, Shepherd and Davies67 found that verbal descriptions of human 
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faces were adversely affected by long intervals of time.68 This research generally supports 
Ebbinghaus’69 original research in showing that the longer the interval between the event and 
the subsequent identification the more poorly eyewitnesses perform. This research provides 
an unsettling reality- given the extensive workload of many United States Police 
Departments, witnesses are not always asked to identify a suspect as promptly as the justice 
system would require. This may result in the unfortunate consequence of wrongfully 
convicting an innocent man or woman. What is important to note about the retention interval 
is not only the mere passage of time, but what goes on during the interval. 

Misleading Post-Event Information 

The longer the retention interval, the more vulnerable the eyewitness memory is to ‘post-
event contamination’ or ‘post-event information’. Post-event information is information that 
is learned after an event takes place that is then integrated into the memory of the event.70 
After the new information is incorporated into the eyewitness’ memory, it generally is not 
possible to separate information which came from the event itself from subsequent 
information which was learned and became integrated later on.71 To the degree that the post-
event information is false, this results in the ultimate memory becoming more inaccurate.72 
Examples of post-event information include leading questions, overhearing other witnesses 
talking about the event or engaging in conversation with other witnesses, and reading or 
viewing the event from numerous sources. The effect of misleading post-event information 
on eyewitness testimony was first demonstrated by Loftus et al and has been studied 
extensively ever since. 73 Loftus and her colleagues showed participants a set of slides of 
events leading up to a car accident. One group was shown a red Datsun stopping at a junction 
with a ‘STOP’ sign, while the other group was shown a ‘Yield sign’. Half of each group was 
asked whether another car passed the red Datsun while it was at the Yield sign, and the other 
half were asked the same question with relation to the ‘STOP’ sign. Finally, they were shown 
pairs of slides and had to identify which slides were in the original sequence. 75% of 
participants who had consistent questions picked the correct slide, whereas only 41% who 
had a misleading question picked the correct slide. These results demonstrate that misleading 
questions undoubtedly affect the ability of eyewitness recall. Subsequent studies showed that 
misleading post-event questions could also cause a variety of other distortions in eyewitness 
reports.74 In another experiment carried out by Loftus participants were shown a series of 
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slides depicting an auto-pedestrian accident in which a green car drives by the scene. 75 A 
misled group of participants received a question suggesting that the passing car was blue 
while the control group did not receive colour misinformation. When tested later many of the 
participants who had received the misleading information misremembered the colour of the 
passing car in a way that was aligned with the misinformation. Other studies have shown that 
participants could also be led to report entire objects that were not present in the originally 
witnessed event. In Loftus, participants who were asked ‘how fast was the white sports car 
going when it passed the barn while travelling along the country road?’ were much more 
likely to later claim that they had seen the non-existent barn than were control participants 
who had not been misled. 76 Results have shown that misleading post-event information can 
not only supplement eyewitness memories, it can transform them.77 Demonstrations of the 
surprising ease with which people could be led to report objects and events they had not seen 
continues to challenge prevailing views about the validity of memory and raises serious 
concerns about the reliability of eyewitness identification. These experiments only serve to 
emphasise the extent to which remembering is a complex reconstructive process and not a 
literal record of an actual event.78 

 

E EYEWITNESS MEMORY VULNERABILITIES DURING MEMORY 
RETRIEVAL 

Steblay aptly submits that  

[E]yewitness memory is not like a playback system that can be accessed for a clean 
full version of a past event. Information encoded into memory at the time of a crime is 
not stored in pristine or immutable condition but is instead quite vulnerable to 
revision.’79  

Retrieval- the final stage of memory- involves recalling and reconstructing an event. Typical 
retrieval situations for witnesses include reporting to the police, viewing line-ups, recounting 
experiences to friends and mental health professionals and testifying in court. Line-ups in 
particular have not been considered fair in practice given the innumerable amount of 
individuals who have been wrongfully convicted on the basis of eyewitness identification 
from a line-up.80 Many of these misidentifications could have been prevented, many wrongful 
convictions averted and many additional crimes avoided if police had used more reliable line-
																																																													
75 Elizabeth F Loftus, Maria Z Salzberg, Robert B Burns and Kristie P Sanders, ‘Destruction of Visual Memory 
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76 Elizabeth F Loftus, ‘Leading Questions and the Eyewitness Report’ (1975) 7 Cognitive Psychology 560. 
77 Maria S Zaragoza, Robert F Belli and Kristie E Payment, ‘Misinformation Effects and the Suggestibility of 
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Erlbaum Associates 2006) 
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up procedures. In the following section, I propose to examine the impact of line-up 
instructions, the construction of a line-up, the opposing views regarding administrator 
knowledge, and the method of presentation of targets, on eyewitness identification accuracy. 

1 Line-Up Instructions 
Prior to viewing a line-up, the line-up administrator may provide the eyewitness with a 
warning or a set of instructions as to how the process will be carried out. Research has shown 
that if the instructions provided by the line-up administrator are biased the witnesses 
identification accuracy can suffer. Biased instructions suggest to the eyewitness that the 
perpetrator is in the line-up or otherwise discourage rejections of the line-up by failing to 
provide a no-choice option.81 As a result, a line-up administrator providing biased 
instructions may encourage an eyewitness to make an identification- even when the 
perpetrator is not present in the line-up. In Steblay’s meta-analysis of studies on line-up 
instructions, witnesses who were exposed to biased instructions (featuring leading and/or 
pressure instructions) were more likely to make a false identification than those who received 
unbiased instructions. 82 However when the perpetrator was in the line-up receiving biased 
versus unbiased instructions had no impact on correct identifications. An incorrect 
identification made by an eyewitness as a result of biased instructions from a line-up 
administrator may have a catastrophic domino effect potentially resulting in the conviction of 
an innocent man or woman. Given the risk for false identifications and a subsequent wrongful 
conviction, the US Department of Justice Guidelines for Law Enforcement recommend the 
use of unbiased instructions. 83 Unbiased instructions would inform the eyewitness that the 
perpetrator may or may not be in the line-up. 

2 Filler Selection 
A critical component of a line-up construction is deciding who else to place in the line-up 
with the suspect. These individuals are called fillers, foils or distracters.84 Luus and Wells 
have suggested that the inclusion of fillers serves several important purposes. 85 As fillers are 
known to be innocent, an eyewitness selection thereof is a known error and can serve as a 
measure of their credibility. Furthermore, fillers ensures that the witness relies on his or her 
memory for the perpetrator rather than deduction or guessing. In a poorly constructed line-up- 
in which the suspect has an identifying characteristic that is not shared by fillers- the witness 
can easily deduce the identity of the suspect. Similarly a line-up that contains only suspects 
(no fillers) is like a multiple-choice test with no wrong answer. In an all-suspect line-up, 
charges may be brought against anyone with whom the witness identifies. Although 
fundamental and seemingly elementary, this safeguard against mistaken identification is 
commonly violated. The Duke University Lacrosse team rape case that came to attention in 
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2006 serves as a prime example.86 The witness who described the multiple offenders as 
lacrosse team members was shown a series of line-ups with all team members and no fillers, 
including one display with all forty-six lacrosse players. In short, the procedures used were 
non-diagnostic for the guilt or innocence of the young men in the line-up.87 

3 Single-Blind versus Double-Blind Administration 
Often the line-up administrator- who may be charged with constructing the line-up, providing 
unbiased instructions to witnesses, asking questions and recording witness decisions- may 
also be a police officer who is closely involved in the investigation. This is of particular 
concern, as a line-up administrator who knows the location of the suspect in the line-up might 
advertently influence the witness to make an identification. Research has shown that contact 
between witnesses and a knowledgeable administrator increases false identifications.88 
Greathouse and Koveras’ research confirmed that knowledgeable administrators do reveal 
subtle cues to witnesses. 89 Most worryingly however is that this influence is not detectable 
by jurors.90 This may precipitate a dangerous chain of events, potentially resulting in the 
conviction of an entirely innocent person. The most efficient safeguard therefore, is the use of 
blind line-ups. A blind line-up is a safety procedure in which the administrator does not know 
which member of the line-up is the suspect. This recommendation has not been met with 
universal acceptance within law enforcement groups because it conflicts with well-
established investigatory procedures and suggests a lack of trust among police and 
prosecutors.91 Not only is an innocent suspect in danger during the course of a line-up but 
also in the aftermath where a line-up administrator provides confirmatory feedback. 

4 Post-Identification Feedback 
Post-identification feedback is any statement that the line-up administrator makes after the 
witness identifies the suspect.92 Confirmatory feedback given to the eyewitness can either be 
explicit or expressed in more subtle ways. A meta-analysis carried out by Douglass and 
Steblay revealed that witnesses who received confirmatory feedback expressed more 
confidence in their identifications, better witnessing conditions, stronger identification 
performance and better memories. 93 Most disconcertingly, eyewitness who receive feedback 
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also appear more credible to mock jurors.94 The confidence of an eyewitness should be based 
on memory alone not on feedback from the investigators. US Department of Justice 
Guidelines suggest that witness confidence statements should be obtained before any 
feedback is provided. 95 Research has found that this procedure protects witnesses from many 
of the reported feedback effects.96 

5 Simultaneous versus Sequential Line-Up Presentation 
The most frequently used line-up presentations are simultaneous and sequential line-ups. In a 
simultaneous line-up, all of the line-up members are presented at the same time. Wells 
theorised that simultaneous line-ups may encourage witnesses to make relative judgments 
because all line-up members are shown at the same time.97 Through a process of elimination 
the witness can compare the line-up members to each other to determine which one most 
resembles his or her memory of the perpetrator. The issue that often arises is that one of the 
line-up members will look most like the perpetrator. If the perpetrator is not in the line-up, 
the witness may still be inclined to choose the individual who most resembles his or her 
memory of the perpetrator resulting in a false identification and potentially a miscarriage of 
justice.  

Research by Wells found that when the perpetrator was removed from the simultaneous line-
up without replacement, witnesses were more likely to choose a filler- the next best match.98 
In a sequential line-up a witness views one line-up member at a time and makes an 
identification in a ‘yes/no’ fashion for each of the members as they are presented. The 
sequential line-up was designed to reduce witnesses’ ability to rely upon a relative 
judgment.99 Rather than comparing line-up members to each other the witness is forced to 
match each line-up member in isolation to his or her memory of the perpetrator. Research has 
found that simultaneous line-ups are marginally advantageous to sequential line-ups, in that 
participants were more likely to correctly identify the perpetrator (50% versus 35%), less 
likely to falsely reject the line-up and indicate that the perpetrator was not there (26% 
simultaneous versus 46% sequential).100 Although the results appear to indicate that when a 
perpetrator is present simultaneous line-ups are slightly preferable, when the perpetrator is 
absent the results are significantly different and tell a very different story. Participants were 
far more likely to choose someone from a simultaneous line-up (51%) than a sequential line-
up (28%) when the perpetrator was not present. Although US Justice Department Guidelines 
stop short of explicitly recommending one line-up procedure over another, police agencies 
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could change their practice based on the guidelines assertion that sequential line-ups produce 
higher accuracy rates (56% versus 48%).101 

6 Repeated Procedures 
An issue of great concern is the eyewitness who fails to identify the suspect in a line-up or 
does so only tentatively, and later is shown another line-up as a second chance to identify the 
suspect.102 It is submitted that the practice of conducting multiple identification procedures 
with the same witness and the same suspect should be avoided because of the inherent 
suggestiveness and the potential to contaminate a witness memory. An eyewitness who views 
a line-up for a second time with the same suspect may erroneously presume that the police 
believe the suspect to be the perpetrator. An eyewitness may become confused and identify 
the suspect based on recognising him/her from the prior procedure rather than from 
remembering the suspect’s presence at the crime. The Fuller case is a prime example of what 
can go wrong. The victim in the case initially told police that she could not provide a detailed 
description of her attacker nor could she pick him from the first line-up. She later selected 
him from a second photo line-up; Fuller was the only person present in both line-ups. He 
would spend twenty-five years in a Texas prison for a crime he did not commit, until DNA 
evidence exonerated him in 2006.103 Research by Deffenbacher, Bornstein and Penrod 
revealed that an eyewitness’ exposure to a suspect during examination of mug shots prior to 
the photo line-up can result in decreased identification accuracy.104 In particular, an increased 
probability exists that the eyewitness will choose the line-up member whose mug shot the 
eyewitness previously viewed when the real culprit is absent from the line-up. Despite the 
obvious dangers which have been highlighted by social science researchers, repeated 
identification tasks are not uncommon in practice. Only a few jurisdictions have written 
policies about repeated identification practices. It is recommended that states should follow 
the exemplary state practice of Wisconsin which recommends that multiple identification 
procedures should be avoided at all costs.105 

7 Showups versus Traditional Line-Ups 
A showup, in contrast to a traditional line-up, occurs when only one suspect is shown to the 
witness. Research has found that showups are more advantageous in certain circumstances 
than traditional line-ups as they allow for the swift apprehension of dangerous criminals 
thereby minimizing the time delay between the crime and the subsequent identification. This 
significantly reduces the risk that the perpetrators physical characteristics will have changed 
and therefore, allows the witness to more easily identify the suspect. Showups however, are 
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believed to be inherently suggestive. Candidates for showups are not selected randomly and 
witnesses may believe the suspect apprehended near the crime scene is probably guilty and 
that police officers would not have presented an innocent individual. In a meta-analysis 
directly comparing the effectiveness of showups and line-ups,106 showups resulted in more 
accurate decisions overall (69% versus 51% respectively). There were no differences between 
participants’ correct identifications of the perpetrators in target present showups (47%) or 
line-ups (45%); yet participants who saw showups made more false rejections and were more 
likely to say that the perpetrator was not there (58% versus 34% for line-ups). In target-absent 
presentations participants were more likely to correctly reject showups (85%) than line-ups 
(57%). Thus, the overall false identification rate was lower for showups (15%) than line-ups 
(43%). 

 

F      THE LEGAL SYSTEMS RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM OF EYEWITNESS 
ERRORS 

The United States judiciary has been aware for some time of the problem posed by 
eyewitness error. In 1967, the Supreme Court first addressed the issue of eyewitness 
identification in a trilogy of cases: United States v Wade,107 Gilbert v California,108 and 
Stovall v Denno.109 In Wade, the Court held that because a post-identification pre-trial line-up 
is a critical stage of a criminal proceeding a defendant has a right under the Sixth Amendment 
to have an attorney present at a post-indictment line-up. The Court further stated that if an 
attorney is not present at a post-indictment pre-trial line-up the eyewitness identification of 
the defendant is inadmissible.110 However, in the event that the post-indictment pre-trial line-
up is inadmissible, the State can still use the eyewitnesses’ courtroom identification of the 
defendant as evidence of guilt. It is argued however, that courtroom identifications are 
notoriously regarded as being fickle, outdated and inaccurate. In Gilbert, the Supreme Court 
held that the State is not entitled to show that eyewitness testimony which was the direct 
result of an illegal post-indictment line-up could be substantiated by an independent 
source.111 It is submitted that the approach of the Court in Gilbert has much to recommend to 
it. In Stovall, the Court held that the totality of the circumstances must be examined when 
there is an alleged violation of due process in conducting an identification procedure.112 One 
year later in Simmons v United States,113 applying the same standard it previously enunciated 
in Stovall, the Court ruled that in-court identifications would be permissible notwithstanding 
the use of suggestive photographs, as long as their use was necessary and the in-court 
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identifications were reliable.114 To criticise the Courts decision, it is submitted that necessity 
and reliability should not jeopardise the suspect’s right to a fair trial. Five years later in Kirby 
v Illinois,115 the Supreme Court clarified its holding in Wade and Gilbert by ruling that an 
individual has the right to counsel in a pre-trial identification procedure only if it took place 
after criminal proceedings had been initiated against the defendant.116 Furthermore, in United 
States v Ash,117 the Supreme Court held that a defendant does not have a right to an attorney 
at a photo array even if the defendant has been indicted, ruling that a photo array is not a 
‘trial-like adversary confrontation’ meriting Sixth Amendment protection.118 As a 
consequence of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Kirby and Ash, law enforcement agencies 
generally conduct line-ups prior to indictments or use photo arrays to identify suspects so 
they are not required to have the defendant’s attorney present at an identification. Thus, the 
Supreme Court’s decision in Kirby and Ash largely negates the effect of its earlier rulings in 
Wade and Gilbert. In Neil v Biggers119 and Manson v Brathwaite,120 the Supreme Court ruled 
that such identification procedures, even those unnecessarily suggestive procedures, were 
admissible provided they were reliable. It appears that the Supreme Court decisions taken 
together are supportive of the admissibility of eyewitness testimony even where highly 
suggestive identification techniques are used. Despite the fact that US courts have expressly 
acknowledged the problems with eyewitness reliability for decades, eyewitness 
identifications are almost invariably allowed into evidence. The problem of witness 
unreliability is truly enormous but nevertheless it remains insufficiently considered or 
recognised by judges and juries. This is a substantial problem given that the above scientific 
research indicates many of the Supreme Court assumptions about eyewitness testimony are 
erroneous. 

H      CONCLUSION 

To conclude, the United States criminal justice system is inherently flawed and produces both 
justice and justice in error. Wrongful convictions stem from the belated entrance of scientific 
rigor into the field of forensics, systemic problems and the ubiquitous human factor. 
Specifically, eyewitness misidentification is caused by natural psychological errors in human 
judgment and the failure of police practices during identification tasks. Although mistaken 
identifications can still occur even when these measures are properly implemented, 
prosecutors, judges and jurors can be assured that the procedures themselves are not a 
contributing factor.  

In the classic novel ‘To Kill A Mockingbird’, Judge Taylor proclaims ‘people generally see 
what they look for, and hear what they listen for’. This quote epitomises the fallibility of 
eyewitness errors and their contribution to miscarriages of justice. Wrongful convictions have 
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shown that the United States criminal justice system needs immediate reform in many areas – 
both to protect the innocent and to strengthen the work of law enforcement and prosecutors.   
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DLÍ NA PEILE 
STAIDÉAR AR DLÍ FOSTAÍOCHTA SA PHEIL PROIFISIÚNTA 

Paul Barry* 
 

A RÉAMHRÁ 
 

Nuair a smaoinímid ar dlí na fostaíochta, smaoinímid ar na rialacha atá ann chun cosanta a 
thabhairt do dhaoine soghonta. Na daoine atá chun deiridh ó thaobh na fostaíochta de. Ní 
rithfeá leat, mar sin, gur spórt í an pheil, ag a bhfuil fostaithe bainteach léi a bhraitheann ar 
chosaint an dlí. Sa lá atá inniu ann, ina dtuilleann peileadóirí suas le €20 milliún in aghaidh 
na bliana, cheapfaí nach gá.1 Is eisceacht é seo, áfach. Lasmuigh d’ardaicme na peile, tá na 
tuarastail i bhfad níos cóngaraí do ghnáthphá na ndaoine. I Sraith na hÉireann, tá an meán-
tuarastal níos lú ná €16,000 in aghaidh na bliana.2 Is thar séasúr daichead seachtain a 
thuilltear an t-airgead sin. I 2013 chuir an Seanadóir, mar a bhí ag an am, Marc MacSharry 
chun suntais an fhíric go raibh ar imreoirí Ruagairí Shligigh an leasa sóisialta a tharraingt an 
chéad lá i ndiaidh gur éirigh leo an Corn FAI a bhaint amach i Staid Bhóthair Lansdúin.3 Is 
léir, mar sin, go gcaithfí na modhanna céanna agus na córais chéanna a chur chun cinn mar a 
gcuirfí le haghaidh na ngnáthdhaoine. Mar a fheicimid, tá spórt proifisiúnta faoi smacht 
bunrialacha dlí na fostaíochta.4 Pléifear an dlí ó thaobh conarthaí, comhionannais, cuideachtaí 
agus a thuilleadh de. 
 

B STAIR NA PEILE PROIFISIÚNTA 

 
Deirtear gurb iad na Sasanaigh bunaitheoirí na peile, ach ní fíor an ráiteas sin go hiomlán. Tá 
réamhtheachtaí an spóirt le feiceáil sa Chianoirthear, sa tSín agus sa tSeapáin tuairim is dhá 
mhíle bliain ó shin.5 In 1863 ansin, bunaíodh Cumann Peile Shasana -  the Football 
Association (FA) - i Londain, le rialacha caighdeánacha a dhéanamh in ionad na leagain 
éagsúla don chluiche a bhí ann ar fud na tíre.6  Bhí coimhlint ann ar dtús maidir le 
proifisiúntacht sa chluiche. Bhí na clubanna i dtuaisceart Shasana ina fabhar, ag tabhairt poist 
agus pá breise dá n-imreoirí tríd na monarchan inar bunaíodh iad. Bhí na cumainn ón 
deisceart ina coinne – theastaigh cluiche amaitéarach uathu. Tugadh cead d’imreoirí 
proifisiúnta imirt go foirmiúla in 1885, nuair a bhagair clubanna an tuaiscirt a scar agus 
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Cumann Peile na Breataine a bhunú. Níor chuir sé sin deireadh leis an gcoimhlint áfach, scar 
na clubanna amaitéaracha agus bunaíodh Cumann Peile na n-Amaitéarach i 1906. Níor lean 
sé ach go 1913 agus ina dhiaidh, go dtí an lá atá inniu ann, is é an FA an t-údarás agus 
ceadaítear le peil proifisiúnta.7 
 
Aithníonn na cúirteanna gur ionann peileadóir ag a bhfuil tuarastal agus gnáthfhostaí. In 
Walker v Crystal Palace Football Club,8 cinneadh gur ‘workmen’ iad na peileadóirí faoin 
reachtaíocht ábhartha. Ní raibh aon amhras ag an gcúirt ach gur ‘contract of service’ a bhí i 
gceist.9 Is í an chéim smachta an tástáil a úsáideann na cúirteanna, i Sasana10 agus in Éirinn11 
- gaol an ‘master and servant’, mar a chuirtí air, i gcomhthéacs dliteanais ionadaigh.12 Dá 
mba rud é nach dtabharfadh an imreoir aon ard ar a chaptaen, ní bheadh sé san fhoireann le 
fada.13 Feicimid gur fostaithe iad réiteoirí chomh maith, ós rud é go mbíonn súil acu go 
bhfaighidís obair agus go bhfuil siad freagrach don choiste smachta.14Tugann Gardiner faoi 
deara gur fostaí an Football League (FL) in ionad an FA iad na réiteoirí, ós rud é go bhfuil an 
FL i gceannas ar chomórtas leanúnach agus nach stiúrann an FA ach comórtais uaineacha.15 
In Éirinn, is dócha go gcinnfear gur fostaí Chumann Peile na hÉireann iad na réiteoirí, ós rud 
é gur tháinig Sraith na hÉireann agus an Football Association of Ireland (FAI) le chéile i 
2007.16 
 

C DLÍ AN CHONARTHA 
 

Tá ceithre mhór-eilimintí atá riachtanach chun conradh ceangailteach dhlíthiúil a dhéanamh: 
tairiscint ó pháirtí amháin go páirtí eile;17 glacadh ag an bpáirtí eile;18 comaoin nó luach 
éigint ar a mbunaítear an conradh;19 agus an intinn chun nasc dlíthiúil a chruthú a bheith i 
láthair.20 Is fíor sin le conarthaí fostaíochta chomh maith. Sa chomhthéacs seo, is ionann an 
chomaoin agus an tuarastal a fhaigheann an fostaí. Is riail le fada i ndlí an chonartha gur chóir 
comaoin leor a bheith sa chonradh, ach ní gá léi a bheith sách oiriúnach.21 Mar sin, 
d’fhéadfadh Lionel Messi conradh a shíniú le Cathair Chorcaí nó Shamrock Rovers le 
haghaidh €500 in aghaidh na seachtaine. Ní luach oiriúnach dá oilteacht – is duine de na 
himreoirí is fearr ar domhain é – ach is leor é le haghaidh conartha dleathach. 

																																																													
7 ibid. 
8 [1910] 1 KB 87. 
9 ibid 92, le Cozens-Hardy MR. 
10 Ready Mixed Concrete (South East) Ltd v Minister of Pensions and National Insurances [1968] 2 QB 497. 
11 Phelan v Coillte Teoranta [1993] 1 IR 18. 
12 ibid 25. 
13 Simon Gardiner and others, Sports Law (4th edn, Routledge 2012) 394 [Gardiner amach anseo]. 
14 Singh v The Football Association, the Football League & Ors (2001) ET Case Number 5203593/99; 
Braitheann an binse fiosrach ar chás Theach na dTiarnaí: Carmichael v National Power [1998] IRC 1167. 
15 Gardiner (n 13) 395-396. 
16 Gan údar luaite, ‘Eircom League clubs back FAI merger’ (RTÉ Sport 14 Meitheamh 2007) 
<www.rte.ie/sport/soccer/irish/2006/0629/206281-eircomleague/> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
17 Robert Clark, Contract Law in Ireland (7th edn, Roundhall 2013) 8 [Clark amach anseo]. 
18 ibid 17. 
19 Clark (n 17) 58. 
20 ibid 108. 
21 Clark (n 17) 64. 
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Is féidir conradh fostaíochta a bheith scríofa nó ó bhéal. Go praiticiúil, áfach, is conarthaí 
scríofa atá le fáil don fhormhór.22 Dá mba rud é gur conradh le haghaidh cinn do na clubanna 
is fearr atá ann, seans nach nglacfadh an chúirt le conradh ó bhéal. Ní mór dúinn súil a 
chaitheamh ar chásanna maidir le conarthaí tráchtála i dtaca le seo. I Jordan Grand Prix Ltd v 
Vodafone Group Plc,23 bhí comhrá gutháin idir cathaoirleach Formula One agus Vodafone ó 
thaobh urraíochta de. Ceapadh gur cruthaíodh conradh laistigh den chomhrá gairid seo. Chin 
Ardchúirt Shasana agus na Breataine Bige, áfach, nach bhféadfaí conradh casta agus 
tábhachtach cosúil le hurraíocht de luach na milliún a chruthú le comhrá neamhfhoirmiúil. Tá 
cosúlachtaí idir seo agus an cinneadh i Carlton Communications Plc v The Football League.24 
Sa chás sin, bhí na craolchearta do chluichí i Sasana ag ITV, dá raibh Carlton 
Communications (CC) ina scairshealbhóir. Bhí fadhbanna airgeadais ag ITV, leachtaíodh é 
agus bhí an FL, agus na clubanna faoi, thíos le timpeall £300M. D’éiligh an FL gur aontaigh 
CC le haon fhiacha a rathú. Níor scríobhadh sa chonradh é áfach – an argóint a bhí ag an FL 
ná gur deineadh ó bhéal é. Ós rud é nár théarma scríofa ab ea é, níor ghlac an Chúirt 
Achomhairc leis. Cinneadh dá mba fhíor-ghealltanas ab ea é, scríobhfadh sa chonradh é. Níor 
creideadh go ndéanfaí é seo leis an t-ualach airgid sin. Tá seans go gcuirfeadh an t-údarás seo 
teorann ar chonarthaí imreora (agus fostaithe go ginearálta). Dá n-aontófaí le conradh de 
luach €20M ó bhéal, bheadh sé deacair a chreidiúint gur chonradh ceart a bheadh ann, dá 
bharr an dá chás thuasluaite. Is cosúil leis go gcinnfeadh cúirt nach raibh an intinn chun nasc 
dlíthiúil a chruthú i láthair. Le haghaidh conarthaí ag a bhfuil luach i bhfad níos lú – luach atá 
cóngarach do mheánphá na ndaoine – seans go nglacfar le comhaontú ó bhéal. É sin ráite, 
b’fhearr conradh scríofa, ós rud é go mbeadh sé níos soiléire don dá pháirtí. Go praiticiúil, i 
Sraith na hÉireann, tá conradh caighdeánach (‘standard player’s contract’) go gcaithfidh gach 
imreoir proifisiúnta a shíniú chun a chlárú sa tsraith.25 
 

D COMHIONANNAS FOSTAÍOCHTA 
 

Dar leis na hAchtanna um Chomhionannas Fostaíochta 1998-2004,26 ní féidir caitheamh le 
fostaithe níos measa nó idirdhealú ina choinne ar aon cheann do na naoi bhforas seo a leanas: 
inscne, stádas sibhialta, stádas teaghlaigh, gnéaschlaonadh, creideamh, aois, míchumas, cine 
agus ballraíocht den lucht siúil. Is léir áfach go bhfuil deighilt ann idir cluiche na bhfear agus 
cluiche na mban. In Éirinn, níor bunaíodh Sraith Náisiúnta na mBan ach le déanaí, i 2011 - 
nócha bliain i ndiaidh Shraith na bhFear.27 Níor ceapadh an chéad bhean mar bhainisteoir 

																																																													
22 Cox, 309. 
23 [2003] EWHC 1956. 
24 [2002] EWHC 1650. 
25 Football Association of Ireland, ‘Rules of the Association’ (4ú Márta 2015) Riail 32 
<www.fai.ie/sites/default/files/atoms/files/FAI%20Rule%20Book%20Effective%204th%20March%202015.pdf
> faighte 3ú Márta 2016.  
26 An tAcht um Chomhionannas Fostaíochta 1998, An tAcht um Chomhionannas 2004 [le chéile na hAchtanna 
Fostaíochta amach anseo]; Bhí tionchar mór ag dlí an Aontais Eorpaigh: mar shampla, an Chreat-treoir um 
Chomhionannas Fostaíochta 2000/78/EC agus an Treoir um Chomhionannas Cine 2000/43/EC. 
27 Gan údar luaite, ‘FAI announce new Women’s League’ (RTÉ Sport, 3 Lúnasa 2011) 
<www.rte.ie/sport/soccer/irish/2011/0803/283132-fai_women/> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016.  
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proifisiúnta, lán-aimseartha i gcluiche na bhfear ach i 2014.28 D’fhág sí a post roimh an chéad 
lá traenála.29 Go suimiúil, níl a mhalairt fíor i gcluiche na mban. Tá baint ag roinnt fear go 
hard ag foirne na mban. Mar shampla, is é Ralf Kellermann bainisteoir Wolfsburg, seaimpíní 
Shraith na gCuradh agus is é Norio Sasaki bainisteoir na Seapáine, seaimpíní an Choirn 
Domhanda i 2011. Ní hé sin le rá nach bhfuil baint ag mná in aon chor i mbainistíocht an 
spóirt – tá Sue Ronan i gceannas ar fhoireann na hÉireann le roinnt blianta anuas, agus is í 
Silvia Neid atá i bhfeighil ar an nGearmáin, a bhuaigh Sraithchomórtas na hEorpa i 2013. 
Ach, is léir go bhfuil bac ar mhná i gcluiche na bhfear nach bhfuil ar fhir i gcluiche na mban. 
Is dócha nach nglacfaí le seo san fhostaíocht go ginearálta. 
 
Dar le halt 32 d’Acht 1998, ní féidir ciapadh a dhéanamh ar fhostaí. Muna ndéantar bearta 
chun an chiaptha a chosc, seans go gcuirfear é faoi dhliteanas na reachtaíochta. Is léir gur 
triail shuibiachtúil a úsáidtear – dá mba rud é gur iompar in aghaidh an íospartaigh nach 
dteastaíonn uaidh agus a bhfuil bunaithe ar an naoi bhforas thuasluaite.30 Feicimid in alt 32(1) 
(c), gur cheart cosaint a dhéanamh in aghaidh ciaptha ó ‘c[h]liant, c[h]ustaiméir nó 
t[h]eagmhálaí gnó eile’. Is dócha bhainfí ciall as an alt a rá go bhfuil tacadóirí san áireamh 
freisin. Tá seans mar sin, go bhféadfadh imreoirí in ann éiligh in aghaidh na gclubanna dá 
mba rud é go gcaitheann na tacadóirí go maslach leo – mar shampla, ag canadh amhrán faoi 
leith. San am atá thart, chaití achasán ciníoch agus homafóbach ar Sol Campbell, a d’imríodh 
le Tottenham Hotspur, sular bhog sé go dtí a chomharsan iomaíochta Arsenal.31 Nuair a 
oibríonn ban-réiteoirí ag cluichí fir, ní hannamh a fhaightí achasán. I 2011, thug Sky Sports 
bata agus bóthar d’Andy Gray ós rud é gur lig sé focail ghnéasaíoch as maidir le réiteoir Sian 
Massey, i dteannta le droch-iompar gnéasaíoch eile.32 San Ísiltír, is mó hamhráin fhrith-
Ghiúdaigh atá ann, go mór mór in aghaidh Ajax ó Amsterdam, ag a bhfuil an leasainm 
‘Superjoden’ (Sár-Ghiúdaigh).33 Is dócha gur shárú d’alt 32 (nó do reachtaíocht na tíre seo a 
bheadh cosúil le dlí na hÉireann de bharr threoraigh na hEorpa). Is maith an rud é nach 
dtarlaíonn sé seo i bpeil na hÉireann mar a tharlaíonn sé in áiteanna eile ar fud na mór-roinne. 
Dá dtarlódh sé anseo, áfach, an mbeadh cás ag na himreoirí? B’fhéidir go bhfaigheann na 
himreoirí is fearr cúiteamh cheana féin, leis na tuarastail ollmhór atá acu, ach cad mar gheall 
ar na gnáth-imreoirí? Nuair a théann imreoir le cumann, slánaíonn sé é le haghaidh damáistí 
sa chás má ghortófar é agus é ag imirt. An slánaíonn an club ó ghortú i gcomhthéacs goillte? 
Caithfidh an slánú a bheith cóir agus réasúnta.34 Is deacair a aontú go bhfuil clásal eisiaimh in 
																																																													
28 Kim Willsher & John Hooper, ‘Costa becomes European football’s first female professional team manager’ 
The Guardian (Londain, 7 Bealtaine 2014) <www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/07/helena-costa-clermont-
foot-football-first-female-manager>faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
29 Kim Willsher, ‘Adieu to female football coach Helena Costa – on her first day’ The Guardian (Londain, 24 
Meitheamh 2014) <www.theguardian.com/football/2014/jun/24/female-football-manager-helena-costa-france-
quits> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
30 Evans v University College Cork [2010] IEHC 460. 
31 Gan údar luaite, ‘Sol Campbell on ‘sick’ homophobic and racist abuse’ (BBC News) 
<www.bbc.com/news/uk-26516177> (11 Márta 2013) faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
32 Gan údar luaite, ‘Andy Gray sacked by Sky for offensive behaviour’ (BBC Sport, 25 Eanáir 2014) 
<http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/football/9373280.stm> faighte 22 Eanáir. 
33 John Mann MP & Johnny Cohen, ‘Anti-Semitism in European Football: a Scar on the Beautiful Game’ The 
Parliamentary Group Against Anti-Semitism (an Ríocht Aontaithe) 8.  
34 Laura Donnellan, Sport and the Law: a Concise Guide (Blackhall Publishing, 2010) 147 [Donnellan amach 
anseo]. 
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aghaidh ciaptha cóir agus réasúnta.  Nó b’fhéidir gur cosaint é an ‘heat of the moment’ – go 
ndeir tacadóirí mallachtaí nach ndeirtear de gnáth, ós rud é go bhfuil siad i lár poill cluiche 
coimhlinte na peile.35 Ach, b’fhéidir nach leithscéal sásúil é seo – dúradh gur ‘moral defence’ 
é an ‘heat of the game’ ionas go nglacaimid le ‘bad manners and irrational acts’.36 Muna 
slánaítear agus muna leithscéal sásúil é, is dócha go mbeadh cás láidir ag an imreoir faoi Alt 
32. 
 

E CEARDCHUMANNACHAS SA PHEIL 

 
Cheapfaí le tuarastail na bpeileadóirí is fearr, nach mbeadh ceardchumann ag teastáil uathu 
toisc go bhfuil neart airgid acu chun chatha dlíthiúil a thosú agus a choimeád. B’fhéidir, ach 
níl gach peileadóir ag tuilleadh na milliún agus ní bhíodh na peileadóirí is fearr ag tuilleadh 
an oiread sin i gcónaí. In Éirinn, mar atá thuasluaite, is é €16,000 an meán-thuarastal. I lár na 
hochtóidí, bhí na himreoirí is fearr i Sasana ag tuilleadh níos lú ná £500 in aghaidh na 
seachtaine, d’fhormhór. Fós, sa lá atá inniu ann, i gCeathrú Roinn Shasana, tuilltear timpeall 
£750 sa tseachtain37 – le haghaidh poist as a n-éirítear ag 35.38 Is léir, mar sin, go raibh agus 
go bhfuil gá leis fós. 
 
Is féidir le stair cheardchumannas na peile a chur le bonn ag deireadh an naoú haoise déag, 
timpeall an ama gur thosaigh gairmiúlacht sa spórt. Tar éis cúpla iarrachta ceardchumainn a 
bhunú, bunaíodh an Professional Footballers’ Association (an PFA) i 1907 i Sasana, atá fós 
anseo sa lá atá inniu ann.39 Tá an PFA an-ghníomhach le cearta fostaíochta na n-imreoirí a 
chosaint agus is féidir leis an ngníomhaíocht thionsclaíoch chéanna a dhéanamh mar a 
dhéanann aon cheardchumann eile. Sna seascaidí, faoi stiúrthóireacht Jimmy Hill, bhí vóta 
100% i bhfabhar stailc i gcoinne an uasthuarastail agus an chórais chonarthaigh a bhí i 
bhfeidhm ag an am.40 I 1996 agus 2001/02, bhí na baill i bhfabhar stailc ar chluichí a 
chraolfaí beo ar an teilifís, maidir leis an ráta airgid a d’fhaigheadh na himreoirí.41 
 
In Éirinn, is é an Professional Footballers’ Association of Ireland (an PFAI), atá gaolta le 
SIPTU, cumann na n-imreoirí.42 Bunaíodh i 1961 é agus i 2002 aistríodh é ó eagraíocht páirt-
aimseartha go heagraíocht lán-aimseartha.43 An chúis moille a bhí ann i gcomparáid le 
cumann peileadóirí Shasana ná an mhoill a bhí ann le proifisiúntacht ag tosnú anseo agus leis 
an méid airgid a fhaightear, atá i bhfad níos lú anseo in Éirinn. Tharlaigh an t-aistriú go 
cumann lán-aimseartha ar aon am le feabhsú na bhfoirne, go mór mór i gcomórtas na 

																																																													
35 Cuirtear an ‘90 minute bigot’ ar an saghas tacadóra seo: féach (n 35) agus (n 14). 
36 Bob Woolf, Behind Closed Doors (Atheneum, 1976) 141. 
37 Alex Miller, ‘Official figures show top-flight wages are now five times more than in Championship’ The 
Daily Mail (Londain, 29 Deireadh Fómhair 2011) <www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-
2055140/Premier-League-wages-FIVE-times-Championship.html faighte 22 Eanáir 2016.> 
38 ‘Age’ (The PFA) <www.thepfa.com/equalities/age> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
39 ‘About the PFA’ (The PFA) <www.thepfa.com/thepfa/aboutpfa/about> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
40 ‘The 1960’s’ (The PFA) <www.thepfa.com/thepfa/history/1960s> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
41 Gardiner (n 13) 399-400. 
42 ‘About Us’ (The PFAI) <www.pfai.ie/about-us> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
43 ibid. 
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hEorpa,44 agus na tuarastail réasúnta ard a bhí ag éirí níos coitianta.45 Sa deich mbliana seo 
chaite, an fhadhb is mó a bhí (agus atá fós) ag an PFAI ná cosaint a thabhairt do himreoirí 
nach bhfaigheann a gcuid airgid ó chlubanna ag a bhfuil fadhbanna airgeadais.46 Ó thosach na 
haoise, d’fhág seacht gclub an tSraith – an Phríomh agus an Chéad Roinn – de bharr 
fadhbanna airgeadais.47 I 2009, chuir an PFAI teachtaire láidir chuig na clubanna á rá go 
bhfuil dualgais acu chuig a gcuid fostaithe, nuair a chuaigh imreoirí Chathair Chorcaí ar an 
bpáirc le t-léinte ar a clódh ‘CCFC: Contract Commitments For Clubs’.48 
 

F CÓRAS AISTRITHE 
 

I bpeil proifisiúnta, nuair a shíníonn imreoir conradh le club, tá sé nasctha leis an gclub sin go 
dtí deireadh an chonartha. Ní féidir leis imeacht gan cead an chumainn (ar ndóigh, ar 
choinníoll nach sáraítear an conradh). D’fhéadfadh sé seo a bheith i bhfoirm comhchealaithe 
idir an dá pháirtí den chonradh nó má cheannaíonn cumann eile an ceart chun é a aistriú go 
dtí an cumann sin. Mar sin, dá gcaillfeadh imreoir gnaoi an bhainisteora san fhoireann agus 
muna mbeadh an bainisteoir sásta é a scaoileadh, ar eagla go rachadh sé le hiomaitheoir, 
d’fhéadfaí an t-imreoir a choimeád san fhoireann gan ligean leis imirt. Tá dualgas ar fhostóir 
obair a thabhairt don fhostaí,49 ach i gcomhthéacs spóirt ghairmiúil níl a fhios againn cé 
chomh fhada is a théann an dualgas sin. B’fhéidir imirt éigint, sa chéad fhoireann nó in aon 
fhoirne thánaisteacha nó b’fhéidir traenáil sách oiriúnach a thabhairt.50 Sa ghnáthfhostaíocht, 
tá cead clásal gardening leave nó shrianadh trádála a chur sa chonradh, ach caithfidh sé a 
bheith le haghaidh ama réasúnta.51 Glactar leis chomh maith sa pheil, i gcomhthéacs 
bainisteora, ar a laghad.52 Go praiticiúil, ní choimeádfadh formhór na gclubanna imreoir nach 
n-imreodh don fhoireann de bharr chúiseanna airgeadais.53 
 
San am atá thart, bhí rialacha i bhfad níos déine ann maidir le hathrú club. I sraith Shasana, 
bhíodh riail ann nuair a thagadh imreoir chuig deireadh a chonradh. D’fhéadfadh an club é a 
chur ar an liosta coimeádta agus ní raibh aon rogha aige ach glacadh le conradh úr an chlub.54 
In Eastham v Newcastle United FC,55 deineadh agóid in aghaidh na rialaithe sin. Chin 

																																																													
44 I 2004, bhí Shelbourne babhta amháin ó stáitse grúpa Shraith na gCuradh; i 2005 agus 2006 bhí Cathair 
Chorcaí agus Cathair Dhoire mar an gcéanna sa Chorn UEFA; cháiligh Ruagairí na Seamróige do stáitsí grúpa 
na Sraithe Europa i 2011. 
45 Daniel McDonnell, ‘League of Ireland goes from boom to bust’ The Irish Independent (Baile Átha Cliath, 24 
Samhain 2010) <www.independent.ie/sport/soccer/league-of-ireland/league-of-ireland-goes-from-boom-to-bust-
26702251.html> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
46 Féach roinn G thíos ina pléitear an tsaincheist seo go cuimsitheach. 
47 Cathair Bhaile Átha Cliath (2006), Cathair Chill Chainnigh (2007), Fánaithe an Chóibh (2008 – tháinig Cóbh 
ar ais i 2013), Contae Chill Dara (2009), Sporting Fingal (2011), Gaillimh Aontaithe (2011) agus Muineachán 
Aontaithe (2012). 
48 Alan Smith, ‘More departures on Leeside’ Extra Time (12 Lúnasa 2009). 
49 Cronin v Eircom Ltd [2007] 3 IR 104. 
50 Gardiner (n 13) 405. 
51 Neville Cox and others, Employment Law in Ireland (Clarus Press 2009) 699. 
52 Crystal Palace FC v Steve Bruce (2002) QBD neamhthuairiscithe.  
53 Tóg mar shampla Anthony Elding, a d’fhág Cathair Chorcaí dhá mhí i ndiaidh thosach an shéasúir i 2014: 
<www.corkcityfc.ie/home/2014/05/12/elding-leaves/> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
54 Féach (n 52) 410. 
55 [1963] 3 All ER 139. 
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Wilberforce Brmh gur ‘relic from the middle ages’ é an próiseas a bhí ann.56 Ní raibh cead ag 
an gcóras coimeádta, ach cinneadh go raibh an córas aistrithe dlíthiúil, ós rud é gur chóras 
rialaithe é a ligeann d’airgead agus d’imreoirí scaipeadh agus go bhfuil sé tábhachtach do 
chlubanna beaga chun airgid a thuilleadh.57 Bhí cás mór eile maidir leis an gcóras seo, a bhí 
ós comhair Chúirt Bhreithiúnas an Aontais Eorpaigh – cás Bosman.58 B’imreoir é Bosman a 
d’imir le club sa Bheilg. Ag deireadh an chonartha, tugadh tairiscint dó, go dtiocfadh laghdú 
mór ar a chuid tuarastail. Dhein sé iarracht bogadh go club nua sa Fhrainc, óna gheobhadh sé 
conradh níos fearr, ach ní raibh an chéad chumann sásta a chlárú a aistriú. Dá bharr sin, bhí 
air glacadh le conradh nár aontaigh sé leis nó éirí as a phost. Thóg sé cás agus an argóint a 
bhí aige ná gur sháraigh an riail seo soghluaiseacht oibritheoirí an Aontais Eorpaigh. Chin an 
chúirt ina fhabhar agus ó shin, tá cead ag imreoir proifisiúnta bogadh go club nua ag deireadh 
an chonartha gan táille. 
 
Tá eisceacht anseo i rialacha FIFA áfach. Dá n-aistreodh imreoir ó chlub amháin go club eile 
agus muna bhfuil trí bhliain is fiche slánaithe aige, beidh ar an gclub nua cúiteamh traenála a 
íoc.59 D’fhéadfadh na clubanna bearta a dhéanamh, nó muna bhféadfadh, cuirfear faoi eadráin 
é. Ní hé an club deireanach amháin a fhaigheann cúiteamh, ach aon chlub eile lena raibh an 
imreoir ag imirt, faigheann siad píosa don íocaíocht go pro rata. Cé gur teorann é ar na 
himreoirí, is dócha go bhféadfaí féachaint ar réasúntacht an cháis. I Sasana, glactar le fada 
gurb é an réasúntacht an t-aon rud a thugann tacaíocht do shrianadh trádála.60 In Éirinn, 
caithfear taispeáint go bhfuil an srianadh réasúnta do na páirtithe conartha agus don phobail.61 
Muna bhfaighfí airgead le haghaidh imreora óig, bheadh go leor cumainn bheaga thíos leis. 
Ní bhfaighfí airgead mar chúiteamh don oideachas agus traenáil a tugadh don imreoir. 
Bheadh na clubanna móra in ann imreoirí a bhaint óna clubanna beaga gan bhac. Bheadh i 
bhfad níos lú airgid acu agus ní bheadh an fhoireann chomh maith agus a bhíodh. Dá bharr 
sin, ní bheadh an spreagadh chun imreoirí óga a thraenáil mar an gcéanna. Ba dhochrach é 
don chóras peile, muna mbeadh a lán daoine óga ag imirt. Mar sin, is dócha go bhfuil sé 
réasúnta, do na páirtithe agus mar bheartas poiblí, chun na cosanta seo a thabhairt. 
 
Cé go bhfuil na feabhsuithe réamhráite faighte amach acu, níl sé de cheart ag imreoirí 
deireadh a chur lena gconarthaí go luath le fógra. Seo ceart atá go forleathan ar fud na 
fostaíochta. Ach b’fhéidir go bhfuil an dualgas ar na himreoirí chun an chórais sa réimse seo 
a athrú, agus seans go bhfuil siad sásta mar atáid. Dá mbeadh imreoir in ann fágaint le fógra 
míosa, an mbeadh an t-airgead céanna á thuilleadh aige? An dtabharfadh Real Madrid €90M 
chun Gareth Bale a cheannach agus na céadta míle in aghaidh na seachtaine mar thuarastal dó 
dá mbeadh sé in ann fágaint roimh deireadh a chonartha ag aon am? Ní dóigh liom é. Tá an 

																																																													
56 ibid 145. 
57 Eastham v Newcastle United FC (n 55) 149. 
58 C-415/93 Union Royale Belge des Sociétés de Football Association ASBL v Jean-Marc Bosman [1995] ECR 
I-04921. 
59 Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players (FIFA) Ailt 21-22 
<www.fifa.com/mm/document/affederation/administration/regulations_on_the_status_and_transfer_of_players_
en_33410.pdf faighte 22 Eanáir 2016.> 
60 Nordenfelt v Maxim Nordenfelt [1894] AC 535. 
61 John Orr Ltd and Vestcom BV v John Orr [1987] ILRM 702. 
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spórt níos fearr as leis an daingne seo atá ag na clubanna agus is cosúil leis go bhfuil na 
himreoirí sásta leis freisin. B’fhéidir nach gá aon athrú a dhéanamh don chóras, dá dheasca 
sin. 
 

G DLÍ NA GCUIDEACHTAÍ AGUS DLÍ FOSTAÍOCHTA 
 

Ar ndóigh, tá nasc mór idir an dá réimse seo. Is trí chuideachta teoranta a fhostaítear ualach 
na bhfostóirí. Dá bhrí sin, tá an tsócmhainneacht riachtanach do na cuideachta agus do na 
fostaithe chomh maith. Nuair a bhuaileann dóchmhainneacht leis an ngnó, tá dhá mhór-
eachtraí a thiocfaidh ina dhiaidh, de ghnáth – scrúdaitheoireacht nó leachtú.62 Níl ceachtar 
acu ró-mhaith do na fostaithe, ach tugann scrúdaitheoireacht léas dóchais éigint. 
 
Tugann Acht na gCuideachtaí (Leasú) 1990 an seans chun tairbhe a bhaint ó 
scrúdaitheoireacht.63 Tá roinnt cúiseanna ag an reachtaíocht seo: chun ‘breathing space’ a 
thabhairt chuig an cuideachta;64 chun cosanta a thabhairt agus chun ligint don chomhlacht 
maireachtaint mar ‘going concern’;65agus, tábhachtach d’oibrithe, chun an mhéid poist is mó 
a shábháil.66 De ghnáth, caithfidh an chúirt a bheith den tuairim go n-eascódh ordú 
scrúdaitheoireachta ‘marthanas na cuideachta, agus iomlán a gnóthais nó aon chuid de, mar 
ghnóthas leantach’.67 Ní gá a thaispeáint go mairfeadh an chuideachta de réir cosúlachta,68 
ach d’fhéadfadh an chúirt cinneadh dearfach a bhunú ar an bhfíric seo.69 Feicimid mar sin, 
nach bhfuil sé go huile is go hiomlán éasca ordú scrúdaitheoireachta a fháil ón gcúirt.70 Dá 
mba rud é go mb’fhearr leachtú, déanfar é. I gcomhthéacs an spóirt áfach, is cosúil nach 
bhfuil an dualgas chomh ard is a bhfuil sé ar chomhlachtaí eile. Tá dhá mhór-chás maidir le 
cumainn peile. In Re Branvard Ltd t/a Shamrock Rovers,71 chin an Ardchúirt go n-aisíocfadh 
an club 2% dá fhiacha. Bhí ar na fostaithe díscríobh 98% don phá a bhí tuillte acu sa tréimhse 
seo. In Re Cork City Investments Fc Ltd,72 bhain Cathair Chorcaí cosaint na cúirte amach 
agus bhí ar na himreoirí glacadh le ciorrú pá 70% ag tosach na tréimhse sin.73 Faoi dheireadh, 
ghlac an chúirt le scéim socraíochta de 25% chuig na Coimisinéirí Ioncaim agus 12.5% 
d’fhormhór na gcreidiúnaí, na fostaithe san áireamh. Chuir Kelly Brmh béim ar thábhachtach 
an cumann peile sa chomhphobail agus léigh sé litir amach sa chúirt a seoladh ó thacadóir: 
‘Cork City FC is not just a business, it is an integral part of our community, one with 

																																																													
62 D’fhéadfadh glacadóireacht a tharlú chomh maith, ag brath ar na conarthaí agus iasachtaí áirithe atá ag an 
gcuideachta. 
63 Arna leasú le hAcht na gCuideachtaí (Leasú) (Uimh. 2) 1999. 
64 Re Atlantic Magnetics Ltd [1993] 2 IR 561, 578. 
65 Re Holidair [1994] 1 ILRM 481, 487. 
66 Re Traffic Group [2008] IR 253, 258. 
67 Acht na gCuideachtaí (Leasú) 1990 ag alt 2(2). 
68 Re Atlantic Magnetics Ltd (n 64) 572. 
69 Re Gallium Ltd [2009] IESC 8. 
70 Roimh Acht na gCuideachtaí (Leasú) (Uimh. 2) 1999 ní raibh gá ann taispeáint go raibh aon seans ag an 
gcomhlacht maireachtaint: tugann McCracken Brmh an mhór-dhifríocht idir an dlí roimh an acht agus an dlí ina 
dhiaidh sin in Re Tuskar Resources Plc [2001] 1 IR 668, 676. 
71 (an Ardchúirt, 12 Aibreán 2005). 
72 (an Ardchúirt, 16 Deireadh Fómhair 2008). 
73 Barry O’Donovan, ‘Fans unite as Cork pay the price for daring to dream’ The Guardian (Londain, 28 Lúnasa 
2008) <www.theguardian.com/football/2008/aug/28/corkcity> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
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enormous potential to help educate the youth of today if given the chance to do so properly. 
Please give us this chance.’74 Is cosúil áfach gur leag an breitheamh an iomarca béime ar 
thaobh an chomhphobail agus gur chuir sé easpa béime ar an seans maireachtála a bhí ag an 
gclub. Leathbhliain ina dhiaidh, bhí a thuilleadh fadhbanna.75 Arís, bhí na fostaithe thíos leis. 
Feicfimid, mar sin, ar na deiseanna a fhaigheann clubanna spóirt nach bhfaigheann 
cuideachtaí eile i gcomhthéacs leachtaithe. Bhí dhá mhór-bhreithiúnas maidir le leachtú an 
chumainn.76 Go ghearr ina dhiaidh na scrúdaitheoireachta, bhí a thuilleadh trioblóidí – bhí na 
himreoirí arís ag dul gan phá agus níor cloíodh leis an scéim socraíochta ón 
scrúdaitheoireacht. Dá bharr, thóg na Coimisinéirí cás le haghaidh ordaithe leachtaithe 
éigeantaigh de réir ailt 213(g) d’Acht na gCuideachtaí 1963. Thug an Ardchúirt go leor 
seansanna don chumann. Sa chéad chás, tugadh trí atráthú de dhá mhí ar an iomlán agus ansin 
cuireadh fanacht ceithre lae ar an ordú, eachtra a thug seans don chumann go leor airgead a 
bhailiú.77 Níor ach réiteach gearrthéarma ab ea é, áfach, agus chin an Ardchúirt roinnt míonna 
ina dhiaidh go bhfoirceannfaí an chuideachta sealbhaíochta.78 Mar chlub peile, dea-scéal ab 
ea é i ndeireadh na dála. Bhí cumann tacadóirí ann, Friends of the Rebel Army Society 
(FORAS), a cheannaigh na cearta maoine intleachtúla agus athchláraíodh an club ag bun 
Sraith na hÉireann, faoi chuideachta nua nach raibh na fiacha seo aici. I 2014, bhí Cathair 
Chorcaí ar ais ag barr Sraith na hÉireann mar a bhí sí roimh 2008. Mar thacadóir don chlub 
seo le blianta anuas, tá áthas orm go bhfuil an pheil bheo ag muintir Chorcaí fós. Ach, i lár 
poill na ndroch-imeachtaí, fágadh na fostaithe san abar. Thosaigh na fadhbanna i samhradh 
2008 agus lean siad ar aghaidh go dtí earrach 2010. D’fhan a lán imreoirí leis an gclub i rith 
na tréimhse seo. Dá bharr, bhí siad thíos le tuarastail neamhrialta, ais-íocaíochta geallta nár 
íocadh agus fágadh iad le mion-airgead ag an deireadh nuair a cuireadh an comhlacht i 
leachtú. D’fhéadfá a rá le cinnteacht dá mbeadh aon shaghas comhlachta eile a bhí i gceist, is 
cosúil go leachtaíodh é i 2008, nó i mBealtaine 2009. Tugadh an seans do na fostaithe dul le 
club eile. Ach, ós rud é gur thug an chúirt seans i ndiaidh seans don chumann, bhí an scéal i 
bhfad níos casta dóibh agus ba bheag réiteach eile a bhí acu ná fan leis an gclub agus a 
ndóchas a choimeád go dtiocfadh feabhas neamhchosúil ar an scéal. Feicimid, mar sin, an 
dainséar atá bainteach le hiomarca buntáistí a thabhairt do chumann spóirt, nuair a bheadh 
drochthionchar ar a chuid fostaithe de thoradh trócaire na cúirte. 
 
 
																																																													
74 Sliocht den litir: D Buckley & V Kilfeather, ‘Cork City FC: Green light for new owner’ The Irish Examiner 
(Baile Átha Cliath, 17 Deireadh Fómhair 2008). <www.irishexaminer.com/archives/2008/1017/sport/cork-city-
fc-green-light-for-new-owner-75038.html> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
75 Liam Mackey, ‘Cork City play down Revenue wind-up fears’ The Irish Examiner (Baile Átha Cliath, 14 
Bealtaine 2009) <www.irishexaminer.com/archives/2009/0514/sport/cork-city-play-down-revenue-wind-up-
fears-91754.html> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
76 Re Cork City Investments Fc Ltd (an Ardchúirt, 31 Iúil 2009); Re Cork City Investments Fc Ltd (an Ardchúirt, 
23 Feabhra 2010). 
77 Gan údar luaite, ‘Cork City secure four week respite’ RTÉ Sport (15 Meitheamh 2009) 
<www.rte.ie/sport/soccer/irish-soccer-league/2009/0615/250537-corkcity/> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016; Gan údar 
luaite, ‘Cork City FC to be wound up’ RTÉ Sport (27 Iúil 2009) <www.rte.ie/news/2009/0727/120032-
corkcity/> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016; Gan údar luaite, ‘Cork City FC to be wound up’ RTÉ Sport (27 Iúil 2009) 
<www.rte.ie/news/2009/0727/120032-corkcity/> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
78 Gan údar luaite, ‘Cork City wound up at High Court’ RTÉ Sport (23 Feabhra 2010) 
<www.rte.ie/sport/soccer/irish-soccer-league/2010/0223/261409-corkcity_court/> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
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H FRITHDHÓPÁIL 
 

Sa pheil, agus sa spórt go ginearálta, tá an méid sin béime ar dhrugaí a chuireann leis an 
bhfeidhmiú. Tá rialacha diana ann chun moráltacht agus cothroime spóirt a chosaint.79 Ach, 
an sáraítear cearta na n-imreoirí leis na rialacha seo? Tá ‘whereabouts system’ ann a 
chuireann dualgas ar an lúthchleasaí eolas maidir le cén taobh a bhfuil sé a thabhairt go dtí 
bord rialaithe spóirt na tíre (an Comhairle Spóirt in Éirinn).80 Muna bhfuil an duine san áit 
seo nuair a lorgaítear tástála drugaí, d’fhéadfadh sé a chur ar fionraí.81 Ó thaobh tástálacha 
drugaí de, is féidir é a dhéanamh ar an lúthchleasaí san ionad traenála nó sa bhaile.82 Tá 
ceisteanna príobháideacha ag baint le seo. Ar chóir go mbeadh an ceart seo ag oifigigh dul go 
teach an lúthchleasaí? An nglacfaí leis in aon phost eile? Cad faoi dá mbeadh ar ghach 
aturnae an t-eolas seo a thabhairt don Dlí-Chumann, agus go bhféadfaí an duine a bhaint den 
rolla de dheasca sin? Nó dá bhféadfaí buaileadh isteach go teach an aturnae chun tástáil 
randamach a dhéanamh? Is beag an seans go nglacfaí leis. Bhagraigh cumann spóirt na 
Beilge cheana, go dtógfaí cás bunaithe ar Airteagal 8 den Choinbhinsiún Eorpach um Chearta 
an Duine.83 
 
Ina theannta sin, caithfidh an t-imreoir a bheith saor le haghaidh tástála gan fhógra uair 
amháin sa lá, seacht lá sa tseachtain. Dar leis an reachtaíocht, tá sé de cheart againn saoire 
áirithe a thógaint, ag úsáid comhairimh áirithe ag brath ar chúrsaí áirithe an duine.84 Tá 
argóint ag FIFPro, nach mbíonn aon lá saoire iomlán ag imreoir riamh, má tá sé de dhualgas 
aige a bheith ar fáil le haghaidh tástála 365 lá sa bhliain.85 
 

I CONCLÚID 
 

Is ábhar leathan agus casta é dlí na fostaíochta. I gcomhthéacs peile, d’fhéadfá argóint a 
dhéanamh go bhfuil sé níos casta fós. Thosaigh an smaoineamh go n-íoctar as an imirt 
tuairim is céad bliain ó shin agus anois, is mar pháirt don spórt tráchtála é, ag a bhfuil luach 
na mbilliún.86 Cé gurb iad na daoine a thuilleann na milliúin in aghaidh na bliana na daoine a 
fheictear den chuid is mó, is iad na daoine a thuilleann gnáth-thuarastal, nó níos lú, formhór 
na n-imreoirí. Mar sin, caithfear cosaint a chur ar fáil dóibh agus b’fhéidir nach bhfuil an 
cosaint sin ann. Ó thaobh comhionannais, feicimid go bhfuil i bhfad níos lú mná ann ná fir. 
Tarlaíonn a lán ciaptha chomh maith, cé gur laghdaíodh é thar na blianta. Tá an 
ceardchumannachas le braith go láidir sa spórt, agus is maith an rud é mar is léir go bhfuil sé 
riachtanach. É sin ráite, níl ceann de na bunchearta atá ag beagnach gach fostaí ag imreoirí – 
																																																													
79World Anti-Doping Agency, ‘World Anti-Doping Code’ (2015) 14 <https://wada-main-
prod.s3.amazonaws.com/resources/files/wada-2015-world-anti-doping-code.pdf> faighte 4ú Márta 2016. 
80 Donnellan, 106. 
81 Matt Slater, ‘Legal threat to anti-doping code’, BBC Sport (22 Eanáir 2009) 
<http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/front_page/7844918.stm> faighte 22 Eanáir 2016. 
82 World Anti-Doping Code (n 79). 
83 Donnellan (n 80). 
84 Organisation of Working Time Act 1997, alt 19 (níl an t-acht seo le fáil as Gaeilge); An Treoir um Am Oibre 
2003/88/EC (an tAontas Eorpach). 
85 Donnellan (n 80). 
86 ibid 139. 
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an ceart chun an phoist a fhágaint go luath le fógra. Ach b’fhéidir gurb é sin an rud is lú gur 
féidir leo a bheith ag gearán faoi. Tá ualach mór curtha orthu le forbairt cásdlí cuideachta na 
tíre seo, ina tugtar níos mó cosanta do na cumainn ná do na himreoirí, agus is gnáthfhostaithe 
iad, sula ndéanfaí dearmad. B’fhéidir gurb é an t-ualach is mó atá orthu (agus atá ar 
lúthchleasaí go ginearálta) ná ó thaobh na frithdhópála de. Tá a gcuid cearta príobháideacha 
sáraithe acu agus ina theannta sin, d’fhéadfá a rá nach bhfaigheann siad na saoire dlíthiúla atá 
de cheart acu faoi dlí na hÉireann agus faoi dlí na hEorpa. Tá milliúnaithe go forleathan sa 
spórt anois, ach is é bun agus barr an scéil ná gur gnáthfhostaithe iad an formhór agus tá 
cearta fostaíochta tuillte acu.  
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MEASÚNÚ AR THODHCHAÍ AN DLÍ AR GHINMHILLEADH IN ÉIRINN 

Cormac Hickey* 

 

A RÉAMHRÁ 
 
 

Faoi láthair, tá an dlí ar ghinmhilleadh in Éirinn faoi scrúdú. Bunaíodh an feachtas ‘Repeal 
the Eighth’ chun Airteagail 40.3.3° (an fhoráil bhunreachtúil a bhaineann le ginmhilleadh) a 
bhaint dár mBunreacht agus reachtaíocht a cheadódh ginmhilleadh a chur i bhfeidhm.  
 
Achtaíodh an t-Ochtú Leasú de bharr buartha go leanfadh an Chúirt Uachtarach an cás 
Meiriceánach Roe v Wade,1 chun an chirt chun ginmhillte a chruthú. Baineadh úsáid as 
Griswold v Connecticut2 chun frithghiniúna a cheadú i McGee v Attorney General3 agus dá 
bhrí sin, bunaíodh an Irish Family League i 1973 chun an choisc bunreachtúil ar 
ghinmhilleadh a chruthú.4 Ré pholaitiúil, chasta ab ea tús na n-ochtóidí agus mar gheall ar 
sin, bhí sé cuíosach éasca brú a chur ar pholaiteoirí chun na forála bhunreachtúil a thabhairt 
isteach.5 Bhí toradh ar obair an fheachtais agus d’éirigh leis an leasú ar vóta 66%-33%.6 
  
Sula tháinig an t-Ochtú Leasú isteach i 1983, ba é an Offences Against the Person Act 1861 a 
bhí i gceannas ar dhlí na hÉireann i leith ginmhillte.7 Níor cruthaíodh reachtaíocht nua chun 
an leasaithe a chur i bhfeidhm go dtí 2013, nuair a tháinig an tAcht um Chosaint na Beatha le 
linn Toirchis 2013 i bhfeidhm.8 Chruthaigh teip an Oireachtais aon reachtaíocht a chur i 
bhfeidhm roinnt mhaith cásanna ina cuireadh dualgas ar na cúirteanna an dlí a chinntiú, an 
cás tragóideach Attorney General v X san áireamh.9 Rud dodhéanta ab ea é cosaint chothrom 
a thabhairt don dá cheart a chosnaítear in Airteagal 40.3.3° (ceart na mbeo gan breith chun a 
mbeatha agus comhcheart na máthar chun a beatha)10 agus dá thoradh seo, cruthaíodh an 
eisceacht sa chás i leith ginmhillite nuair atá idéú féinmháraithe ag an máthair. 
 
																																																													
* BCL (Law and French) II, University College Cork.   
1 410 US 113 (1973).  
2 381 US 479 (1965). 
3 [1974] IR 284. 
4 Sandra McAvoy, ‘From Anti-Amendment Campaigns to Demanding Reproductive Justice: The Changing 
Landscape of Abortion Rights Activism in Ireland, 1983-2008’, in Jennifer Schweppe (ed), The Unborn Child, 
Article 40.3.3 and Abortion in Ireland – Twenty-Five Years of Protection (The Liffey Press 2008) 15, 21. 
5 ibid 23. 
6 Jason Kelleher, ‘Referendum 1983: Restriction of Abortion’ (Irish Political Maps, Lúnasa 2012) 
<http://irishpoliticalmaps.blogspot.ie/2012/08/referendum-1983-restriction-of-abortion.html> faighte ar 14 
Eanáir 2016. 
7 Offences Against the Person Act 1861, s 58. 
8 An tAcht um Chosaint na Beatha le linn Toirchis 2013 [Acht 2013 amach anseo]. 
9 [1992] ILRM 411. Féach freisin ar SPUC v Grogan (No 1) [1989] IR 753; Case C-159/90 SPUC v Grogan 
(No2) [1991] ECR I-4685; SPUC v Open Door Counselling [1988] IR 593. 
10 Gerard Hogan & Gerry Whyte, Kelly: The Irish Constitution (4th edn, Butterworths 2003) 1283-1288.  
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Léiríonn pobalbhreitheanna le déanaí go bhfuil dúil phoiblí ann an Bunreacht a athrú agus 
ginmhilleadh a cheadú i roinnt mhaith cásanna. Tá tromlach an phobail i bhfabhar ginmhillte 
a cheadú i gcásanna de ghalair fhéatais mharfach (GFM), cásanna ina bhfuil an bhean ag 
iompar clainne de bharr éignithe agus nuair a bhfuil bagairt ann do shaol nó do shláinte na 
mná agus is é ginmhilleadh an t-aon slí ina réiteofar an baol sin.11 Leis an bhfianaise sin in 
aigne agam, is iad na hábhair a pléifear le linn an airteagail seo ná an t-Acht 2013 agus na trí 
rogha atá romhainn i leith ginmhillte: an t-Ochtú Leasú a fhágáil sa tslí ina bhfuil sé faoi 
láthair agus an córas a théann leis a choimeád; an t-Ochtú Leasú a bhaint den mBunreacht; 
nó, Airteagal 40.3.3° a athrú chun ginmhillte a cheadú i gcásanna áirithe. 
 
 
B  NA DEACRACHTAÍ POLAITIÚLA A BHAINEANN LE GINMHILLEADH 

 
 
Níl aon amhras ach gur ábhar conspóideach agus achrannach é ginmhilleadh agus mar aon le 
gach eile ábhar den chineál sin, déanann polaiteoirí gach iarracht é a sheachaint. Dá mba rud 
é go ndéarfadh aon pholaiteoir go poiblí go raibh said i bhfabhar nó i gcoinne ginmhillte, 
chaillfidís vótaí agus b’fhéidir a suíochán san áireamh. Ó thaobh an reachtais de, ní bhíonn 
tromlach mór ag rialtas de ghnáth agus gan dabht, chabhraigh an tromlach mór a bhí ag an 
rialtas i 2013 leis an acht a chur i bhfeidhm.12   
 
Ina theannta sin, ba reifreann nimhneach é an reifreann i 1983,13 rud a léiríodh nuair a rinne 
ban-pholaiteoirí iarracht an t-ábhar a sheachaint in agallaimh breis is fiche bliain níos 
déanaí.14 Gan amhras, cuimhníonn na polaiteoirí ar an díospóireacht chonspóideach ag an am 
sin agus níl dúil acu é a thosú athuair. Léiríodh na deacrachtaí polaitiúla a bhaineann leis an 
ábhar seo i 2013, nuair a d’fhág cúigear Teachta Dála agus beirt Sheanadóir de chuid Fine 
Gael a bpáirtí de bharr an achta, cé nach gceadaíodh le ginmhilleadh ach i gcásanna faoin 
acht agus cé nach raibh ann ach cinntiú ar an dlí.15 
 

																																																													
11 Jody Corcoran, ‘Poll: Act Now on Abortion Say Voters’ The Irish Independent (Baile Átha Cliath, 21 Meán 
Fomhair 2014) <www.independent.ie/irish-news/politics/poll-act-now-on-abortion-say-voters-30602947.html> 
faighte ar 15 Eanáir 2016; Caroline O’Doherty, ‘Poll: 80% Support Wider Access to Abortion’ Irish Examiner 
(Corcaigh, 9 Iúil 2015) <www.irishexaminer.com/ireland/poll-80-support-wider-access-to-abortion-
341517.html> faighte ar an 7 Eanáir 2016. 
12 Díospóireacht na Dála 9 Márta 2011, iml 728 
<http://oireachtasdebates.oireachtas.ie/debates%20authoring/debateswebpack.nsf/takes/dail2011030900005?ope
ndocumenthttp://oireachtasdebates.oireachtas.ie/debates%20authoring/debateswebpack.nsf/takes/dail201103090
0005?opendocument> faighte 7 Márta 2016.  
13 McAvoy (n 4) 24. 
14 Morgan Healey, ‘I Don’t Want to Get Into This, It’s Too Controversial’: How Irish Woman Politicians 
Conceptualise the Abortion Debate’, in Jennifer Schweppe (ed), The Unborn Child, Article 40.3.3 and Abortion 
in Ireland – Twenty-Five Years of Protection (The Liffey Press 2008) 65, 79-81. 
15 Fiach Kelly, ‘TD Quits New Fine Gael Splinter Groups Over Anti-Kenny Fears’, The Irish Independent 
(Baile Átha Ciath, 11 Méan Fomhair 2013) <www.independent.ie/irish-news/td-quits-new-fine-gael-splinter-
groups-over-antikenny-fears-29571910.html> faighte ar an 7 Eanáir 2016. 
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Aighnítear nach raibh ann sa reifreann i 1983 ach iarracht fadhb an ghinmhillte (i súile na 
bpolaiteoirí) a réitiú gan dualgas a chur orthu féin aon rud a dhéanamh go díreach faoi.16 Níos 
déanaí, is léir gurb iarracht ab ea ráiteas Enda Kenny, go pléifeadh Coinbhinsiún na 
Saoránach an ábhar seo agus go ndéanfaidís an cinneadh faoi dlí na hÉireann ar 
ghinmhilleadh sa todhchaí,17 ‘fadhb’ an ghinmhillte a réitiú gan dualgas a chur air féin nó ar 
lucht an Oireachtais cinneadh a dhéanamh faoi.  Sa tslí ceannann céanna inar theip rialtais ar 
feadh tríocha bliain, bheadh an rialtas á theip ina dhualgas cinntí a dhéanamh ar son an 
phobail, dá ndéanfaí sin. Toghtar polaiteoirí ionas go ndéanfaidís cinntí ar son na tíre, ar 
ábhair eacnamaíochta agus sóisialta, cosúil leis an gcás seo. Is é dualgas an rialtais an 
cinneadh a dhéanamh faoi thodhchaí ár ndlí agus mura ndéanann siad an cinneadh dóibh féin, 
is teip mhór í dóibh. 
 
Le fada, ní raibh córas polaitiúil deis-chlé againn in Éirinn agus de bhrí sin ní raibh aon 
pháirtí libearálach ann chun tacaíochta a thabhairt do ghinmhilleadh.18 I ndáiríre, ba é an 
córas a bhí againn ná dhá phártaí coimeádach - nach bhfuil sa difríocht eatarthu ach cogadh 
beagnach céad bliain ó shin - i gceannas ar ár gcóras. Mar aon leis an gcuid is mó páirtithe 
coimeádacha, bhí siad (agus de réir cosúlachta tá siad fós)19 i gcoinne ginmhillte. De dheasca 
sin, ní rud réalaíoch ab ea an dóchas go gceadófaí le ginmhilleadh go dtí tosach an deichniúir. 
Leis an athrú mór a tharla dár gcóras polaitiúil i 2011,20 tháinig aistriú mór ar mheon na 
bpolaiteoirí i leith ginmhillte, rud a bhféadfadh in ann an dlí a athrú. 
 
Le fada, ní dheachaigh polaiteoirí i ngleic leis an ábhar, agus feictear fós a n-iarrachtaí chun é 
a sheachaint athuair. Um fhoilsithe, ní féidir a rá le cinnteacht cén cruth a mbeidh ar an dara 
Dáil is tríocha,21 ach leis na forbairtí a bhfuil tar éis tagtha ar ár gcóras le blianta anuas, 
caithfear dóchas a bheith ann nach mbeadh deachrachtaí polaitiúla in ann cosc iomlán a chur 
ar fhorbairt an dlí ar ghinmhilleadh, sa tslí mar a dhein siad san am atá caite.  
 
 

C  AN TACHT 2013 – ATHRÚ NÓ COIMEÁD? 
 
Tháinig deireadh leis an easpa reachtaíochta ar ghinmhilleadh i 2013, ach níor glacadh go 
hoifigiúil leis an riachtanas reachtaíochta a chur i bhfeidhm go dtí gur cáineadh Éire i gCúirt 
																																																													
16 M Fox, & T Murphy, ‘Irish Abortion: Seeking Refuge in a Jurisprudence of Doubt and Delegation’ [1992] 19 
Journal of Law and Society 454, 455. 
17 Denis Staunton, ‘Kenny Pledges Citizens’ Convention on Abortion if FG is Re-Elected’ The Irish Times 
(Baile Átha Cliath, 27 Samhain 2015) <www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/kenny-pledges-citizen-s-convention-
on-abortion-if-fg-is-re-elected-1.2446315> faighte ar an 18 Eanáir 2016. 
18 Healey (n 14) 69. 
19 Niall O’Connor, ‘Just Three FF TDs In Favour of Change to Abortion Laws’ The Irish Independent (Baile 
Átha Cliath, 17 Eanáir 2016) <www.independent.ie/irish-news/politics/just-three-ff-tds-in-favour-of-change-to-
abortion-laws-34369199.html> faighte ar an 18 Eanáir 2016. 
20 Gan údar luaite, ‘Enda Kenny Reveals new Cabinet’ RTÉ News (Baile Átha Cliath, 9 Márta 2011)                      
<www.rte.ie/news/2011/0309/298480-politics/> faighte 7 Márta 2016. 
21 Suzanne Lynch, ‘Taoiseach says he cannot say when government will be formed’ The Irish Times (Baile Átha  
Cliath, 7 Márta 2016)  
<www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/taoiseach-says-he-cannot-say-when-government-will-be-formed-
1.2563271> faighte 7 Márta 2016.   
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Eorpach na gCearta Daonna (ECtHR) in ABC v Ireland de bharr an easpa soiléire a bhain leis 
na critéir faoina ceadaítear le ginmhilleadh in Éirinn. 22 Sa chás seo, bhí bean a bhí ag fulaingt 
le hailse ag lorg ginmhillte toisc gur chuala sí go mbeadh sé contúirteach di a bheith ag 
iompar i ndiaidh ailse a bheith aici. B’eachtrannach í agus dá bhrí sin, lorg sí eolas ar an 
gcóras ginmhillte in Éirinn, ach theip ar a hiarracht.  
 
Cháin an chúirt an easpa cinnteachta faoi ghinmhilleadh in Éirinn agus nuair a toghadh an 
rialtas nua Fine Gael – Páirtí an Lucht Oibre go gearr ina dhiaidh sin, gheall an comhaontas 
sain-ghrúpa a chruthú chun scrúdaithe a dhéanamh ar an gcinneadh.23 I Samhain 2012, 
chríochnaigh an grúpa a gcuid oibre agus d’fhoilsigh siad a dtuairisc.24 Chuir an tuairisc 
creathlach reachtaíochta san áireamh agus is é sin an reachtaíocht a chin an Rialtas a chur i 
bhfeidhm.25 Chuir an cás tragóideach de Savita Halappanavar,26 a tuairiscíodh ag an am sin, 
le héileamh an phobail an dlí a athrú.  
  
Ardaíodh an t-Acht 2013 na deacrachtaí polaitiúla thuasluaite, ach is léir go raibh gnéithe 
dearfacha ann freisin. Moladh reachtaíocht le fada, go h-áirithe i ndiaidh X,27 agus thug an t-
acht seo cinnteacht riachtanach ar na heachtraí ina gceadófar le ginmhilleadh. Don chéad 
uair, tugadh sainmhíniú dlíthiúil ar an mbeo gan breith.28 Dúradh san acht go gciallaíonn an 
téarma sin ‘do bheatha den sórt sin le linn na tréimhse ama a thosaíonn tar éis ionchlannú i 
mbroinn mná agus a chríochnaíonn an tráth a thagann an beo go hiomlán amach as colainn na 
mná.’29  
 
Leagadh amach an próiséas a leanfar i gcásanna ina gceadófar le ginmhilleadh freisin. I 
gcásanna ina bhfuil saol na máthar i mbaol ó ghalair fhisiciúila, caithfidh beirt dochtúirí 
fianaise a thabhairt go bhfuil ‘real and substantial risk’ ann do shaol na máthar agus gurb é trí 
ghinmhilleadh amháin a réiteofar an bhagairt sin. Ina theannta sin, chaithfí ceann de na 
dochtúirí a bheith ina obstatraí agus caithfidh go mbeadh an dochtúir eile ina saineolaí ar an 
gcineál leighis atá i gceist sa chás. Más féidir, ní mór teagmháil a dhéanamh le dochtúir 
ginearálta na mná.30 Cuireadh próiséas eile san acht i gcóir ginmhillte a cheadú i gcásanna 

																																																													
22 (2011) 53 EHRR 13. 
23 Máiréad Enright, ‘A, B & C v Ireland: Update’ (Human Rights in Ireland Aibreán 5 2011) 
<http://humanrights.ie/international-lawinternational-human-rights/a-b-c-v-ireland-update/> faighte 8 Márta 
2016 
24 An Roinn Sláinte, ‘Report of the Expert Group on the Judgment in A, B & C v Ireland’ (2012) 
<http://health.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Judgment_ABC.pdf> 
25 Ivana Bacik, ‘A History of Abortion Law in Ireland and Prospects for Change’ [2014] 20(2) MLJI 75, 79. 
26 Kitty Holland, ‘Woman 'denied a termination' dies in hospital’ The Irish Times (Báile Atha Cliath, 14 
Samhain 2014) <www.irishtimes.com/news/woman-denied-a-termination-dies-in-hospital-1.551412> faighte 7ú 
Márta 2016 
27 Féach mar shampla ar Jennifer Schweppe, ‘Taking Responsibility for the ‘Abortion Issue’: Some Thoughts on 
Legislative Reform in the Aftermath of A, B and C’ [2011] 14(2) IJFL 50. 
28 Jennifer Schweppe & Eimear Spain, ‘Interpreting ‘Life’ in the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Act 2013’ 
[2014] 20(2) MLJI 93, 93. 
29 Acht 2013, s 2(1). 
30 Acht 2013, s 7. 
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éigeandála.31 Don chéad uair, tugadh cinnteacht dhlíthiúil ar na próisis a leanfar i leith 
ginmhillte san acht seo. 
 
Tá córas níos caoile i bhfeidhm sna cásanna ina dtagann baol do shaol na mná ó fhéinmharú, 
rud a thaispeánann easpa dúile na bpolaiteoirí ginmhilleadh atá bunaithe ar an gcúis seo a 
cheadú, de mo dhóighse. Sna cásanna seo, caithfidh triúir dochtúirí fianaise a thabhairt go 
bhfuil bagairt ann do shaol na máthar agus is é ginmhilleadh an t-aon slí ina gcuirfear stop 
leis an mbaol sin. Ní mór do bheirt dóibh a bheith ina síceolaithe (agus ceann amháin ina 
síceolaí a oibríonn le mná díreach i ndiaidh breithe), agus go mbeadh ar a laghad beirt as an 
triúr (an obstatraí san áireamh) ag oibriú in údarás formheasa.32 Aighníodh ag an am nach 
dtiocfadh méadú ar líon na mban a fhaigheann ginmhilltí in Éirinn faoin alt seo,33 agus 
léiríonn na fíricí ó 2014 gurb é sin fírinne an scéil.34  
 
Cáineadh an t-acht de bharr an easpa teorainn ama i gcóir ginmhillte, áfach.35 Ar a laghad, 
caithfear é seo a réitiú, ionas nach mbeadh éiginnteacht ag baint lenár ndlí arís. Leagadh 
amach na pionóis san acht do ghinmhilleadh neamhdhleathach freisin – suas chuig ceithre 
bliana déag i bpríosúin nó fíneál airgid.36 Is pionós trom é seo, ach tugtar cosaint 
bhunreachtúil do shaol an bheo gan breith agus de bhrí sin, ní mór pionós láidir a bheith ann 
d’éinne a thagann salach ar an bhforáil seo, mar aon le gach buncheart. Cáineadh alt 17 
freisin, foráil a thugann cead don agóid choinsiasach, toisc go gceadaíonn an fhoráil an 
fhéidearthacht nach mbeadh ginmhilleadh ar fáil in ospidéil Caitliceach.37 Cé nach bhfuil ann 
ach féidearthacht, cuirtear dualgas ar aon dochtúir nach ndéanann ginmhilleadh don chúis seo 
an ginmhilleadh a eagrú don bhean d’ainneoin a thuairimí pearsanta.38 B’fhéidir nach mbeadh 
an ginmhilleadh ar fáil san ospidéal sin, ach eagrófar é in ospidéal eile agus dá bhrí sin ní gá 
an fhoráil seo a athrú sa todhchaí, i dtuairim an údair. 
 
Pé tuairim atá acu faoi todhchaí an Ochtú Leasú, is é m’aighneacht nach bhfuil aon mhaitheas 
ag baint le hAcht 2013 a leasú, ach an oiread. Ceadaítear le ginmhilleadh i ngach cás ina 
bheadh sé bunreachtúil faoin acht seo, agus tugann an t-acht soiléire dúinn ar an ábhar seo. 
Go dtí go n-athrófar Airteagal 40.3.3°, ba cheart Acht 2013 a choimeád. 
 

D TODHCHAÍ AN OCHTÚ LEASÚ 
 

Faoi láthair, tá an feachtas chun Airteagail 40.3.3° a bhaint dár mBunreacht faoi lánseol agus 
dá bhrí sin, caithfear na h-impleachtaí a leanfadh an gníomh seo a scrúdú.  Is iad na trí rogha 
																																																													
31 Acht 2013, s 8. 
32 Acht 2013, s 9. Tugtar liosta do na húdaráis formheasa i Sceideal an Achta.  
33 Fiona de Londras, ‘Suicide and Abortion: Analysing the Legislative Options in Ireland’ [2013] 19(1) MLJI 4, 
8. 
34 ‘26 Terminations Carried Out in Ireland Under New Abortion Laws’ TheJournal.ie (29 Meitheamh 2015)     
<www.thejournal.ie/abortions-ireland-26-2188298-Jun2015/> faighte ar an 11 Eanáir 2016. 
35 De Londras (n 33) 19. 
36 Acht 2013, s 22(2). 
37 Máiréad Enright, & Fiona de Londras, ‘‘Empty Without and Empty Within’: the Unworkability of the Eighth 
Amendment after Savita Halappanavar and Miss Y’ [2014] 20(2) MLJI 85, 87. 
38 Acht 2013, s 17(3).  
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atá romhainn i leith ginmhillte ná: an t-Ochtú Leasú a fhágáil sa tslí ina bhfuil sé faoi láthair 
agus an córas a théann leis a choimeád; Airteagal 40.3.3° a bhaint dár mBunreacht; nó, 
Airteagal 40.3.3° a athrú ionas go gceadófar le ginmhilleadh i gcásanna teoranta ar nós GFM, 
cásanna ina bhfuil bagairt ann do shláinte na mná, agus cásanna a bhainean le coirriú coil nó 
le héigniú. 
 
1 An cheart an fhoráil a choimeád sa tslí ina bhfuil sé faoi láthair? 

 
Ní féidir a shéanadh ach gur ábhar polaitiúil í an cheist faoi hAirteagal 40.3.3° a choimeád sa 
tslí ina bhfuil sé nó leasú a dhéanamh uirthi. Chun feidhmithe a bhaint as an gcóras faoi 
láthair na huaire, oibríonn Airteagal 40.3.3° le hudarás an Achta 2013. Le teacht isteach an 
achta, tugadh struchtúr don chóras ginmhillte agus de dheasca sin, más mian leis an bpobal an 
córas atá againn faoi láthair a choimeád, ní mór Airteagal 40.3.3° a choimeád chomh maith. 
 
Ar an lámh eile, más mian le tromlach an phobail dlí na hÉireann i leith ginmhillte a athrú, 
agus cosc iomlán a chur air nó é a cheadú i gcásanna eile ina bhfuil cosc ar ghinmhilleadh 
faoi láthair (fé mar a dúradh i bpobalbhreith le déanaí),39 caithfear téacs an airteagail a athrú. 
Is í an tslí is éifeachtaí chun meon an phobail a scrúdú ná trí reifreann. Don chúis sin, is léir 
gur cheart reifreann a bheith againn más mian leis an bpobal ár ndlí ar ghinmhilleadh a athrú. 
 
2 Na himpleachtaí dá scriosfar an leasú 

 
Is léir nach tasc éasca é rud a cuireadh sa Bhunreacht blianta ó shin a bhaint de níos déanaí, 
agus níl aon dabht faoi ach go mbeadh sé sin fíor i gcás Airteagail 40.3.3°. 40 Cé go moltar an 
cinneadh seo a thógail agus an t-Ochtú Leasú a bhaint den Bhunreacht,41 níl sé soiléir fós an 
gcuirfeadh sé sin deireadh leis an gcosaint bhunreachtúil a thugtar don bheo gan breith, de 
bharr ráitis na mbreithimh i gcásanna roimh a tháinig an t-Ochtú Leasú isteach i 1983.42 I G v 
An Bord Uchtála,43 dúradh: ‘[t]he right to life necessarily implies the right to be born, the 
right to preserve and defend, the right to have preserved and defended, that right.’44 Leanadh 
an ráiteas seo i Norris v Attorney General,45 cás ina dúradh gurb é an ceart chun beatha ar 
cheann de na cearta is tábhachtaí sa Bhunreacht. É ag labhairt obiter, chin an Breitheamh 
McCarthy: ‘[t]he provisions of the preamble…would appear to lean heavily against any view 
other than that the right to life of the unborn child is a sacred trust to which all the organs of 
government must lend their support’.46  
 
Is léir ón dá chás seo, go h-áirithe ó G, gur athnaíodh ceart an bheo gan breith chun a 
mbeatha roimh teacht isteach an t-Ochtú Leasú i 1983. De dheasca sin, ní chuirfear deireadh 

																																																													
39 Corcoran, O’Doherty (n 11). 
40 Conor Gearty, ‘The Politics of Abortion’ [1992] 19 Journal of Law and Society 441, 447. 
41 Bacik (n 25) 90. 
42 Enright & de Londras (n 37) 89-90. 
43 [1979] 113 ILTR 25 [G amach anseo]. 
44 ibid 41. 
45 [1984] IR 36. 
46 ibid 103. 
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le cosaint bhunreachtúil an bheo gan breith dá scriosfaí Airteagal 40.3.3°. Ar leibhéal simplí, 
bheadh ar an Oireachtas reachtaíocht a rith chun an dlí a athrú freisin. Don dá chúis 
thuasluaite, is léir nach bhféadfadh dlí na hÉireann i leith ginmhillte a athrú le Airteagal 
40.3.3° a scrios amháin. Ionas go gceadófar é i réimse níos leithne ná anois, caithfear téacs an 
airteagail a athrú. 
 
3 Dá n-athrófar airteagal 40.3.3° chun ginmhillte a cheadú i réimse cásanna teoranta 

 
Is é an díospóireacht faoin gceart ginmhillte a cheadú i gcásanna GFM ceann do na hábhair is 
conspóidí maidir le ginmhilleadh. Nuair a ritheadh an t-Acht 2013, dúradh nach leanann an 
chosaint in Airteagal 40.3.3° chuig leanbh a fhaigheann bás i mbroinn na máthar. Níor 
cinntíodh, áfach, cad é an stádas bunreachtúil do leanbh a bhfuil beo sa bhroinn, ach nach 
bhfuil seans aige maireachtáil lasmuigh den mbroinn.47  
 
Bunaithe ar an gcinneadh i D v Ireland,48 aighníodh go gceadófaí le ginmhilleadh sna 
cásanna seo os comhair Cúirt Eorpach na gCearta Daonna (ECtHR) agus dá bharr sin, go 
gceadófaí leis in Éirinn. Ag leanúint an smaoinimh seo, moltar reachtaíocht a chruthú 
bunaithe ar an gcás.49 Ach níl cúrsaí chomh simplí sin, áfach. Ní cúirt bhunreachtúil í an 
ECtHR agus mar gheall ar sin ní féidir lena dtuairim foráil den Bhunreacht a athrú í féin. 
Ciallaíonn sé seo nach mbeadh aon reachtaíocht a chruthófaí chun ginmhillte i gcásanna 
GFM a cheadú bunreachtúil agus de dheasca sin, tá sé soiléir nach bhféadfaí ginmhilleadh 
sna cásanna seo a cheadú gan an Bhunreacht a leasú athuair. Theip ar dhá bhille a cheadódh 
ginmhilleadh i gcásanna GFM le déanaí,50 agus dhiúltaigh lucht an chomhrialtais é ar 
chomhairle an Ard-Aigne go mbeadh an t-acht mí-bhunreachtúil.51 
  
Déantar an argóint nach síníonn cosaint an fhoráil amach do linbh le GFM, dá thoradh an 
shainmhínithe chaoil a thugtar ar ‘shaol’ san acht,52 ach is cosúil gur achtaíodh an t-acht chun 
an tsaoil a chosaint go dtí go rugfaí an leanbh. Ansin, thiocfadh an chosaint in Airteagal 
40.3.2° i gceist, airteagal ina ghealltar go ndéanfadh ‘an Stát, go sonrach, lena dhlíthe, 
beatha...an uile saoránaigh a chosaint ar ionsaí éagórach chomh fada lena chumas’.53 De 
dheasca sin, is léir nach gceadaítear ginmhilleadh i gcásanna GFM faoi láthair agus go 
mbeadh orainn Airteagal 40.3.3° a athrú chun é seo a cheadú.  
 
I leith ginmhillte a cheadú i gcásanna ina bhfuil an bhean ag iompar de bharr éignithe, éiríonn 
deacrachtaí le cinntiú gur éigníodh an bhean.54 Ionas go gceadófar an ginmhilleadh, beidh 
																																																													
47 Schweppe & Spain (n 26) 95 
48 (2006) 43 EHRR 191. 
49 Bacik (n 25) 76, 79. 
50 C Simons ‘‘Incompatible with Life’: Does Article 40.3.3° Permit Abortion for ‘Fatal Foetal Abnormality’?’ 
[2015] 21 (1) MLJI 11, 11. 
51 Michael O’Regan & Marie O’Halloran, ‘Dáil Defeats Clare Daly’s Abortion Bill 104 Votes to 20’ The Irish 
Times (Baile Átha Cliath, 10 Feabhra 2015) <www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/d%C3%A1il-defeats-clare-
daly-s-abortion-bill-104-to-20-1.2098098> faighte ar an 20 Eanáir 2016. 
52Schweppe & Spain (n 28), 95-96.  
53Bunreacht na hÉireann, Airteagal 40.3.2°. 
54 Enright & de Londras (n 37) 87. 
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fianaise ag teastáil chun deimhniú gur éigníodh an bhean agus is cosúil nach mbeadh 
comhlíonadh leis an riachtannas sin ach amháin le cinneadh cúirte. Leis an méid mhór 
cásanna d’éigniú,55 ní chloisfí na cásanna ina lorgaíonn an bhean ginmhilleadh de bharr an 
éignithe in am mura gcuirtí reachtaíocht a dtugfadh tosaíocht do na cásanna sin i bhfeidhm. 
Thiocfadh moilliú ar chríochnú na gcásanna eile, ach mura gceadótaí é, ní bheadh bean a 
éigníodh in ann ginmhilleadh dlíthiúil a fháil in Éirinn. Dá bharr sin, ní bheadh cúis leis an 
bhforáil. Dá gceadófaí le ginmhilleadh i gcásanna inar éigníodh an bhean, tá an cuma ar an 
scéal go gcaithfear reachtaíocht a chur i bhfeidhm chun tosaíochta a thabhairt do na cásanna 
sin.  
 
Ceadaíodh ginmhilleadh i leith bagairt do shaol na mná in X agus leanadh X san Acht 2013. 
Dá gceadófaí le ginmhilleadh i gcásanna ina bhfuil baol ann do shláinte na máthar (ach 
bagairt ar bith dá saol), bheadh gá ann le reachtaíocht a chur i bhfeidhm chun cinntithe a 
thabhairt ar bhrí le bagairt sláinte. Gan an reachtaíocht seo, bheimis san áit chéanna ina 
rabhamar i ndiaidh an Ochtú Leasú, nuair a bhí ar na cúirteanna an dlí a chinntiú. 
 
Ag féachaint ar an todhchaí amach romhainn, is léir go gcaithfear Airteagal 40.3.3° a athrú 
ionas go n-athrófar dlí na hÉireann maidir le ginmhilleadh. Ní leor an t-airteagal a scrios 
áfach, más mian leis an bpobal ginmhilleadh a cheadú i ngach cás, de bharr na ráitis i 
gcásanna roimh teacht isteach an t-Ochtú Leasú i 1983. Má theastaíonn ón bpobal an dlí ar 
ghinmhilleadh a chaolú nó a leathnú, caithfear téacs an airteagail a athrú. 

 
 

E CONCLÚID 
 
Is ábhar conspóideach é todhchaí an dlí ar ghinmhilleadh in Éirinn, sa tslí ina raibh sé i 
gcónaí. Chruthaigh an t-Acht 2013 an-chuid díospóireachta agus easaontaithe, ach is léir gur 
thug sé cinnteacht dhlíthiúil dúinn nach raibh againn cheana féin. Thug an t-acht sainmhíniú 
dúinn ar an mbeo gan breith agus leagadh amach na struchtúir a leanfar sna cásanna ina 
gceadaítear le ginmhilleadh. In anneoin na cinnteachta seo, cáintear an t-acht de bharr an 
pionóis trom a thugtar do mhná ó thaobh ghinmhillte. Ach mar atá ráite thuasluaite, is ceart 
bunreachtúil é ceart an bheo gan breith chun a mbeatha agus dá bhrí sin, caithfear pionós 
láidir a chur i bhfeidhm do ghach éinne a thagann salach ar an bhforáil.  
 
De dheasca na conspóide faoin ábhar, bíonn polaiteoirí i gcónaí mall chun aon rud a 
dhéanamh faoi ghinmhilleadh. Chomh maith le sin, ó thaobh an rialtais de, is minic nach 
mbíonn tromlach mór ag rialtas agus dá gcaillfear baill den rialtas de bharr ginmhillte, tá 
seans ann go dtitfeadh an rialtas. Ba é an bhuairt seo a chuir le réasúnaíocht na bpolaiteoirí 
agus iad ag seachaint aon rud a dhéanamh faoi ghinmhilleadh go ceann tríocha bliain. Ní 
hionadh ar bith é ach gurb é an rialtas le ceann de na tromlaigh is mó riamh a chruthaigh Acht 
2013, agus chaill an rialtas sin seacht baill dá bharr. Chun athraithe a dhéanamh ar dhlí na 
																																																													
55 468 i 2014, Courts Service of Ireland, Annual Report 2014 (Baile Átha Cliath, Courts Service, 2015) 41                                           
<www.courts.ie/Courts.ie/library3.nsf/(WebFiles)/76D5C7C737385EFF80257E91002F3D7A/$FILE/Courts%2
0Service%20Annual%20Report%202014.pdf> faighte ar an 11 Eanáir 2016. 
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hÉireann mar gheall ar ghinmhilleadh sa todhchaí, beidh gá le rialtas a thacaíonn 
ginmhilleadh mar cheann dá pholasaithe is tábhachtaí. 
 
Faoi láthair, tá feachtas faoi lánseol chun an Ochtú Leasú a bhaint den Bhunreacht, ach 
léiríonn na ráitis ó chásanna roimh teacht isteach an t-Ochtú Leasú i 1983 gur cheart 
bunreachtúil é ceart an bheo gan breith chun a mbeatha gan Airteagal 40.3.3° agus dá bhrí 
sin, ní bheadh sé sách oiriúnach an t-airteagal a scrios ina aonair más mian leis an bpobal 
ginmhilleadh a cheadú i chuile cás. Léiríonn pobalbhreitheanna le déanaí nach dteastaíonn 
leis an bpobal ginmhilleadh a cheadú gan teorann,56 ach amháin i gcásanna sainiúil ar nós 
cásanna GFM, cásanna inar éigníodh an bhean nó inar fhulaing an bhean do choiriú coil, agus 
i gcásanna ina bhfuil bagairt ann do shaol nó do shláinte na máthar. Ceadaítear le 
ginmhilleadh nuair atá bagairt ann do shaol na máthar cheana féin, agus chun ginmhillte a 
chéadú sna cásanna eile, caithfear Airteagal 40.3.3° a athrú. Léireoidh reifreann meon an 
phobail ar ghinmhilleadh, ach bheadh cinnteacht ann go leanann dlí ginmhillte na tíre seo ar 
mhoráltacht na tíre. I bhfocail Smith, ‘[a]bortion continues to operate as the collective marker 
of morality in the state’.57  
 
 

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
56 Corcoran, O’Doherty (n 11).  
57 L Smith, ‘From Rights to Compassion: The D Case and Contemporary Abortion Politics’ in Jennifer 
Schweppe (ed), The Unborn Child, Article 40.3.3 and Abortion in Ireland – Twenty-Five Years of Protection 
(The Liffey Press 2008) 47, 61. 
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GOLD MEDAL FOR BEST LETTER SUBMISSION 2016: THE RULE OF LAW IN 
EUROPE 

Emily Hancox1 

 

Dear Editor, 

While there are many urgent and troubling issues one might choose to write about regarding 
European public law at present, I write to you today with a fairly modest plea. My plea is 
aimed at the European Court of Justice (ECJ) and implores its members to better respect the 
rule of law in their decision-making. 

It is perhaps always dangerous to invoke such a contested concept as the rule of law in an 
argument. However, the Member States themselves, as drafters of the Treaties, made clear 
the commitment of the EU towards the rule of law. Article 2 of the Treaty on European 
Union (TEU) states: 

The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, 
democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including 
the rights of persons belonging to minorities.  

A number of meanings can be (and have been) attributed to the rule of law, ranging from a 
formalistic conception to requiring a full-blown commitment to human rights. At its most 
basic, perhaps, the rule of law might be regarded as a requirement of consistency that 
contrasts with arbitrary exercises of discretion. When directed towards the judiciary, the rule 
of law as consistency requires a coherent line of jurisprudence with some degree of 
predictability. Respect for the rule of law does not imply that it is illegitimate for judges to 
overrule earlier decisions.  However, in such cases, judges ought to justify and explain the 
shift.  

In the context of the EU the need to respect the rule of law takes on a new dimension. The 
decisions of the ECJ are binding across all twenty-eight Member States where it is the 
obligation of national judges and law-makers to interpret and apply those decisions. While, 
strictly speaking, the ECJ is not bound to follow its earlier decisions, its position within the 
EU legal order provides a strong argument why the ECJ should aim for consistency. 

The ECJ has only very rarely expressly departed from its earlier decisions and the cases in 
which it has done so are ‘as few as they are celebrated’ (in the words of Advocate General La 
Pergola).2 Such cases where the ECJ explicitly overruled its earlier decisions include 
Roquette Frères3 (overturning Hoechst 4), Keck,5 and Metock6 (overturning Akrich7). More 

																																																													
1 PhD researcher at the University of Edinburgh.  
2 Case C-262/96 Sema Sürül v Bundesanstalt für Abeit [1999] ECR I-2685, Opinion of AG La Pergola. 
3 Case C-94/00 Roquette Frères SA v Directeur général de la concurrence, de la consommation et de la 
répression des fraudes, and Commission of the European Communities [2002] ECR I-9011. 
4 Case C-46/87 Hoechst v Commission [1987] ECR 2859. 
5 Case C-267/91 Keck and Mithouard [1993] ECR I-6097. 
6 Case C-127/08 Metock and Others [2008] ECR I-6241. 
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frequently, the ECJ implicitly departs from earlier judgments such as from its decision in 
Cinéthèque8 to ERT9 and Familiapress.10 It is this latter instance that I want to pick up on and 
raise in the light of two recent cases regarding access to social benefits for EU citizenship: 
Dano11 and Alimanovic.12 

In Dano the ECJ appears to depart its rulings in Martínez Sala13 and Trojani,14 namely that 
migrant EU citizens, lawfully resident according to national law (but not EU law), are entitled 
to equal access to any social benefits regulated by EU law. The ECJ focused on the primary 
rights of Ms Martínez Sala and Mr Trojani to move and reside (Article 21 TFEU) and to non-
discrimination on grounds of national (Article 18 TFEU). Ms Martínez Sala, as a Union 
citizen lawfully residing in the territory of another Member State, fell within the personal 
scope of the Treaty and was thus able to claim equal access to social benefits.15 Similarly, in 
Trojani, the ECJ held that while Member States ‘can make residence of an EU citizen 
conditional on his having sufficient resources, that does not mean that such a person cannot, 
during his lawful residence in the host Member State, benefit from the fundamental principle 
of equal treatment’.16  
 
In Dano, however, the ECJ chose not to focus on the position of Ms Dano as an EU citizen 
lawfully resident in a host Member State. Instead, the ECJ focused its attention on whether 
Ms Dano had a right of residence under EU law (specifically Directive 2004/38, the Citizens’ 
Rights Directive).17 Ms Dano did not have a right of residence under Citizens’ Rights Direct 
as she lacked sufficient resources which meant she could not claim equal treatment with 
regard to social assistance.18 The case clearly departs from the ECJ’s earlier decisions, yet 
does not expressly say so or provide reasons as to why it is doing so. It might be that the 
entry into force of the Citizenship Directive signalled the need for a change, but the ECJ does 
not even go so far as to state this.  
 
In Alimanovic, the ECJ again implicitly overruled its 2009 decision in Vatsouras.19 Article 
24(2) of the Citizens’ Rights Directive permits Member States to derogate from the right to 
equal treatment as regards jobseekers. In Vatsouras, the ECJ held, notwithstanding Article 
24(2), that a jobseeker still falls within the scope of Article 45 TFEU on free movement of 
																																																																																																																																																																																													
7 Case C-108/01 Akrich [2003] ECR I-907. 
8 Case C-60/84 Cinéthèque v Fédération nationale des cinémas français [1985] ECR 2605. 
9 Case C-260/89 ERT v DEP [1991] ECR I-2925. 
10 Case C-368/95 Familiapress [1997] ECR I-3689. 
11 Case C-133/33 Dano (ECJ, 11 November 2014). 
12 Case C-67/14 Alimanovic (ECJ, 15 September 2015). 
13 Case C-85/96 Martínez Sala [1998] ECR I-2691. 
14 Case C-456/02 Trojani [2004] ECR I-7573. 
15 Martínez Sala (n 12) para 61. 
16 Trojani (n 13) para 40. 
17 Directive 2004/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the rights of 
citizens of the Union and their family member to move and reside freely within the territory of the Member 
States amending Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 and repealing Directives 64/221/EEC, 68/360/EEC, 
72/194/EEC, 73/148/EEC, 75/34/EEC, 75/35/EEC, 90/364/EEC, 90/365/EEC, 75/34/EEC, 93/96/EEC [2004] 
OJ L 158/77. 
18 Dano (n 10) paras 81-82. 
19 Case C-22/08 Vatsouras [2009] ECR I-4585. 
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workers.  A jobseeker could therefore still benefit from the right to equal treatment in Article 
45 TFEU as regards ‘a benefit of a financial nature intended to facilitate access to 
employment in the labour market of a Member State’.20 The ECJ did accept, however, that a 
Member State could choose to grant such an allowance only after it has been possible to 
establish a real link between the job-seeker and the labour market of that State.21 In 
Alimanovic, however, the ECJ did not refer to Article 45 TFEU.  Instead the ECJ narrows, 
almost to the point of extinction, this aspect of its decision in Vatsouras, holding simply that 
social assistance to jobseekers may be withheld under Article 24(2) of the Citizens’ 
Directive.22 
 
In both Dano and Alimanovic therefore, the ECJ implicitly overrules several earlier cases on 
the rights of EU citizens. Without explicitly declaring this, the ECJ leaves in doubt the status 
of the earlier decisions, complicating the position of national judges who have to make their 
way through the ECJ’s case law. What is more, when the subject matter concerns the rights of 
EU citizens, a decision to limit these rights warrants justification. In the absence of 
explanation, the ECJ leaves itself open to criticism for acting arbitrarily or political 
expediency. I therefore end, as I began, with a plea for greater respect for the rule of law in 
Europe. 
 
Is mise le meas, 
 
Emily Hancox 
 

																																																													
20 ibid, paras 36-37. 
21 ibid, para 38. 
22 Alimanovic (n 11) paras 57-58. 


